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A B S T R A C T

Background

Psychological therapies have been developed for parents of children and adolescents with a chronic illness. Such therapies include parent

only or parent and child/adolescent, and are designed to treat parent behaviour, parent mental health, child behaviour/disability, child

mental health, child symptoms and/or family functioning. No comprehensive, meta-analytic reviews have been published in this area.

Objectives

To evaluate the effectiveness of psychological therapies that include coping strategies for parents of children/adolescents with chronic

illnesses (painful conditions, cancer, diabetes mellitus, asthma, traumatic brain injury, inflammatory bowel diseases, skin diseases or

gynaecological disorders). The therapy will aim to improve parent behaviour, parent mental health, child behaviour/disability, child

mental health, child symptoms and family functioning.

Search methods

We searched CENTRAL, MEDLINE, EMBASE and PsycINFO for randomised controlled trials (RCTs) of psychological interventions

that included parents of children and adolescents with a chronic illness. The initial search was from inception of these databases to

June 2011 and we conducted a follow-up search from June 2011 to March 2012. We identified additional studies from the reference

list of retrieved papers and from discussion with investigators.

Selection criteria

Included studies were RCTs of psychological interventions that delivered treatment to parents of children and adolescents (under 19

years of age) with a chronic illness compared to active control, wait list control or treatment as usual. We excluded studies if the

parent component was a coaching intervention, the aim of the intervention was health prevention/promotion, the comparator was a

pharmacological treatment, the child/adolescent had an illness not listed above or the study included children with more than one type

of chronic illness. Further to this, we excluded studies when the sample size of either comparator group was fewer than 10 at post-

treatment.
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Data collection and analysis

We included 35 RCTs involving a total of 2723 primary trial participants. Two review authors extracted data from 26 studies. We analysed

data using two categories. First, we analysed data by each medical condition across all treatment classes at two time points (immediately

post-treatment and the first available follow-up). Second, we analysed data by each treatment class (cognitive behavioural therapy

(CBT), family therapy (FT), problem solving therapy (PST) and multisystemic therapy (MST)) across all medical conditions at two

time points (immediately post-treatment and the first available follow-up). We assessed treatment effectiveness on six possible outcomes:

parent behaviour, parent mental health, child behaviour/disability, child mental health, child symptoms and family functioning.

Main results

Across all treatment types, psychological therapies that included parents significantly improved child symptoms for painful conditions

immediately post-treatment. Across all medical conditions, cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) significantly improved child symptoms

and problem solving therapy significantly improved parent behaviour and parent mental health immediately post-treatment. There

were no other effects at post-treatment or follow-up. The risk of bias of included studies is described.

Authors’ conclusions

There is no evidence on the effectiveness of psychological therapies that include parents in most outcome domains of functioning, for a

large number of common chronic illnesses in children. There is good evidence for the effectiveness of including parents in psychological

therapies that reduce pain in children with painful conditions. There is also good evidence for the effectiveness of CBT that includes

parents for improving the primary symptom complaints when available data were included from chronic illness conditions. Finally,

there is good evidence for the effectiveness of problem solving therapy delivered to parents on improving parent problem solving skills

and parent mental health. All effects are immediately post-treatment. There are no significant findings for any treatment effects in any

condition at follow-up.

P L A I N L A N G U A G E S U M M A R Y

Psychological therapy for parents of children with a longstanding or life-threatening physical illness

Parenting a child with a longstanding or life-threatening illness is very difficult, and can have a negative impact on many aspects of

the parent’s life. Parents of these children often have difficulty balancing caring for their child with other responsibilities such as work,

social life, finance and other household tasks. As a result they may experience more stress, worries, sad feelings, family arguments and

troubling child behaviour. Parents also have a major influence on their child’s well-being and adjustment, and play an important role

in how their child adapts to living with an illness. Treatments for parents of children with a longstanding illness aim to improve parent

distress, parenting behaviours, family conflict, child distress, child disability and the child’s medical symptoms.

Thirty-five studies were found in the search, but only 26 of these had data that could be used in the analyses. We found studies for

six child illnesses (painful conditions, cancer, diabetes, asthma, traumatic brain injury and eczema) and four types of psychological

therapies (cognitive behavioural therapy, family therapy, problem solving therapy and multisystemic therapy). We looked at the effects

of the treatments on parent distress, parenting behaviours, family conflict, child distress, child disability and symptoms of the child’s

illness immediately after the treatment and at the first available follow-up time point after the treatment had ended. We analysed the

data in two ways; first we grouped the studies by each individual illness and then we grouped the studies by each individual psychological

therapy.

Psychological therapies can help reduce pain in children with painful conditions. Where there were results available from studies of

different chronic illnesses, we found that cognitive behavioural therapy can improve the child’s medical symptoms. Problem solving

therapy can improve parent’s distress and their ability to solve problems. More studies of psychological treatments for parents of children

with a longstanding illness are needed.
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B A C K G R O U N D

Description of the condition

Chronic illness affects the lives of many children and their fami-

lies. The prevalence of illness and disability differs by geographi-

cal and economical context. In the USA, Canada, Northern Eu-

rope, UK and Australia chronic activity-limiting conditions are

reported to be frequent, with painful illness, allergy, asthma and

obesity being common (McDougall 2004). The changing demo-

graphic of childhood illness in economically wealthy countries

has prompted a re-analysis of the role of paediatric medicine, as

chronic illness becomes more prevalent than acute (e.g. Halfon

2010; Van Cleave 2010). Other parts of the world present differ-

ent clinical challenges. In Africa, for example, life expectancy is

54 years and shorter in sub-Saharan Africa where almost half the

population are children and the most prevalent chronic conditions

are related to communicable diseases, in particular HIV-related

disease, malaria and tuberculosis (WHO 2011).

The existing published literature shows a bias towards the medical

management of chronic illness related to environment or lifestyle.

Chronic pain in childhood is known to have widespread negative

outcomes for children and parents (Palermo 2000). Psychologi-

cal intervention reviews have also been undertaken on the impact

of sickle cell disease (Anie 2012), recurrent abdominal pain/irri-

table bowel syndrome (Huertas-Ceballos 2008), type 1 diabetes

(McBroom 2009), traumatic brain injury in children (Soo 2007)

and asthma (Yorke 2009).

The impact of childhood chronic illness on other family members,

including parents, has been of growing interest for two reasons.

First, it is now recognised that parents who have significant emo-

tional distress of their own and poor family functioning can indi-

rectly affect child outcomes (Logan 2005; Palermo 2007). Second,

it is now recognised that parents can have a positive effect on child

adjustment to chronic illness (Logan 2005).

Description of the intervention

Addressing the mental health problems of parents, and enabling

parents to be agents of change in the management of their child’s

chronic illness, have recently been promoted as viable treatment

approaches (Jordan 2007; Palermo 2009b). Studies have focused

on the education of parents about the specific condition or treat-

ment (e.g. Savage 2011), whilst others concern lay- or nurse-me-

diated social support (e.g. Lewin 2010). In psychological science,

specific treatment approaches have been developed that focus on

reducing the emotional distress expressed by parents, or on altering

parenting behaviours to promote better child outcomes, whether

this be decreasing emotional distress, or improving physical symp-

toms or behaviour.

Psychological interventions of interest are defined as any psy-

chotherapeutic treatment specifically designed to change parent

cognition or behaviour, or both, with the intention of improving

child outcomes. Psychological interventions are varied in their ap-

proaches and there is still debate surrounding which treatment is

most effective at improving mental health and behaviour in par-

ents and children with chronic illnesses. Such interventions in-

clude cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) which has been found

to be effective with children with painful conditions (e.g. Eccleston

2009a; Palermo 2009a). Problem solving therapy (PST) has also

been used with parents and children with various chronic illnesses

(D’Zurilla 1995; Sahler 2002). Other treatments have emerged

from a family systems approach that focuses explicitly on the fam-

ily as a unit of intervention (Ellis 2005; Wysocki 2000) such as

multisystemic therapy (MST) or family therapy (FT).

How the intervention might work

There are a variety of interventions described as psychological.

Cognitive and cognitive behavioural therapies dominate, but ther-

apies with a psychodynamic or systemic tradition are also repre-

sented. Family and couple therapies have also been developed. All

psychological interventions include a rationale for therapy. Com-

mon is education around illness and behaviour. Establishing the

therapy and the therapist as credible is an important general stage

(Nock 2001). Next, a therapeutic relationship is established that

will enable a confidential, non-blaming investigation of behaviour.

Then, depending on the illness and behavioural presentation, spe-

cific components may include anxiety management, exposure for

phobic targets, problem solving skills, cognitive therapy for de-

pression and relationship management. Finally, most treatments

will include a maintenance component that focuses on robust be-

havioural change within a normal home environment outside the

clinic, over time. Such components can be seen in parent interven-

tions using different therapies to improve parental functioning,

child behaviour and mental health.

Cognitive behavioural interventions specifically are based on a

number of foundational assumptions. First, behaviour is socially

and historically contingent (Skinner 1953). Second, cognition is

an emergent property of behavioural context (James 1980). Third,

behaviour is regulated by cognitive goals (Bandura 1989). Fourth,

emotions influence both behaviour and cognition (Ashby 1999;

Gilliom 2002). Fifth, most behaviour is deployed outside of con-

scious awareness or control (Bargh 2008). Finally, some attempts

to control cognition and behaviour can have paradoxical negative

effects on desired outcomes (Wegner 1994).

Other interventions such as PST (D’Zurilla 1995) provide a spe-

cific framework that includes positive problem orientation towards

an issue. Cognitive-behavioural strategies are used in PST and in-

clude the following steps: Identify the problem, Define your op-

tions, Evaluate your options, Act, and finally See if it worked. PST

has previously been effective with depression, anxiety and stress-

related syndromes (D’Zurilla 1999).
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Family and systemic therapies specifically focus on a contextual

and relational view of the aetiology and maintenance of behaviour.

In particular, the target of health behaviour change is typically re-

lated to family functioning, or in the cognitive representation of

the family, rather than on individual attitudes, beliefs or behaviour.

Typically, family or systems therapy approaches will include mul-

tiple family members and outcomes are often expressed on behalf

of the family or dyad (two individuals regarded as a pair).

Why it is important to do this review

The prevalence of childhood chronic illness has more than dou-

bled in the last 20 years (Perrin 2007). Parents provide a major

influence in children’s lives, influence that can have both a positive

or negative effect on child outcomes. Psychological interventions

are being developed that focus on helping parents to help both

themselves and their children. Establishing the evidence at this

stage of development will provide comment on current best prac-

tice, and serve to guide new treatment development.

O B J E C T I V E S

1. To evaluate the effectiveness of psychological parent

interventions on reducing the distress associated with parenting a

child with a chronic illness.

2. To evaluate the effectiveness of psychological parent

interventions on reducing the primary symptom or behavioural

expression of illness for the child.

3. To assess primary outcomes and adverse events of different

parent interventions in the 14 different conditions (see ’Types of

participants’).

M E T H O D S

Criteria for considering studies for this review

Types of studies

Randomised controlled trials (RCTs) that compared parental psy-

chological interventions with attention control, other active treat-

ment or waiting list control were considered for this review. The

parent intervention had to be primarily psychological in nature.

Studies that met the inclusion criteria consisted of the following:

• RCT, published in full in a peer-reviewed journal;

• primary aim of the trial was an evaluation of a psychological

intervention;

• involved parents of children who have an illness for three

months or more (Van der Lee 2007);

• involved parents of children adjusting to a diagnosis of

cancer;

• had a n of 10 or more in both the treatment and control

arm at end of treatment or follow-up.

Types of participants

Parents of children who have endured a chronic illness for three

months or more. Parents were regarded as the primary caregiver

of a child or adolescent under the age of 19 years. Parents were

defined, for the purposes of this review as any adult who adopts

the responsibility for the role of parenting the child (this could

include biological parent, guardian, other adult family member).

There was no lower age limit for the children, however, by the

definition of ’chronic illness’, the child must be three months or

more. The children must also be experiencing one (or more) of

the following physical illnesses:

• headache;

• recurrent abdominal pain;

• back pain;

• idiopathic pain conditions;

• complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS);

• rheumatological conditions (e.g. arthritis and fibromyalgia);

• sickle cell disease;

• cancer;

• diabetes mellitus;

• asthma;

• traumatic brain injury;

• inflammatory bowel diseases;

• skin diseases (e.g. eczema);

• gynaecological disorders (e.g. chronic dysmenorrhoea and

endometriosis).

Chronic illnesses were selected from the National Survey of Chil-

dren with Special Health Care Needs 2009 to 2010 (Data Resource

Center 2010). It was impractical to include all chronic illnesses on

this list, therefore, we selected the most common. However, three

illnesses (cancer, inflammatory bowel diseases and gynaecological

disorders) were not included in the Current Health Conditions

and Functional Difficulties but were added for the purposes of

this review. Cancer has a high incidence level and it was predicted

that in 2007, there were 10,400 children with cancer in the US

alone under the age of 14 (Linabery 2007). Studies that investi-

gate interventions with parents of children who have ’survived’ an

illness such as childhood survivors of cancer were also eligible for

inclusion. Inflammatory bowel diseases and gynaecological disor-

ders are also common conditions in childhood and adolescence

and were included because they are thought to be prevalent but

under-represented in the academic literature.
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Types of interventions

Studies were included if the interventions were primarily psycho-

logical, and had credible, recognisable psychological/psychother-

apeutic content, and were specifically for, or included parents.

Psychological interventions were defined as any psychotherapeu-

tic treatment specifically designed to change parent cognition or

behaviour, or both, and had the intention of improving parent

or child outcomes. However, studies in which parents acted as

’coaches’ were excluded from this review. The intervention had to

aim to provide treatment to the parent rather than teach them to

deliver an intervention to their child. Similarly, we also excluded

health promotion therapies such as intervening with the parent to

cease smoking to improve their child’s asthma. We have excluded

studies that combine psychological interventions with pharmaco-

logical interventions or are qualitative in nature as it is difficult to

combine qualitative and quantitative data.

Types of outcome measures

Primarily, parent outcomes were the target of our review. How-

ever, if the study also reported child outcomes as stated below, we

also analysed and reported these data. We analysed data at post-

treatment and the first available follow-up period, where reported.

Primary outcomes, depending on specific treatment, were: parent

behaviour, parent mental health, child behaviour/disability, child

mental health, child primary symptom, family function and ad-

verse events.

We made a judgement when studies reported multiple measures

within one of the six outcome domains without defining their

primary or secondary outcome measure. The rules of this judge-

ment were to select the most generic, reliable and most frequently

used measure within the field, and most appropriate for the given

outcome category. When both parents and children reported on

a measure, we extracted the self report item unless the non-self re-

port measure was a more generic measure. For family functioning

measures, we extracted parent data over child data as the review

is focused on whether interventions can help parents of children

with a chronic illness.

Search methods for identification of studies

We searched electronic databases and reference lists to identify

studies matching the criteria. In addition, we also contacted experts

and study authors for additional studies.

Electronic searches

We searched four databases for studies from inception to June

(week 4) 2011 and again in March (week 1) 2012:

• The Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials

(CENTRAL, beginning 1968);

• MEDLINE via Ovid (beginning 1946);

• EMBASE via Ovid (beginning 1974);

• PsycINFO via Ovid (beginning 1806).

We adapted the search strategies from the MEDLINE search (see

Appendix 1) and they are included in Appendix 2. There was

no language restriction imposed and no unpublished literature

or grey material was included. The search strategy included four

categories of words: psychological interventions, parents, children/

adolescents and chronic illnesses (as stated above), and was refined

by a methodological filter used to identify RCTs according to

Cochrane guidance (Higgins 2011).

Searching other resources

We performed a reference list and citation search of each selected

study which identified further studies meeting the inclusion crite-

ria. We then repeated this stage for such studies. We also checked

meta-analyses and systematic reviews that met the inclusion crite-

ria for appropriate studies and included them if they met the in-

clusion criteria. We also contacted authors of selected studies and

experts in the field for further studies that had not already been

identified from the search.

Data collection and analysis

Selection of studies

EF performed the searches of each database and collated results.

Two review authors (EF, EL) then sifted through potential studies

and identified those eligible to be included with CE acting as ar-

biter. No blinding of study authors’ names, institutions or journals

occurred during this process. We resolved any disagreements by

discussion between all review authors.

We made selection of abstracts using the following criteria.

1. Participants

◦ Parents must be referred to in the title or abstract of

each study

◦ The parent must be the primary caregiver of the child

◦ Children must have one or more of the chronic

illnesses listed above

◦ Children must be in the age range three months to 19

years

◦ There must be 10 or more participants in each

condition at the end of the treatment assessment

2. Intervention

◦ The intervention must be primarily psychological in at

least one condition

◦ Must be of RCT in design

◦ One or more parents must be treated by the

intervention

◦ The parents and/or child must be measured at baseline

and at a point in time during or after the intervention
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3. Comparison groups

◦ Attention control group

◦ Active treatment group

◦ Treatment as usual group: this would consist of usual

doctors’ appointments and treatment without added

psychological therapy

◦ Wait list control

4. Numerical outcomes presented

We then obtained the selected studies meeting the criteria in full

and EF and EL read and assessed them independently.

Data extraction and management

Two review authors (EF and EL) carried out data extraction from

studies that were identified by all review authors as appropriate for

inclusion. The data extraction sheet was adapted from Eccleston

2009a and Eccleston 2009b. It included references, the diagnosis

of the child’s chronic illness, aspects of the intervention or therapy,

characteristics of the treatment team, the setting of the interven-

tion and outcome measures.

Assessment of risk of bias in included studies

We assessed risk of bias using the recommended Cochrane guid-

ance (Higgins 2011). Of the five suggested risk of bias categories,

we judged studies on random sequence generation (selection bias),

allocation concealment (selection bias), blinding of outcome as-

sessment (detection bias), incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

and selective reporting (reporting bias). We excluded the option of

’blinding participants and personnel’ because we deemed it redun-

dant as neither therapists nor patients can be blinded to whether

they deliver or receive treatment.

Decisions about random sequence generation were based on

whether authors gave a convincing method of randomisation. Al-

location concealment judgements were based on whether suffi-

cient methods were employed for random allocation to take place.

Participants being stratified by age or gender did not count as bias

but are noted in the tables. We judged risk of blinding of outcome

assessment on whether the measures were administered and col-

lected by an assessor who was blind to the treatment allocation.

We judged high risk of attrition bias when no description of attri-

tion was reported. We made an unclear decision when there was

an adequate decision given but authors did not report whether

there were significant differences between completers and non-

completers. We concluded low risk of bias when authors gave both

a description of attrition and stated that there were no significant

differences between completers and non-completers. Third, we

judged selective reporting bias in two parts. First, we judged stud-

ies on whether data were fully reported in the study or if authors

later responded to data requests. Second, we rated each study on a

three-point scale for concordance (two points = full concordance,

one point = partial concordance, zero points = no concordance).

We rated studies for concordance between study aims and mea-

sures (i.e. if aims corresponded to measures stated in methods sec-

tion) and between measures and results (i.e. if all measures were

reported in results, and no additional measures were added to re-

sults that were not stated in the methods section).

Assessment of quality in included studies

We assessed quality of studies using the method advocated by Yates

2005. Two authors (EF, EL) rated study quality for each study

and disagreements were settled by discussion between all authors.

The rating scale consists of two sections which creates an overall

quality of study score of 35. The first section measures treatment

quality (0 to 9) which assesses the treatment rationale, duration

of treatment, manualisation, therapist training and engagement

of patients. The second section measures the quality of the study

design and methods used (0 to 26). This section measures the

inclusion/exclusion criteria, rates of attrition, description of pa-

tient sample, steps taken to minimise bias (randomisation, allo-

cation bias, measurement bias and treatment expectations), jus-

tification of outcomes and whether they are reliable and valid,

follow-up, adequate statistical analyses (power, sufficient sample

size, planned data analysis, statistical reporting and intention-to-

treat analysis) and finally choice of control group. The studies are

then categorised as ’high quality’ or ’low quality’ of being biased.

The boundary between high and low quality was defined as the

mid-point (quality of study high quality ≥ 18, low quality ≤ 17,

treatment quality high quality ≥ 5, low quality ≤ 4, quality of

study design and methods used high quality ≥ 15, low quality ≤

14).

Measures of treatment effect

We investigated four classes of psychological therapies: cognitive

behavioural therapy (CBT), family therapy (FT), problem solving

therapy (PST) and multisystemic therapy (MST). CBT is based

on theories of behavioural analysis (Bergin1975), cognitive the-

ory (Beck 1979) and social learning theory (Bandura 1977). CBT

therefore includes a range of strategies with the goals of modify-

ing social/environmental and behavioural factors that may exac-

erbate or cause symptoms, and modifying maladaptive thoughts,

feelings and behaviours to reduce symptoms and prevent relapse.

FT is based on family systems theory (Haley 1976; Minuchin

1974), which emphasises the role of the family context in an in-

dividual’s emotional functioning. FT interventions typically fo-

cus on altering patterns of interactions between family members,

and include structural family therapy (Minuchin 1974), strate-

gic family therapy (Haley 1976) and behavioural systems family

therapy (Robin 1989). PST is based on the D’Zurilla 1982 social

problem solving model, which defines problem solving in terms

of an individual’s ability to recognise problems and use cognitive

and behavioural skills to solve them. PST includes didactic in-

struction in problem solving skills, followed by in-session mod-
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elling, behavioural rehearsal and performance feedback, as well

as homework assignments (D’Zurilla 2007). Finally, MST is an

intensive family and community-based intervention based on the

Bronfenbrenner 1979 social ecological model and family systems

theory (Haley 1976; Minuchin 1974). MST therefore targets the

patient, their family and broader systems such as the patient’s

school, work or medical team as needed. MST incorporates a wide

range of evidence-based intervention techniques based on the in-

dividual needs of the patient and family (Henggeler 2003), in-

cluding cognitive-behaviour approaches, parent training and fam-

ily therapies.

We extracted data immediately post-treatment (i.e. immediately

after the treatment programme had finished). Where data were

available, we also analysed studies at follow-up, which is classed as

the first available time point after post-treatment. We categorised

outcomes into one of six outcome domains: parent behaviour, par-

ent mental health, child behaviour/disability, child mental health,

child symptoms and family functioning. Where studies had more

than one comparator group, we chose the ‘active control group’

over ‘standard treatment’ or ‘wait list control’ groups.

There are four therapies (CBT, FT, PST and MST), eight condi-

tions (asthma, cancer, diabetes, gynaecological disorders, inflam-

matory bowel syndrome, painful conditions (these were grouped

together due to the homogeneous nature of the trials), skin dis-

eases and traumatic brain injury), two time points (post-treatment

and follow-up) and six possible outcomes (parent behaviour, par-

ent mental health, child behaviour/disability, child mental health,

child symptoms and family functioning). There are six categories

by which we analysed data.

1. For each condition, across all types of psychological therapy,

what is the effectiveness for the six outcomes immediately post-

treatment?

2. For each condition, across all types of psychological therapy,

what is the effectiveness for the six outcomes at follow-up?

3. For each psychological therapy, across all conditions, what

is the effectiveness for the six outcomes immediately post-

treatment?

4. For each psychological therapy, across all conditions, what

is the effectiveness for the six outcomes at follow-up?

5. The interaction between the condition and the

psychological therapy effectiveness.

6. Investigation of characteristics of particularly effective

treatments.

Analyses are presented for each of the six outcomes, however, due

to the heterogeneous nature of the conditions and studies, this

was not always possible. We pooled data using standardised mean

difference and random-effect models as studies did not consis-

tently use the same scales when measuring the same outcomes.

Cohen’s d effect sizes can be interpreted as follows: 0.2 = small, 0.5

= medium, 0.8 = large (Cohen 1992). Where possible, we com-

bined data in a meta-analysis and, following Cochrane guidance

(Higgins 2011), presented data in the form of numbers needed to

treat and numbers needed to harm.

Dealing with missing data

We contacted authors of studies when data were not reported fully

in publications. However, when authors could not send data to

the review authors or were non-responsive to emails, we excluded

data.

Assessment of heterogeneity

Subgroup analysis explored the possible sources of heterogeneity

(see Results).

Assessment of reporting biases

Biases are reported within the results section of the review follow-

ing Cochrane guidance on bias reporting (Higgins 2011). When

possible, we attempted to use a failsafe N to control for publica-

tion bias.

Subgroup analysis and investigation of heterogeneity

When there were multi-arm trials or trials that compared more

than one active treatment, we used the primary active treatment

and compared with the least biased comparator (typically standard

care or treatment as usual). Analyses of the following subgroups

are presented where data permitted:

• parent-only interventions versus family-based interventions;

• intervention effects within specific illnesses;

• intervention effects across specific types of psychological

interventions.

We also explored heterogeneity through subgroup analysis (see

’Results’).

R E S U L T S

Description of studies

See: Characteristics of included studies; Characteristics of excluded

studies.

See: ’Characteristics of included studies’ and ’Characteristics of

excluded studies’.

Results of the search

We extracted a total of 114 papers to identify whether they met the

full inclusion criteria; 107 papers were found in the initial search,

and a further seven studies were identified later in an updated

search before publication. Of these 114 papers, 99 were found

from the search of databases, six papers from the citation search,
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four papers from reference searches and five papers from authors

of included studies. We deemed 35 studies (45 papers) to meet

the inclusion criteria for the review, whilst 61 studies (69 papers)

were excluded (Aleman 1992; Anderson 1999; Betancourt 2004;

Braga 2005; Bruzzese 2008; Burke 1997; Burke 2001; Cakan

2007; Canino 2008; Carey 2008; Chernoff 2002; Chiang 2009;

Ellis 2007; Ellis 2008; Evans 1999; Field 1998; Forsander 1995;

Forsander 2003; Garbutt 2010; Gerber 2010; Giallo 2008; Glang

2007; Gustafsson 1986; Harris 2001; Haus 1976; Hernandez

1998; Hommel 2012; Hovell 1994; Humphreys 2000; Ireys 1996;

Ireys 2001; Jay 1990; Johnson 1987; Kamps 2008; Kaslow 2000;

Kazak 1996; Kazak 2005; Ketchen 2006; Klinnert 2005; Klinnert

2007; Kroner-Herwig 1998; Kupfer 2010; Lasecki 2008; Logan

1997; Mendez 1997; Nelson 2011; Perez 1999; Rasoli 2008;

Sanders 1989; Sanders 1996; Satin 1989; Scholten 2011; Sieberg

2011; Staab 2002; Sullivan-Bolyai 2010; Szczepanski 2010; Wade

2010; Walders 2006; Walker 1996; Warner 2011; Wysocki 1997).

Included studies

Of the 35 studies (45 papers) included in this review, 31 had two

comparator arms and four studies had three comparator arms. Of

the 31 studies that had two arms, 15 studies used active controls

where patients had to actively engage in another type of treatment

(e.g. education) whilst 19 used wait list or “treatment as usual con-

trols”. The total number of participants at the end of treatment

was 2723 (mean = 80 per study). The total number of participants

entering treatment was 3214 (mean = 95 per study). Therefore,

the completion rate for all studies was 85%, making the attri-

tion percentage 15%. The proportion of completers across studies

ranged from 59% to 100%.

We categorised the studies by the primary illness of the children.

There were 12 painful condition studies (Allen 1998; Barakat

2010; Barry 1997; Connelly 2006; Duarte 2006; Hicks 2006;

Kashikar-Zuck 2005; Kashikar-Zuck 2012; Levy 2010; Palermo

2009; Robins 2005; Sanders 1994). Six studies with the pri-

mary illness of cancer met the inclusion criteria (Askins 2009;

Hoekstra-Weebers 1998; Kazak 2004; Sahler 2002; Sahler 2005;

Stehl 2009), nine diabetes studies (Ambrosino 2008; Ellis 2004;

Ellis 2005; Grey 2011; Laffel 2003; Lehmkuhl 2010; Olivares

1997; Wysocki 1999; Wysocki 2006), four asthma studies (Celano

2012; Lask 1979; Ng 2008; Seid 2010), three traumatic brain

injury studies (Wade 2006; Wade 2006b; Wade 2011) and one

atopic eczema study (Niebel 2000). However, no studies met the

inclusion criteria for inflammatory bowel disease or gynaecologi-

cal disorders.

Similarly, we also categorised studies by the type of psychological

therapy delivered. There were 19 studies that delivered CBT (Allen

1998; Ambrosino 2008; Barakat 2010; Barry 1997; Connelly

2006; Duarte 2006; Grey 2011; Hicks 2006; Hoekstra-Weebers

1998; Kashikar-Zuck 2005; Kashikar-Zuck 2012; Laffel 2003;

Levy 2010; Niebel 2000; Olivares 1997; Palermo 2009; Robins

2005; Sanders 1994; Stehl 2009), seven studies that delivered FT

(Celano 2012; Kazak 2004; Lask 1979; Lehmkuhl 2010; Ng 2008;

Wysocki 1999; Wysocki 2006), seven studies that delivered PST

(Askins 2009; Sahler 2002; Sahler 2005; Seid 2010; Wade 2006;

Wade 2006b; Wade 2011) and two studies that delivered MST

(Ellis 2004; Ellis 2005).

We were unable to extract quantitative data from nine of the

35 studies (Barry 1997; Celano 2012; Duarte 2006; Grey 2011;

Kazak 2004; Lask 1979; Lehmkuhl 2010; Olivares 1997; Robins

2005). These studies did not present means or standard devia-

tions, or combined data with another study already included in

the review (Grey 2011). Therefore 26 studies (36 papers, 2253

participants at end of treatment) presented data that were in-

cluded in at least one analysis (Allen 1998; Ambrosino 2008;

Askins 2009; Barakat 2010; Connelly 2006; Ellis 2004; Ellis

2005; Hicks 2006; Hoekstra-Weebers 1998; Kashikar-Zuck 2005;

Kashikar-Zuck 2012; Laffel 2003; Levy 2010; Ng 2008; Niebel

2000; Palermo 2009; Sahler 2002; Sahler 2005; Sanders 1994;

Seid 2010; Stehl 2009; Wade 2006; Wade 2006b; Wade 2011;

Wysocki 1999; Wysocki 2006).

The proportion of therapy received by parent and child varied

between studies. The majority of studies gave equal attention to

both parent and child (22 studies). In seven studies only the parent

received therapy, four of which studies were delivering treatment

to parents whose children had been diagnosed with cancer. Four

further studies spent the majority of treatment time with the child.

The final two studies did not specify how much therapy the parent

and child received. Twenty-eight studies treated patients in-person

with the therapist, and seven studies used online programmes to

deliver part or all of the therapy to patients. Twenty-five studies

carried out therapy with individuals or with individual families,

whilst eight studies used a group format. One further study used

a combination of group and individual work. One study did not

specify how treatment was carried out. A summary of the charac-

teristics of therapy, and a narrative summary of treatment content,

are presented in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively.

Excluded studies

Sixty-one studies did not meet the inclusion criteria for this study.

Thirty-one studies had insufficient psychotherapeutic content,

such as instruction, education, parents trained as ’coaches’ for

their children or health prevention interventions (Aleman 1992;

Anderson 1999; Braga 2005; Burke 1997; Burke 2001; Chernoff

2002; Chiang 2009; Evans 1999; Field 1998; Garbutt 2010;

Giallo 2008; Glang 2007; Hovell 1994; Humphreys 2000; Ireys

1996; Ireys 2001; Johnson 1987; Kaslow 2000; Kazak 1996;

Ketchen 2006; Klinnert 2005; Klinnert 2007; Kupfer 2010; Logan

1997; Mendez 1997; Nelson 2011; Perez 1999; Staab 2002;

Sullivan-Bolyai 2010; Szczepanski 2010; Walders 2006). Sixteen

studies had an aim that was irrelevant to the aim of the review

such as fidelity studies, mixed illnesses or the intervention focus-

ing on the parents communication with professionals (Bruzzese

2008; Cakan 2007; Canino 2008; Carey 2008; Ellis 2007; Ellis
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2008; Forsander 1995; Gerber 2010; Harris 2001; Hommel 2012;

Jay 1990; Rasoli 2008; Scholten 2011; Wade 2010; Walker 1996;

Wysocki 1997). Thirteen studies had an insufficient number of

participants (n < 10) at post-treatment in or one more arms of treat-

ment (Forsander 2003; Gustafsson 1986; Haus 1976; Hernandez

1998; Kamps 2008; Kazak 2005; Kroner-Herwig 1998; Lasecki

2008; Sanders 1989; Sanders 1996; Satin 1989; Sieberg 2011;

Warner 2011) and one paper recruited participants prospectively

(Betancourt 2004). These judgements were often difficult to make

and led to extended discussion between review authors.

Risk of bias in included studies

We used five ’Risk of bias’ categories: random sequence generation

(selection bias), allocation concealment (selection bias), blinding

of outcome assessment (detection bias), incomplete outcome data

(attrition bias) and selective reporting (reporting bias) (Figure

1; Figure 2). Sixteen studies described a convincing method of

randomisation and we judged them to have a low risk of bias, a

further 19 studies did not provide an adequate description and

we judged them to be unclear. We rated no studies as high risk of

bias for random allocation. There were 12 studies that described

a convincing method of allocation and we judged them to have a

low risk of allocation bias, a further 22 studies did not provide an

adequate description and we judged them to be unclear. We rated

ne study as high risk of allocation bias. Thirteen studies reported

outcome assessors that were blinded to treatment allocation and

we judged them to have a low risk of bias, a further 21 studies did

not provide an adequate description and we judged them to be

unclear, and we judged one study to have a high risk of outcome

bias. Eleven studies reported attrition and found no significant

differences between completers and non-completers, so we judged

them to have a low risk of bias. Five studies reported attrition but

did not report differences between completers and non-completers

and so we judged them to be unclear and nine studies did not give

an adequate description of attrition and so we judged them to be of

high risk. Data could be fully extracted in 12 studies and were fully

concordant between aims, measures and results and we judged

them to have low risk of selective reporting bias. A further 13

studies were unclear, meaning data could not be extracted or aims,

measures and results were only partially concordant. We found 10

studies to have high risk of selective reporting bias because data

could not be extracted and they were only partially concordant.
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Figure 1. ’Risk of bias’ summary: review authors’ judgements about each risk of bias item for each included

study.
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Figure 2. ’Risk of bias’ graph: review authors’ judgements about each risk of bias item presented as

percentages across all included studies.

Assessment of quality in included studies

For the 35 studies that met the inclusion criteria, the mean overall

quality of the study was 21.49 (standard deviation (SD) = 6.09,

range seven to 32). This score is made up of the treatment qual-

ity score (M = 6.74, SD 2.06, range one to nine) and the quality

of design and methods (M = 14.74, SD = 4.52, range three to

23). The ’Risk of bias’ figures show the overall quality total, treat-

ment quality and quality of design and methods. We performed a

Spearman’s correlation to investigate whether the total study qual-

ity, treatment quality, design quality or n at the end of treatment

were correlated to the year of study. Year of publication was sig-

nificantly and positively associated with total study quality (rho =

0.581, P < 0.001), design quality of the study (rho = 0.525, P <

0.01) and treatment quality of the study (rho = 0.566, P < 0.01).

Treatment quality was significantly associated with design quality

(rho = 0.665, P < 0.001). End of treatment n was not significantly

associated with year of publication, treatment quality or design

quality (rho = 0.169, P > 0.05; rho = 0.066, P > 0.05; rho = 0.136,

P > 0.05), respectively.

When assessing all 45 analyses reported at post-treatment and

follow-up, 15 showed low heterogeneity (I² = < 25%), 16 showed

moderate heterogeneity (I² = > 25% to < 50%) and 14 showed

high heterogeneity (I² = > 50%).

Effects of interventions

We analysed data in two categories. In the first, outcomes for each

individual condition across all psychological therapies are analysed

at post-treatment and follow-up. For the second, outcomes for

each psychological therapy across all conditions at post-treatment

and follow-up are presented. No analyses could be presented for

gynaecological disorders or inflammatory bowel syndrome due to

lack of studies meeting the inclusion criteria, and no adverse events

were reported in any study reviewed.

Individual conditions across all psychological

therapies

Painful conditions at post-treatment

We entered two studies of children with chronic pain, containing

a total of 92 participants, into an analysis of parent behaviour. The

overall effect of all psychological therapies on parent behaviour

was not significant (Z = 0.80, P > 0.05) (Analysis 1.1). We en-

tered six studies of children with chronic pain, containing a total

of 429 participants, into an analysis of child behaviour/disability.

The overall effect of all psychological therapies on child behaviour/

disability was not significant (Z = 1.39, P > 0.05) (Analysis 1.2).

We entered four studies of children with chronic pain, containing

a total of 356 participants, into an analysis of child mental health.

The overall effect of all psychological therapies on child mental

health was not significant (Z = 0.14, P > 0.05) (Analysis 1.3). We

entered eight studies of children with chronic pain, containing a

total of 512 participants, into an analysis of child symptoms. The

overall effect of all psychological therapies on child symptoms was

significant (Z = 2.23, P < 0.05) with a small effect size of stan-

dardised mean difference (SMD) -0.29 (95% confidence interval
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(CI) -0.55 to -0.03) (Analysis 1.4; Figure 3). There was only one

study of children with chronic pain that could be entered into an

analysis of family functioning, therefore no conclusion could be

drawn.

Figure 3. Forest plot of comparison: 1 Painful Conditions Post-treatment, outcome: 1.4 Child Symptoms.

No studies presented extractable data on parent mental health.

Painful conditions at follow-up

There was only one study of children with chronic pain that could

be entered into an analysis of parent behaviour at follow-up, there-

fore no conclusions could be drawn. We entered three studies of

children with chronic pain, containing a total of 289 participants,

into an analysis of child behaviour/disability at follow-up. The

overall effect of all psychological therapies on child behaviour/

disability at follow-up was not significant (Z = 0.29, P > 0.05)

(Analysis 2.1). We entered two studies of children with chronic

pain, containing a total of 255 participants, into an analysis of

child mental health at follow-up. The overall effect of all psycho-

logical therapies on child mental health at follow-up was not sig-

nificant (Z = 0.28, P > 0.05) (Analysis 2.2). We entered six studies

of children with chronic pain, containing a total of 391 partici-

pants, into an analysis of child symptoms at follow-up. The overall

effect of all psychological therapies on child symptoms at follow-

up was not significant (Z = 1.64, P > 0.05) (Analysis 2.3). There

was only one study of children with chronic pain that could be

entered into an analysis of family functioning at follow-up, there-

fore no conclusions could be drawn.

No studies presented extractable data on parent mental health.

Cancer at post-treatment

We entered four studies of children with cancer, containing a to-

tal of 629 participants, into an analysis of parent behaviour. The

overall effect of all psychological therapies on parent behaviour

was not significant (Z = 1.28, P > 0.05) (Analysis 3.1). We en-

tered five studies of children with cancer, containing a total of 706

participants, into an analysis of parent mental health. The overall

effect of all psychological therapies on parent mental health was

not significant (Z = 1.36, P > 0.05) (Analysis 3.2).

No studies presented extractable data on child behaviour/disabil-

ity, child mental health, child symptoms or family functioning.

Cancer at follow-up

We entered four studies of children with cancer, containing a total

of 597 participants, into an analysis of parent behaviour at fol-

low-up. The overall effect of all psychological therapies on parent

behaviour at follow-up was not significant (Z = 0.54, P > 0.05)

(Analysis 4.1). We entered four studies of children with cancer,

containing a total of 598 participants, into an analysis of parent

mental health at follow-up. The overall effect of all psychological

therapies on parent mental health at follow-up was not significant

(Z = 1.20, P > 0.05) (Analysis 4.2).

No studies presented extractable data on child behaviour/disabil-

ity, child mental health, child symptoms or family functioning.

Diabetes at post-treatment

There was only one study of children with diabetes that could be

entered into analyses of parent mental health, therefore no con-

clusions could be drawn. We entered two studies of children with

diabetes, containing a total of 198 participants, into an analysis of

child mental health. The overall effect of all psychological thera-

pies on child mental health was not significant (Z = 0.28, P > 0.05)
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(Analysis 5.1). There was only one study of children with diabetes

that could be entered into analyses of child behaviour/disability,

therefore no conclusions could be drawn. We entered six studies

of children with diabetes, containing a total of 455 participants,

into an analysis of child symptoms. The overall effect of all psy-

chological therapies on child symptoms was not significant (Z =

1.70, P > 0.05) (Analysis 5.2). We entered four studies of children

with diabetes, containing a total of 306 participants, into an anal-

ysis of family functioning. The overall effect of all psychological

therapies on family functioning was not significant (Z = 0.09, P >

0.05) (Analysis 5.3).

No studies presented extractable data on parent behaviour.

Diabetes at follow-up

There was only one study of children with diabetes that could

be entered into an analysis of parent mental health at follow-up,

therefore no conclusion could be drawn. We entered three studies

of children with diabetes, containing a total of 239 participants,

into an analysis of child symptoms at follow-up. The overall effect

of all psychological therapies on child symptoms at follow-up was

not significant (Z = 1.58, P > 0.05) (Analysis 6.1).

No studies presented extractable data on parent behaviour, child

behaviour/disability, child mental health or family functioning.

Asthma at post-treatment

There was only one study of children with asthma that could be

entered into analyses on parent behaviour, therefore no conclu-

sions could be drawn. We entered two studies of children with

asthma, containing a total of 74 participants, into an analysis of

parent mental health. The overall effect of all psychological ther-

apies on parent mental health was not significant (Z = 0.86, P >

0.05) (Analysis 7.1). There was only one study of children with

diabetes that could be entered into analyses of child behaviour/

disability, therefore no conclusions could be drawn. We entered

three studies of children with asthma, containing a total of 170

participants, into an analysis of child symptoms. The overall effect

of all psychological therapies on child symptoms was not signifi-

cant (Z = 1.51, P > 0.05) (Analysis 7.2).

No studies presented extractable data on child mental health or

family functioning.

Asthma at follow-up

We entered two studies of children with asthma, containing a

total of 132 participants, into an analysis of child symptoms at

follow-up. The overall effect of all psychological therapies on child

symptoms at follow-up was not significant (Z = 0.55, P > 0.05)

(Analysis 8.1).

No studies presented extractable data on parent behaviour, parent

mental health, child behaviour/disability, child mental health or

family functioning.

Traumatic brain injury at post-treatment

We entered two studies of children with traumatic brain injury,

containing a total of 72 participants, into an analysis of parent

mental health. The overall effect of all psychological therapies on

parent mental health was not significant (Z = 1.49, P > 0.05)

(Analysis 9.1). We entered two studies of children with traumatic

brain injury, containing a total of 72 participants, into an analysis

of child behaviour/disability. The overall effect of all psychological

therapies on child behaviour/disability was not significant (Z =

0.65, P > 0.05) (Analysis 9.2). We entered two studies of children

with traumatic brain injury, containing a total of 67 participants,

into an analysis of family functioning. The overall effect of all

psychological therapies on family functioning was not significant

(Z = 0.33, P > 0.05) (Analysis 9.3).

No studies presented extractable data on parent behaviour, child

mental health or child symptoms.

Traumatic brain injury at follow-up

No studies presented extractable data on parent behaviour, par-

ent mental health, child behaviour/disability, child mental health,

child symptoms or family functioning.

Skin diseases at post-treatment

There was only one study of children with skin diseases that could

be entered into an analysis of parent behaviour, parent mental

health, child behaviour and child symptoms at post-treatment,

therefore no conclusions could be drawn.

No studies presented extractable data on child mental health or

family functioning.

Individual psychological therapies across all

conditions

Cognitive behavioural therapy at post-treatment

We entered four studies, containing a total of 166 participants,

into an analysis of the effects of cognitive behavioural therapy

(CBT) across all conditions on parent behaviour. The overall effect

of CBT on parent behaviour was not significant (Z = 0.08, P >

0.05) (Analysis 10.1). We entered four studies, containing a total

of 224 participants, into an analysis of the effects of CBT on

parent mental health. The overall effect of CBT on parent mental

health was not significant (Z = 1.05, P > 0.05) (Analysis 10.2). We

entered seven studies, containing a total of 459 participants, into

an analysis of the effects of CBT on child behaviour/disability.

The overall effect of CBT on child behaviour/disability was not

significant (Z = 0.84, P > 0.05) (Analysis 10.3). We entered five

studies, containing a total of 439 participants, into an analysis

of the effects of CBT on child mental health. The overall effect
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of CBT on child mental health was not significant (Z = 0.21,

P > 0.05) (Analysis 10.4). We entered 11 studies, containing a

total of 726 participants, into an analysis of the effects of CBT

on child symptoms. The overall effect of CBT on child symptoms

was significant (Z = 2.61, P < 0.05) with a small effect size of

SMD -0.25 (95% CI -0.44 to -0.06) (Analysis 10.5; Figure 4).

We entered three studies, containing a total of 211 participants,

into an analysis of the effects of CBT on family functioning. The

overall effect of CBT on family functioning was not significant (Z

= 0.40, P > 0.05) (Analysis 10.6).

Figure 4. Forest plot of comparison: 10 Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Post-treatment, outcome: 10.5

Child Symptoms.

Cognitive behavioural therapy at follow-up

We entered two studies, containing a total of 85 participants, into

an analysis of the effects of CBT across all conditions on par-

ent behaviour at follow-up. The overall effect of CBT on parent

behaviour at follow-up was not significant (Z = 0.56, P > 0.05)

(Analysis 11.1). We entered two studies, containing a total of 115

participants, into an analysis of the effects of CBT on parent men-

tal health at follow-up. The overall effect of CBT on parent men-

tal health at follow-up was not significant (Z = 1.26, P > 0.05)

(Analysis 11.2). We entered three studies, containing a total of 289

participants, into an analysis of the effects of CBT on child be-

haviour/disability at follow-up. The overall effect of CBT on child

behaviour/disability at follow-up was not significant (Z = 0.29,

P > 0.05) (Analysis 11.3). We entered two studies, containing a

total of 257 participants, into an analysis of the effects of CBT

on child mental health at follow-up. The overall effect of CBT

on child mental health at follow-up was not significant (Z = 0.27,

P > 0.05) (Analysis 11.4). We entered seven studies, containing

a total of 472 participants, into an analysis of the effects of CBT

on child symptoms at follow-up. The overall effect of CBT on

child symptoms at follow-up was not significant (Z = 1.78, P >

0.05) (Analysis 11.5). We entered two studies, containing a total

of 107 participants, into an analysis of the effects of CBT on fam-

ily functioning at follow-up. The overall effect of CBT on family

functioning at follow-up was not significant (Z = 0.61, P > 0.05)

(Analysis 11.6).

Family therapy at post-treatment

There was only one study that could be entered into an analysis on

the effects of family therapy (FT) across all conditions on parent

behaviour, therefore no conclusions could be drawn. We entered

two studies, containing a total of 74 participants, into an analysis

of the effects of FT on parent mental health. The overall effect

of FT on parent mental health was not significant (Z = 0.86, P >

0.05) (Analysis 12.1). We entered two studies, containing a total

of 107 participants, into an analysis of the effects of FT on child

behaviour/disability. The overall effect of FT on child behaviour/

disability was not significant (Z = 1.44, P > 0.05) (Analysis 12.2).
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We entered four studies, containing a total of 202 participants,

into an analysis of the effects of FT on child symptoms. The overall

effect of FT on child symptoms was not significant (Z = 0.94,

P > 0.05) (Analysis 12.3). We entered two studies, containing a

total of 132 participants, into an analysis of the effects of FT on

family functioning. The overall effect of FT on functioning was

not significant (Z = 0.45, P > 0.05) (Analysis 12.4).

No studies presented extractable data on child mental health.

Family therapy at follow-up

There was only one study that could be entered into an analysis on

the effects of FT across all conditions on parent mental health at

follow-up, therefore no conclusions could be drawn. We entered

two studies, containing a total of 96 participants, into an analysis

of the effects of FT on child symptoms at follow-up. The overall

effect of FT on child symptoms was not significant (Z = 0.12, P

> 0.05) (Analysis 13.1).

No studies presented extractable data on parent behaviour, child

behaviour/disability, child mental health or family functioning.

Problem solving therapy at post-treatment

We entered three studies, containing a total of 588 participants,

into an analysis of the effects of problem solving therapy (PST)

across all conditions on parent behaviour. The overall effect of

PST on parent behaviour was significant (Z = 2.64, P < 0.05)

with a small effect size of SMD -0.22 (95% CI -0.38 to -0.06)

(Analysis 14.1; Figure 5). We entered five studies, containing a

total of 660 participants, into an analysis of the effects of PST on

parent mental health. The overall effect of PST on parent mental

health was significant (Z = 2.14, P < 0.05) with a small effect size

of SMD -0.27 (95% CI -0.53 to -0.02) (Analysis 14.2; Figure

6). We entered two studies, containing a total of 72 participants,

into an analysis of the effects of PST on child behaviour/disability.

The overall effect of PST on child behaviour/disability was not

significant (Z = 0.65, P > 0.05) (Analysis 14.3). There was only

one study that could be entered into an analysis on the effects of

PST on child symptoms, therefore no conclusions could be drawn.

We entered two studies, containing a total of 67 participants, into

an analysis of the effects of PST on family functioning. The overall

effect of PST on family functioning was not significant (Z = 0.33,

P > 0.05) (Analysis 14.4).

Figure 5. Forest plot of comparison: 14 Problem Solving Therapy Post-treatment, outcome: 14.1 Parent

Behaviour.

Figure 6. Forest plot of comparison: 14 Problem Solving Therapy Post-treatment, outcome: 14.2 Parent

Mental Health.
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No studies presented extractable data on child mental health.

Problem solving therapy at follow-up

We entered three studies, containing a total of 556 participants,

into an analysis of the effects of PST on parent behaviour at fol-

low-up. The overall effect of all psychological therapies on parent

behaviour at follow-up was not significant (Z = 0.77, P > 0.05)

(Analysis 15.1). We entered three studies, containing a total of

557 participants, into an analysis of the effects of PST on parent

mental health at follow-up. The overall effect of all psychological

therapies on parent mental health at follow-up was not significant

(Z = 1.02, P > 0.05) (Analysis 15.2). There was only one study

that could be entered into an analysis on the effects of PST on

child symptoms at follow-up, therefore no conclusions could be

drawn.

No studies presented extractable data on child behaviour/disabil-

ity, child mental health or family functioning.

Multisystemic therapy at post-treatment

There was only one study that could be entered into an analysis on

the effects of multisystemic therapy (MST) across all conditions

on child mental health, therefore no conclusions could be drawn.

We entered two studies, containing a total of 142 participants,

into an analysis of the effects of MST on child symptoms. The

overall effect of MST on child symptoms was not significant (Z =

1.81, P > 0.05) (Analysis 16.1).

No studies presented extractable data on parent behaviour, parent

mental health, child behaviour/disability or family functioning.

Multisystemic therapy at follow-up

There was only one study that could be entered into an analysis

on the effects of MST across all conditions on child symptoms at

follow-up, therefore no conclusions could be drawn.

No studies presented extractable data on parent behaviour, parent

mental health, child behaviour/disability, child mental health or

family functioning.

D I S C U S S I O N

There were three objectives of this review. First, results show that

only problem solving therapy (PST) interventions that include

parents of children with chronic conditions are effective in reduc-

ing the distress (improving mental health and behaviour) associ-

ated with parenting a child with a chronic illness. Second, cog-

nitive behavioural therapy (CBT) is effective at reducing the pri-

mary symptom of a child experiencing chronic illness, in particu-

lar chronic pain. Third, we were unable to assess adverse events of

interventions for the 14 chronic conditions.

Evidence base

Parents are commonly included in the psychological treatment of

children with chronic illness. Many psychological treatments do

more than simply include parents, rather they actively focus on

them, aiming to help parents improve their own coping, their abil-

ity to improve their child’s coping, or both. We included 35 ran-

domised controlled trials (RCTs) involving a total of 2723 primary

trial participants. Over a third of the studies (n = 12) included in

this review investigated conditions in which pain was the primary

complaint. A further nine investigated diabetes, six examined can-

cer patients, four examined children with asthma, three trials in-

vestigated children with a traumatic brain injury (TBI) and one

trial investigated eczema. There were no RCTs that met the inclu-

sion criteria for gynaecological disorders or inflammatory bowel

disease. The majority of studies could be classified within one of

four broad treatment approaches: CBT, family therapy (FT), PST

and multisystemic therapy (MST). The largest evidence base is of

19 studies in CBT, 18 of which had data that were available for

extraction. We are currently able to draw few conclusions about

PST, which had seven studies available of which six were included

in our analyses. We are unable to draw any conclusions about FT

and MST. FT had seven studies available, three of which were in-

cluded in our analyses, and MST had two studies available, both

of which were included in our analyses. Other psychotherapeu-

tic approaches with parents and families have been discussed (e.g.

Shapiro 2003) but we could find no studies or evaluations.

Summary of main results

There were a number of analyses which could not be run due

to missing data, either because no study measured the selected

outcome or because we were unable to extract the data from the

study. This reflects the status of this developing field that has not

yet met a consensus of agreed scales and questionnaires to measure

relevant outcomes.

Combined psychological therapies for each
illness condition

First, we analysed data by each medical condition across all treat-

ment classes, giving 72 possible analyses. There were no effects for

follow-up data, leaving 36 possible analyses (Table 3). For 22 of

the 36 analyses, there were insufficient data to attempt a meta-

analysis and so the findings are unknown (i.e. one or no studies

available within a given outcome domain). Six analyses should be

interpreted with caution because the total number of studies en-

tering the meta-analysis was two. However, we have included these

six analyses in this review for transparency; all six had no effect.

Of the remaining eight analyses, there was one significant find-

ing. Psychological therapies with a focus on parents were found to

significantly improve child symptom reporting for painful condi-

tions. There were no other effects of parent-focused treatment in
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any other condition for any other outcome that could be analysed.

Individual psychological therapies for combined
illness conditions

Second, we analysed data by each treatment class across all medical

conditions, giving 48 possible analyses. There were no effects for

follow-up data, leaving 24 possible analyses (Table 3). For nine

of the 24 analyses, there were insufficient data to attempt a meta-

analysis and so the findings are unknown (i.e. one or no studies

available within a given outcome domain). Six analyses were in-

conclusive because the total number of studies entering the meta-

analysis was two. However, we have included these six analyses in

this review for transparency; all six had no effect. Of the remain-

ing nine analyses, there were three significant findings. CBT had

a significant effect on child symptom reporting, and PST had a

positive effect on parent behaviour and on parent mental health

outcomes.

We did not present data in the form of numbers needed to treat

because of the limited number of effects identified; therefore, pre-

senting continuous data in a categorical format would not have

been useful. None of the significant effects were strong and these

results could be strengthened or overturned with additional trials;

therefore we did not calculate a failsafe N. Furthermore, it was

not possible to conduct subgroup analyses regarding comparisons

of parent-only interventions versus family-based interventions, in-

tervention effects within specific illnesses, and intervention effects

across specific types of psychological interventions due to the small

number of trials.

Quality of the evidence

The overall study quality was adequate. However, the field con-

tinues to be hampered by the common practice of short and lim-

ited descriptions of treatment content, the insufficient reporting

of results and a reliance on small samples.

Analysis of this evidence presented a number of challenges.

First, multiple measurement tools within a given domain are often

employed in individual studies, and there is little agreement as to

the preferred measurement tool across studies. In some cases mea-

surement is relatively homogenous (e.g. pain intensity) whereas

in others there is greater variety (e.g. family functioning scales in

diabetes). These trials do not routinely a priori identify the pri-

mary outcome, and there is unusual variety of outcome reporting.

For example, one study discussed parent judgement of child out-

come when the more valid measure, but non-significant finding,

of child report was available (Levy 2010). A posteriori selection of

outcome measures is a significant problem in this field. As per our

protocol we were uninfluenced by the primary reporting of mea-

sures and focused on the best measure available in each domain.

This field needs to take account of reporting biases and establish

standards to improve the reporting of a priori decisions regarding

measurement.

Second, we attempted to review evidence of trials with a dominant

parent intervention component. This meant we were inevitably

going to combine trials with varying amounts of parenting con-

tent. Although we planned subgroup analyses, the data were not of

sufficient quantity and quality to enable such an investigation. For

some analyses we combined studies that were designed specifically

with parents as the sole focus, and in others they were part of a

combined treatment. Further, the philosophy of some treatments

(e.g. MST) was antithetical to our strategy of determining an in-

dividual as a treatment target, however, we included them in this

study. It should be noted that significant findings in this review

emerged when there was homogeneity of approach, homogeneity

of outcome measurement and a larger n.

Third, it should be noted that we had some difficulties in data

retrieval due to incomplete and partial data reporting. Data were

sometimes reported graphically, and ns, means and/or standard

deviations were often missing. We wrote to all 31 first authors an

average of two emails. Complete outcome data (i.e. sample size,

means, standard deviations) were available from the published pa-

per in 13 trials (Barakat 2010; Connelly 2006; Hoekstra-Weebers

1998; Kashikar-Zuck 2005; Kashikar-Zuck 2012; Laffel 2003; Ng

2008; Palermo 2009; Seid 2010; Stehl 2009; Wade 2006; Wade

2006b; Wade 2011). Seven authors provided data in response to

our requests (Ambrosino 2008; Askins 2009; Celano 2012; Levy

2010; Niebel 2000; Sahler 2002; Sahler 2005). Other authors

were unable or unwilling to provide additional data or did not re-

spond. The non-production of data is a problem in science (Data’s

shameful neglect 2009), and has been particularly discussed in psy-

chology (Wicherts 2006; Wicherts 2011). We support the general

move toward central registries for all trial data.

Fourth, piecemeal and repeat publication was found in five cases

where multiple manuscripts were published from the same trial.

In particular, one study (Ellis 2005) was reported six times in five

different journals while another trial (Wysocki 1999) was reported

five times in four different journals, with variable citation of previ-

ous publications in later publications. Such practices are unhelp-

ful, create confusion and increase unnecessary labour (American

Psychological Association 2011). Many journals now have policies

regarding publication of multiple manuscripts from the same trial,

including a detailed description of previous publications from that

trial and a statement regarding the unique contribution of the

present manuscript (e.g. Drotar 2010).

Finally, replication by other research teams independent to the

therapy progenitors is uncommon. For example, Ellis and col-

leagues are the only group who have evaluated MST in young

people with diabetes (Ellis 2004; Ellis 2005). Similarly, PST for

children and adolescents with TBI has not been evaluated by any

research team outside of Wade and colleagues (Wade 2006; Wade

2006b; Wade 2011). Finally, some therapy approaches have been
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used exclusively within an illness group. Most notably, CBT was

the only intervention evaluated for children with chronic pain.

Potential biases in the review process

This review was limited to the analysis of 14 conditions. Other

studies in other conditions may be instructive. As is common

practice within the Cochrane Pain, Palliative and Supportive Care

Group (PaPaS), we did not searched grey literature. It is always

possible that trials of parent-focused interventions were under-

taken but unreported in peer-reviewed publications. We consider

it unlikely that any such trials exist in the grey literature but this

should be acknowledged. Only RCTs were included in this review.

However, therapists were not blind to the therapy being delivered.

Bias is most likely due to small sample sizes. Unpublished studies

are always possible but unlikely given that there appear to be few

barriers to publishing small, negative or poor quality studies. Bias

in the field may be due largely to the lack of available studies.

Agreements and disagreements with other
studies or reviews

Agreements and disagreements with other
reviews: combined psychological therapies for
each illness condition

Only a handful of reviews have also investigated psychological

interventions for parents of children with a chronic illness. Our

results are consistent with a previous meta-analysis regarding the

effectiveness of CBT in reducing child symptoms in young people

with chronic pain (Eccleston 2009a). Our results were somewhat

consistent with a meta-analysis of psychological paediatric oncol-

ogy interventions, which showed no effects on child behaviour or

child mental health but positive effects for parent mental health

and parent behaviour (Pai 2006). Our results are not consistent

with previous reviews of psychological interventions that included

parents of children with diabetes, which reported positive effects

on child symptoms and family functioning (Armour 2005; Grey

2000; Harris 2010; McBroom 2009). Previous reviews of psycho-

logical interventions that included parents of children with asthma

or skin diseases were inconclusive due to lack of trials that met in-

clusion criteria (Ersser 2007; Yorke 2009). Notably, disagreements

between the present meta-analysis and previous reviews may be

attributed to differences in inclusion criteria, selection of outcome

measures and/or selection of comparator group.

Agreements and disagreements with other
reviews: individual psychological therapies for
combined illness conditions

One prior review indicated that psychological interventions which

included coping skills training for adolescents and young adults

with chronic illness (cancer, diabetes, juvenile idiopathic arthri-

tis, sickle cell disease and asthma) and their parents/families had

mixed effects on child psychosocial functioning and family func-

tioning (Sansom-Daly 2011). We were unable to find any previ-

ous reviews that compared results from individual psychological

therapies across chronic illness conditions for parent outcomes or

child symptoms. Therefore, we cannot draw conclusions regarding

consistency of our results by treatment type for parent outcomes

or child symptoms with previous reviews.

A U T H O R S ’ C O N C L U S I O N S

Implications for practice

More work is needed to develop and provide psychological inter-

ventions that directly target parents of children with chronic ill-

ness. Few interventions included in this review provided intensive

treatment to parents that specifically targeted parent outcomes. We

suggest that interventions which target specific strategies aimed at

parent mental health and behaviour (e.g. problem solving skills

training) are more likely to achieve those effects than interventions

which include parents but do not purposefully target strategies

in these outcome domains. Targeted relapse prevention strategies

have not been attempted, and may be necessary to maintain treat-

ment effects in the long term.

Implications for research

There are relatively few studies of psychological interventions that

target parents of children with a chronic illness. For example, there

were no studies of children with gynaecological disorders or irri-

table bowel diseases that met criteria for inclusion in this review.

There was also only one study of children with skin diseases that

met the inclusion criteria, meaning we were not able to conduct

any meta-analyses for this condition. Furthermore, studies in this

area need to be conducted to a higher level of quality so that gaps

in the evidence base can be filled and the effectiveness of psycho-

logical interventions for parents of children with chronic illness

can be better understood. The next generation of trials should im-

prove by taking account of the limitations identified in this review,

including:

1. larger sample sizes;

2. following CONSORT guidelines (Schulz 2010);

3. the clearer identification of primary outcomes;

4. designing treatment content to specifically target change in

the primary outcomes;
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5. more consistency of measurement and greater consensus

within the field around appropriate measure use within and

across illness groups;

6. lodging treatment manuals and data in a shared database to

facilitate replication of intervention trials and re-analysis of

results.

This review has also highlighted several future directions for re-

search that examines interventions targeting parents of children

with chronic illness. Problem solving therapy (PST) looks partic-

ularly promising for improving parent mental health and parent

behaviour. Research is needed to evaluate this intervention in pop-

ulations other than cancer and traumatic brain injury (TBI), such

as chronic pain. Replication studies are also needed for interven-

tions that have been evaluated by only one research team, such as

multisystemic therapy for families of children with diabetes and

PST for families of children with TBI. We recognise that this goal

may be difficult to achieve given the high degree of competition

for funding and lack of interest among funding agencies for repli-

cation studies. Research is also needed to evaluate interaction ef-

fects such as the impact of changes in parent outcomes on child

outcomes, as well as evaluation of specific treatment characteristics

such as the intensity of intervention delivered to children versus

parents. We also do not know anything about the effects of the

interventions included in this review on fathers or siblings, which

is a common critique of the field of paediatric psychology.

Our final recommendation for future research in this area is in re-

gards to duplication and piecemeal publication. Editorial policies

are needed to inform authors regarding reporting standards for

multiple publications from the same trial. Editors play a crucial

role in creating and enforcing these policies, and need to take a pro-

active approach to identifying such papers during the review pro-

cess (Committee on Publication Ethics 2011; World Association

of Medical Editors 2012).
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C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S O F S T U D I E S

Characteristics of included studies [ordered by study ID]

Allen 1998

Methods RCT. 2 arms. Assessed pre-treatment, post-treatment, 3 months and 1 year

Participants End of treatment n = 27, 3-month follow-up = 27, 12-month follow-up = 21

Start of treatment n = 27

Sex of children: 11 M, 16 F

Sex of parents: not reported

Mean age of children = 12.2

Mean age of parents = not reported

Source = referred by paediatricians and neurologists in the community and recruited by

newspaper ad

Diagnosis of child = migraine headache

Mean years of illness = 4.4 years

Interventions “Thermal Biofeedback plus Parent Pain Behaviour Management” (CBT)

“Thermal Biofeedback”

Mode of delivery: individual, face to face

Intervention delivered by: authors

Training: not reported

Duration of intervention (child, hrs) = 6 x 40 minutes = 4 hours

Duration of intervention (parent, hours) = not reported

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Child measures

Pain diary*

Coping Assistance Questionnaire Child Perception

Abbreviated Acceptability Rating Profile

Parent measures

Parent Perception of Pain Interference Questionnaire*

Coping Assistance Questionnaire for Parents*

Abbreviated Acceptability Rating Profile

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Unclear risk “Randomized, controlled group-outcome

design, subjects were assigned to either

thermal biofeedback intervention....., or

the same biofeedback intervention plus

pain behavior management guidelines”.

Comment: method not described
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Allen 1998 (Continued)

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

High risk Attrition was not adequately described

Selective reporting (reporting bias) High risk Data were incompletely reported. Aims,

measures and results were partially concor-

dant. Comment: probably some reporting

bias

Ambrosino 2008

Methods RCT. 2 arms. Assessed pre-treatment, 1 month (end of treatment), 3 months, 6 months

and 12 months post intervention

Participants End of treatment n = 81 children, 3-month follow-up = 79 children, 6-month follow-

up = 72, 12-month follow-up = 72

Start of treatment n = 87 parents and children received intervention at start

Sex of children: 34 M, 53 F

Sex of parents: 5 M, 82 F

Mean age of children = 9.91 (+/- 1.44)

Mean age of parents = 40.01 (+/- 5.40)

Source = Yale Pediatric Diabetes Program

Diagnosis of child = type 1 diabetes

Mean years of illness = 3.71 +/- 2.91 years

Interventions “Coping Skills Training (CST)” (CBT)

“Group Education (GE)”

Mode of delivery: groups, face to face, parents met separately

Intervention delivered by: mental health professionals

Training: not reported

Duration of intervention (child, hours) = 6 x 1.5 = 9 hours

Duration of intervention (parent, hours) = 6 x 1.5 = 9 hours

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Child measures

Metabolic control*

Child Depression Inventory (CDI)*

Disease-related variables

Issues in Coping with IDDM - Child scale

Self-Efficacy for Diabetes Scale

Diabetes Quality of Life Scale for Youth (DQOL)

Diabetes Family Behavior Scale (DFBS)
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Ambrosino 2008 (Continued)

Parent measures

Center for Epidemiologic Depression Scale (CES-D)*

Family Adaptability and Cohesion Scale (FACES II)*

Issues in Coping with IDDM - Parent scale

Diabetes Responsibility and Conflict Scale

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Low risk “Participants were randomised initially by

a sealed envelope technique and later by

computer to either the coping skills therapy

of group eduction.” Comment: probably

done

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Low risk “Participants were randomised initially by

a sealed envelope technique and later by

computer to either the coping skills therapy

of group eduction.” Comment: probably

done

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk “All follow-up data were collected by

trained research assistants.” Comment:

blinding unclear, probably not done

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Low risk Attrition was reported, no significant dif-

ferences between completers and non-com-

pleters was described

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Unclear risk Data were fully reported. Aims, mea-

sures and results were partially concordant.

Comment: probably some reporting bias

Askins 2009

Methods RCT. 2 arms. Assessed pre-treatment, post-treatment and at 3 months

Participants End of treatment n = 131 mothers, 3-month follow-up = 123 mothers

Start of treatment n = 197 mothers

Sex of children: 103 M, 94 F

Sex of parents: 0 M, 197 F

Mean age of child = 8.1

Mean age of parents = 36.3

Source = 4 paediatric cancer centres in USA

Diagnosis of child = cancer
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Askins 2009 (Continued)

Mean years of illness = average 6 weeks since diagnosis, range 2 to 16 weeks from diagnosis

Interventions “Problem-Solving Skills Training” (PST)

“Problem-Solving Skills Training + Personal Digital Assistant”

Mode of delivery: individual, face to face

Intervention delivered by: therapists with graduate training in Clinical Psychology

Training: special training in PSST

Duration of intervention (child, hours) = 0

Duration of intervention (parent, hours) = 8 x 1 = 8 hours

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Parent measures

Social Problem-Solving Inventory-Revised (SPSI-R)*

Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II)*

Profile of Mood States (POMS)

Impact of Event Scale-Revised (IES-R)

Notes The comparison looks like a non inferiority trial but it was not designed in this way so

we have included it despite the lack of a control group

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Low risk “Computerized randomisation to one of

the three treatment arms was performed at

the data management centre.” Comment:

probably done

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Low risk “Computerized randomisation to one of

the three treatment arms was performed at

the data management centre.” Comment:

probably done

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk Attrition was reported, but no data were

presented describing equivalence between

completers and non-completers

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Unclear risk Data were fully reported. Aims, mea-

sures and results were partially concordant.

Comment: probably some reporting bias
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Barakat 2010

Methods RCT. 2 arms. Assessed at pre-treatment, post-treatment and 12 months

Participants End of treatment n = 37, 12-month follow-up = 34

Start of treatment n = 42 received session 1

Sex of children: 15 M, 12 F

Sex of parents: not reported

Mean age of child = 14.17 (1.75)

Mean age of parents = not reported

Source = “Comprehensive sickle cell centre”

Diagnosis of child = sickle cell disease

Mean years of illness = lifetime

Interventions “Pain Management Intervention” (CBT)

“Disease Education Intervention”

Mode of delivery: individual families, face to face

Intervention delivered by: Clinical Psychology doctoral students

Training: not reported

Duration of intervention (child, hours) = 4 x 90 minutes = 6 hours

Duration of intervention (parent, hours) = 4 x 90 minutes = 6 hours

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Child measures

Pain diary (% days with pain and % interference with activities)*

Coping Strategies Questionnaire

Family Cohesion Scale*

Health-related Hindrance Inventory

Health Service Use per Medical Chart Review

School Attendance Records

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Unclear risk “A 2-group, randomised treatment design

was used.” Comment: method not de-

scribed

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Low risk Attrition was reported, no significant dif-

ferences between completers and non-com-

pleters was described
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Barakat 2010 (Continued)

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Unclear risk Data were fully reported. Aims, mea-

sures and results only partially concordant.

Comment: probably some reporting bias

Barry 1997

Methods RCT. 2 arms. Assessed at pre-treatment, post-treatment and 3 months

Participants End of treatment n = 29, 3-month follow-up = 29

Start of treatment n = 36

Sex of children: 10 M, 19 F

Sex of parents: not reported

Mean age of child = 9.4

Mean age of parents = not reported

Source = ads in elementary schools and community health centres, referrals from paedi-

atricians and family physicians

Diagnosis of child = headache

Mean years of illness = 2 headaches/month

Interventions “Cognitive Behavioural Therapy” (CBT)

“Wait-list Control”

Mode of delivery: group, face to face

Intervention delivered by: mental health professionals

Training: not reported

Duration of intervention (child, hours) = 2 x 90 minutes = 3 hours

Duration of intervention (parent, hours) = 2 x 90 minutes = 3 hours

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Child measures

Pain diary*

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Unclear risk “Each parent-child pair was initially

matched with another pair based on the

child’s age, sex and headache pain as in-

dicated by the parents’ ratings of aver-

age duration, frequency, and intensity of

headaches. Subsequently, one of each of

the matched parent-child pairs was ran-

domly assigned to either the treatment con-

dition or the waiting list control condition.

” Comment: method not described
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Barry 1997 (Continued)

Allocation concealment (selection bias) High risk “Each parent-child pair was initially

matched with another pair based on the

child’s age, sex and headache pain as in-

dicated by the parents’ ratings of aver-

age duration, frequency, and intensity of

headaches.”

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk Attrition was reported, no significant dif-

ferences between completers and non-com-

pleters was described

Selective reporting (reporting bias) High risk Data were not fully reported. Aims, mea-

sures and results were partially concordant.

Comment: probably some reporting bias

Celano 2012

Methods RCT. 2 arms. Assessed at pre-treatment, post-treatment and 6 months

Participants End of treatment n = 40, 6-month follow-up = 37

Start of treatment n = 43

Sex of children: 26 M, 15 F

Sex of parents: 85% female

Mean age of child = 10.5 (1.6)

Mean age of parents = not reported

Source = urban children’s hospital and residential camp for children with asthma

Diagnosis of child = asthma

Mean years of illness = more than 1 year

Interventions “Home based family intervention”

“Enhanced treatment as usual”

Mode of delivery: individual families, face to face

Intervention delivered by: trained asthma counsellors, post-doctoral psychology fellow

and respiratory therapist

Training: not reported

Duration of intervention (child, hours) = 4 to 6 sessions, average 78 minutes per session

Duration of intervention (parent, hours) = 4 to 6 sessions, average 78 minutes per session

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Child measures

Family Asthma Management System Scale

Metered Dose Inhaler Checklist

Cotinine/creatinine ratio

Number of school days missed
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Celano 2012 (Continued)

Asthma symptom days*

Urgent health care visits

Medical records reviewed

Parent measures

Family Asthma Management System Scale

Parenting Stress Index (PSI-SF)

Brief Symptoms Inventory (for parent distress)*

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Low risk “Randomisation....by blocked randomisa-

tion within age group (8 to 10 vs. 11 to 13)

.” Comment: probably done

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Low risk “Trained assistants blind to group assign-

ment.” Comment: probably done

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk Attrition was reported, no significant dif-

ferences between completers and non-com-

pleters was described

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Low risk Data were fully reported. Aims, measures

and results were fully concordant. Com-

ment: probably no reporting bias

Connelly 2006

Methods RCT. 2 arms. Assessed at pre-treatment, post-treatment and 2 months

Participants End of treatment n = 31, 2-month follow-up = 31

Start of treatment n = 37

Sex of children: 19 M, 18 F

Sex of parents: not reported

Mean age of child = 9.2 (1.7)

Mean age of parents = not reported

Source = outpatient neurology clinic at a large children’s hospital in Midwestern USA

Diagnosis of child = headache

Mean years of illness = 2 years 3 months (2 years 2 months)
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Connelly 2006 (Continued)

Interventions “Headstrong CD ROM” (CBT)

“Wait-list Control”

Mode of delivery: computer and phone calls

Intervention delivered by: CD ROM

Training: not reported

Duration of intervention (child, hours) = 4 x 1 hr = 4 hours

Duration of intervention (parent, hours) = 1 x 1 hr = 1 hours

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Child measures

Headache diary*

Pediatric Migraine Disability Assessment*

Parent measures

Headache diary

Pediatric Migraine Disability Assessment

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Low risk “Randomly assigned to one of two groups

by a research assistant using a uniform ran-

dom numbers table.” Comment: probably

done

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Low risk “Randomly assigned to one of two groups

by a research assistant using a uniform ran-

dom numbers table.” Comment: probably

done

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Low risk “Study neurologists remained blind to

randomisation condition throughout the

study. Chance of unblinding were lim-

ited because follow-up appointments with

the study neurologist were scheduled for 2

months following the initial assessment.”

Comment: probably done

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk Attrition was reported, but no data were

presented describing equivalence between

completers and non-completers

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Low risk Data were fully reported. Aims, measures

and results were fully concordant. Com-

ment: probably no reporting bias
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Duarte 2006

Methods RCT. 2 arms. Assessed at first, second, third and fourth session (sessions were monthly)

Participants End of treatment n = 32 children

Start of treatment n = 32 children

Sex of children: 10 M, 22 F

Sex of parents: not reported

Mean age of children = 9.15 (2.1)

Mean age of parents = not reported

Source = Pediatric Gastroenterology Reference Service

Diagnosis of child = recurrent abdominal pain

Mean years of illness = 25 +/- 17.5 months

Interventions “Cognitive-behavioural family intervention” (CBT)

“Control group”

Mode of delivery: face to face (group/individual not reported)

Intervention delivered by: general health professionals

Training: not reported

Duration of intervention (child, hours) = 4 x 50 minutes = 3 hours, 20 minutes

Duration of intervention (parent, hours) = 4 x 50 minutes = 3 hours, 20 minutes

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Child measures

Pain diary*

Visual analogue scale

Pressure Pain Threshold

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Unclear risk “Randomly allocated to 2 groups.” Com-

ment: probably done but unclear method

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

High risk Attrition was not adequately described

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Unclear risk Data were incompletely reported. Aims,

measures and results were fully concordant.

Comment: probably some reporting bias
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Ellis 2004

Methods RCT. 2 arms. Assessed pre-treatment, 6 months after study entry (end of treatment)

Participants End of treatment = 25

Start of treatment n = 31

Sex of children: 14 M, 11 F

Sex of parents: all female

Mean age of children = 13.6 (1.6)

Mean age of parents = 0 M, 31 F

Source = endocrinology clinic within a tertiary care children’s hospital

Diagnosis = type 1 diabetes

Mean years of illness = at least 1 year

Interventions “Multisystemic Therapy” (MST)

“Standard Care Control”

Mode of delivery: individual families, face to face and phone contact

Intervention delivered by: mental health professionals

Training:Completed 1 week MST training

Duration of intervention (child) = mean 6.5 months, 46 sessions

Duration of intervention (parent) = mean 6.5 months, 46 sessions

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Child measures

Metabolic control*

Twenty-Four Hour Recall Interview

Frequency of blood glucose testing from blood glucose meter

The Diabetes Management Scale (DMS)

Health Service Use per Medical Chart Review

Parent measures

Satisfaction with treatment

The Diabetes Management Scale (DMS)

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Unclear risk “Randomisation to treatment or control

group was completed immediately after

baseline data collection by the project

statistician.” Comment: no description

provided

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Low risk “Randomisation to treatment or control

group was completed immediately after

baseline data collection by the project

statistician.” Comment: probably done
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Ellis 2004 (Continued)

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Low risk “All data was collected by a trained re-

search assistant who was blind to the adoles-

cent’s treatment status.” Comment: proba-

bly done

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Low risk Attrition was reported, no significant dif-

ferences between completers and non-com-

pleters was described

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Unclear risk Data were fully reported. Aims, mea-

sures and results were partially concordant.

Comment: probably some reporting bias

Ellis 2005

Methods RCT. 2 arms. Assessed pre-treatment, 7 months after study entry (end of treatment), 12

months after study entry (6-month follow-up)

Participants End of treatment n = 110, 6-month follow-up = 85

Start of treatment n = 127 children and their families

Sex of children: 62 M, 65 F

Sex of parents: not reported

Mean age of children = 13.25 (+/- 1.95)

Mean age of parents = 38.8 (+/-6.8)

Source = endocrinology clinic within a tertiary care children’s hospital

Diagnosis = type 1 diabetes

Mean years of illness = 5.25 (+/- 4.35) years

Interventions “Multisystemic Therapy” (MST)

“Standard Care Control”

Mode of delivery: individual families, face to face and phone contact

Intervention delivered by: mental health professional

Training: 1-week training in MST and diabetes education

Duration of intervention (child) = mean 5.7 months, 48 sessions

Duration of intervention (parent) = mean 5.7 months, 48 sessions

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Child measures

HbA1c Levels*

Diabetes Stress Questionnaire*

Family Relationship Index (FRI) of the Family Environment Scale (FES)*

Frequency of Blood Glucose Testing from blood glucose meter

Twenty-Four Hour Recall Interview

Health Service Use per Medical Chart Review (hospitalisations, emergency department

visits)

Diabetes Family Behavior Checklist (DFBC)

Diabetes Family Responsibility Questionnaire

Parental overestimation of adolescent responsibility score
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Ellis 2005 (Continued)

Parent measures

Family Relationship Index (FRI) of the Family Environment Scale (FES)*

Diabetes Family Behavior Checklist (DFBC)

Diabetes Family Responsibility Questionnaire

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Unclear risk “Random assignment to treatment group

was completed after baseline data collec-

tion.” Comment: no method described

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Unclear risk “To ensure equivalence across treatment

conditions, random assignment was strati-

fied according to HbA1c level at the base-

line visit.”

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Low risk Attrition was reported, no significant dif-

ferences between completers and non-com-

pleters was described

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Unclear risk Data were incompletely reported. Aims,

measures and results fully concordant.

Comment: probably some reporting bias

Grey 2011

Methods RCT. 2 arms. Assessed pre-treatment, 3 months, 6 months and 12 months post-treat-

ment. Data came from 2 separate randomised clinical trials of coping skills training in-

terventions: one trial included parents and their 8 to 12-year old children, and the other

trial included parents of children under 8 years of age

Participants End of treatment n = 129, 3 months = 121, 6 months = 120, 12 months = 112

Start of treatment n = 129

Sex of children: 53 M, 74 F

Sex of parents: not reported

Mean age of children = 8.0 (2.8)

Mean age of parents = not reported

Source = paediatric diabetes clinic at a university-based medical centre

Diagnosis = type 1 diabetes

Mean years of illness = at least 6 months
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Grey 2011 (Continued)

Interventions “Coping skills training group” (CBT)

“Group diabetes education”

Mode of delivery: group, face to face

Intervention delivered by: mental health professional

Training: not reported

Duration of intervention (child) = not reported.

Duration of intervention (parent) = 1.5 hours x 6 sessions = 9 hours (treatment), 1.5

hours x 4 sessions = 6 hours (control)

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Child measures

HbA1c Levels

Parent measures

Issues in Coping with IDDM-Parent Scale

The Center for Epidemiologic Studies-Depression Scale

The Diabetes Responsibility and Conflict Scale

The Parents Diabetes Quality of Life Questionnaire

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Unclear risk “Data from two separate randomised tri-

als...Participants were randomised using

a sealed envelope technique” Comment:

combined 2 studies together to produce re-

sults

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Low risk “Participants were randomised using a

sealed envelope technique.” Comment:

probably done

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Low risk “Data were collected....by trained research

assistants who were blinded to group as-

signment.” Comment: probably done

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk Attrition was reported, but no data were

presented describing equivalence between

completers and non-completers

Selective reporting (reporting bias) High risk Aims, measures and results were fully con-

cordant, but data presented were com-

bined. Comment: probably some reporting

bias
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Hicks 2006

Methods RCT. 2 arms. Assessed pre-treatment, 1-month follow-up and 3-month follow-up

Participants End of treatment n = 37, 1-month follow-up = 37, 3-month follow-up = 32

Start of treatment n = 47

Sex of children: 17 M, 30 F

Sex of parents: not reported

Mean age of children = 11.7 (2.1)

Mean age of parents = not reported

Source = media, posters in physicians offices and advertisements in school newsletters

Diagnosis = recurrent head or abdominal pain

Mean years of illness = 3 years

Interventions “Online cognitive-behavioral treatment programme” (CBT)

“Wait list Control”

Mode of delivery: individual, online web programme, email and phone contact

Intervention delivered by: Internet and researcher

Training: not reported

Duration of intervention (child) = mean 3 hours on the phone, duration to complete

online programme not described

Duration of intervention (parent) = not described

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Child measures

Pain diary*

Pediatric Quality of Life Inventory

Treatment expectation

Treatment satisfaction

Parent measures

Pediatric Quality of Life Inventory

Treatment expectation

Treatment satisfaction

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Low risk “The 47 participants were stratified by age

and pain severity and randomly assigned by

blocks to either the treatment condition or

the standard medical care wait-list condi-

tion.” Comment: probably done

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Unclear risk “The 47 participants were stratified by age

and pain severity and randomly assigned by

blocks to either the treatment condition or

the standard medical care wait-list condi-

tion.”
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Hicks 2006 (Continued)

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Low risk Attrition was reported, no significant dif-

ferences between completers and non-com-

pleters was described

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Unclear risk Data were incompletely reported. Aims,

measures and results fully concordant.

Comment: probably some reporting bias

Hoekstra-Weebers 1998

Methods RCT. 2 arms. Pre-treatment (at diagnosis), post-treatment, 6-month follow-up

Participants End of treatment and 6-month follow-up n = 81 parents, 41 children

Start of treatment n = 120 parents, 61 children

Sex of parents: 40 M, 41 F

Sex of children: 23 M, 18 F

Mean age of parents = 36.6 (5.4)

Mean age of children = 6.4 (4.7)

Source = paediatric oncology clinic

Diagnosis = cancer

Mean years of illness = 2 to 21 days post diagnosis

Interventions “Psychoeducational and Cognitive-Behavioral Intervention” (CBT)

“Standard Care Control”

Mode of delivery: individual, face to face

Intervention delivered by: Master’s student in Psychology

Training: not reported

Duration of intervention (child) = 0

Duration of intervention (parent) = 8 x 90 minutes = 12 hours

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Parent measures

Symptom Check List (SCL)*

State-Trait Anxiety Inventory-State*

Goldberg General Health Questionnaire (GHQ)

Social Support List-Discrepancies (SSL-D)

Intensity of emotions questionnaire designed by the authors

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement
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Hoekstra-Weebers 1998 (Continued)

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Unclear risk “Parents were randomly assigned.... parents

drew one of two envelopes in which a letter

indicated in which group they were placed.

” Comment: method unclear

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Unclear risk “Parents were randomly assigned.... par-

ents drew one of two envelopes in which a

letter indicated in which group they were

placed.” Comment: probably done but un-

sure whether envelopes were sealed or num-

bered

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Low risk Attrition was reported, no significant dif-

ferences between completers and non-com-

pleters was described

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Low risk Data were fully reported. Aims, measures

and results fully concordant. Comment:

probably no reporting bias

Kashikar-Zuck 2005

Methods RCT. 2 arms. Assessed pre-treatment and post-treatment.

Participants End of treatment n = 27

Start of treatment n = 30

Sex of children: 0 M, 30 F

Sex of parents: 3 M, 27 F

Mean age of children = 15.83 (1.26)

Mean age of parents = not reported

Source = paediatric rheumatology clinic, Midwestern USA

Diagnosis = fibromyalgia syndrome

Mean years of illness = over 2 years

Interventions “Cognitive Skills Training” (CBT)

“Self Monitoring”

Mode of delivery: individual, face to face plus phone contact

Intervention delivered by: doctoral level paediatric psychology intern or psychology

fellow

Training: trained by principal investigator

Duration of intervention (child) = 6 sessions, hours not reported

Duration of intervention (parent) = 3 sessions, hours not reported
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Kashikar-Zuck 2005 (Continued)

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Child measures

Children’s Depression Inventory* (CDI)

Functional Disability Inventory* (FDI)

Visual analogue scale (VAS)

Pain Coping Questionnaire (PCQ)

Tender point examination

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Low risk “A computer generated pseudo-random

number list was used. A simple randomisa-

tion technique was used with a 1:1 alloca-

tion ratio for 30 subjects as a single block.

” Comment: probably done

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Low risk “A computer generated pseudo-random

number list was used. A simple randomisa-

tion technique was used with a 1:1 alloca-

tion ratio for 30 subjects as a single block.

” Comment: probably done

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Low risk “A research assistant who was blind to the

study objectives and to the subjects’ treat-

ment assignment administered the self-re-

port measures. The rheumatologist or oc-

cupational therapist who conducted the

tender point assessments was blind to

the subjects’ treatment assignment.” Com-

ment: probably done

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk Attrition was reported, but no data were

presented describing equivalence between

completers and non-completers

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Low risk Data were fully reported. Aims, measures

and results were fully concordant. Com-

ment: probably no reporting bias
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Kashikar-Zuck 2012

Methods RCT. 2 arms. Assessed pre-treatment, post-treatment, 6-month follow-up

Participants End of treatment n = 106, follow-up n = 100

Start of treatment n = 114

Sex of children: 9 M, 105 F

Sex of parents: not reported

Mean age of children = 15.0 (1.8)

Mean age of parents = not reported

Source = 4 paediatric rheumatology centres, Midwestern USA

Diagnosis = fibromyalgia syndrome

Mean years of illness = 2 years, 10 months (2 years, 6 months)

Interventions “Cognitive behavioural therapy” (CBT)

“Fibromyalgia education”

Mode of delivery: individual, face to face

Intervention delivered by: therapists with postdoctoral training in paediatric psychology

Training: 6 to 8-hour training by principal investigator

Duration of intervention (child) = 6 hours

Duration of intervention (parent) = 2 hours, 15 minutes

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Child measures

Child Depression Inventory* (CDI)

Functional Disability Inventory* (FDI)

Visual analogue scale* (VAS)

Pediatric Quality of Life Inventory (PedsQL)

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Low risk “Eligible patients were randomly assigned

to 1 of the 2 treatment arms based

upon a computer-generated randomisation

list. Randomisation was stratified by site.”

Comment: probably done

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Low risk “When a patient was enrolled, the study

therapist contacted the biostatistician to

obtain the subject identification num-

ber and treatment allocation.” Comment:

probably done

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Low risk “The principle investigator, study physi-

cians, study coordinator, and assessment

staff were all blinded to the patients’ treat-

ment condition throughout the trial. Pa-
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Kashikar-Zuck 2012 (Continued)

tients were asked not to divulge what treat-

ment they were receiving to the study

physician.” Comment: probably done

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Low risk Attrition was reported, no significant dif-

ferences between completers and non-com-

pleters was described

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Low risk Data were fully reported. Aims, measures

and results were fully concordant. Com-

ment: probably no reporting bias

Kazak 2004

Methods RCT. 2 arms. Assessed pre-treatment and 3 to 5 months post-treatment

Participants End of treatment n = 116 children

Start of treatment n = 150 children

Sex of children: 73 M, 77 F

Sex of parents: 106 M, 146 F

Mean age of children = 14.61 (2.4)

Mean age of parents = not reported

Source = oncology tumour registry at the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia

Diagnosis = childhood cancer survivor

Mean years of illness = 5.30 (2.92) years post-treatment

Interventions “Surviving Cancer Competently Intervention Program SCCIP” (CBT)

“Wait-list Control”

Mode of delivery: group, face to face

Intervention delivered by: nurses, social workers, psychologists, graduate and post-doc-

toral psychology trainees

Training: 12 hours

Duration of intervention (child) = 5 hours direct, 2 hours informal

Duration of intervention (parent) = 5 hours direct, 2 hours informal

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Child measures

Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder Reaction Index (PTSD-RI)*

Impact of Events Scale-Revised (IES-R)

Revised Children’s Manifest Anxiety Scale (RCMAS)

Parent measures

Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder Reaction Index (PTSD-RI)*

Impact of Events Scale-Revised (IES-R)

State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI)

Notes

Risk of bias
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Kazak 2004 (Continued)

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Unclear risk “Families were randomised to the treat-

ment or wail-list control condition.” Com-

ment: method not described

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk Attrition was reported, but no data were

presented describing equivalence between

completers and non-completers

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Unclear risk Data were incompletely reported. Aims,

measures and results were fully concordant.

Comment: probably some reporting bias

Laffel 2003

Methods RCT. 2 arms. Assessed at pre-treatment and 1 year.

Participants End of treatment n = 100 children

Start of treatment n = 105

Sex of children: 53 M, 47 F

Sex of parents: not reported

Mean age of children = 12.1 (2.3)

Mean age of parents = not reported

Source = Joslin Diabetes Center Pediatric and Adolescent Unit

Diagnosis = type 1 diabetes

Mean years of illness = 2.7 years +/-1.6 years

Interventions “Teamwork Intervention” (FT)

“Standard Care”

Mode of delivery: individual families, face to face

Intervention delivered by: research assistant

Training: not reported

Duration of intervention (child) = 4 sessions over 1 year (hours not reported)

Duration of intervention (parent) = 4 sessions over 1 year (hours not reported)

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Child measures

Glycemic Control (A1c)*

Diabetes Family Conflict Scale*

Clinician Report of Adherence to Diabetes Management Tasks
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Laffel 2003 (Continued)

Diabetes Family Responsibility Questionnaire

Joint structured interview to assess parental involvement in diabetes management tasks

Pediatric Quality of Life Inventory (PedsQL)

Parent measures

Diabetes Family Conflict Scale*

Diabetes Family Responsibility Questionnaire

Joint structured interview to assess parental involvement in diabetes management tasks

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Unclear risk “Patients were randomly assigned accord-

ing to age and duration.” Comment:

method not described

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

High risk Attrition not adequately described

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Low risk Data were fully reported. Aims, measures

and results were fully concordant. Com-

ment: probably no reporting bias

Lask 1979

Methods RCT. Assessed at pre-treatment, post-treatment and 1 year follow-up

Participants End of treatment n = 37 children, 33 families

Start of treatment n = 37 children, 33 families

Sex of children: not reported

Sex of parents: not reported

Mean age of children = range 4 to 14 years, mean not reported

Mean age of parents = not reported

Source = not reported

Diagnosis = asthma

Mean years of illness = not reported

Interventions “Family psychotherapy” (FT)

Standard care control group

Mode of delivery: individual families, face to face
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Lask 1979 (Continued)

Intervention delivered by: mental health professional

Training: not reported

Duration of intervention (child) = 6 x 1 hr family psychotherapy = 6 hours

Duration of intervention (parent) = 6 x 1 hr family psychotherapy = 6 hours

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Child measures

Diary cards*

Peak expiratory flow rate (PEFR)

Forced expiratory volume (FEV)

Thoracic gas volume (TGV)

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Unclear risk “Families were then randomly allocated

to the experimental (group A) or control

group (group B).” Comment: method not

described

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

High risk Attrition was not adequately described

Selective reporting (reporting bias) High risk Data were incompletely reported. Aims,

measures and results were partially concor-

dant. Comment: probably some reporting

bias

Lehmkuhl 2010

Methods RCT. 2 arms. Assessed pre and post-treatment.

Participants End of treatment n = 22

Start of treatment n = 32

Sex of children: 9 M, 23 F

Sex of parents: 2 M, 27 F, 3 unknown

Mean age of children = 13.66 (2.43)

Mean age of parents = 41.53 (8.14)

Source = university-affiliated paediatric endocrinology clinic
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Lehmkuhl 2010 (Continued)

Diagnosis = type 1 diabetes

Mean years of illness = over 6 months

Interventions “Telehealth Behavioral Therapy” (CBT)

“Wait list control”

Mode of delivery: individual, phone calls

Intervention delivered by: psychologists and Clinical Psychology interns

Training: not reported

Duration of intervention (child) = 36 phone calls, 9 to 12 hours

Duration of intervention (parent) = 36 phone calls, 9 to 12 hours

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Child measures

A1c Now*

Diabetes Family Behavior Scale, Abbreviated (DFBS)*

Diabetes Self-Management Profile (DSMP)

Diabetes Family Behavior checklist (DFBC)

Diabetes Family Responsibility Questionnaire

Parent measures

Diabetes Self-Management Profile (DSMP)

Diabetes Family Behavior checklist (DFBC)

Diabetes Family Responsibility Questionnaire

Clinician measures

Clinical Global Impression Scale (CGIS)

Clinical Global Improvement (CGI)

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Low risk “Participants were then randomly assigned

to the immediate treatment group or to a

1 month wait-list using a random numbers

table.” Comment: probably done

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk “All assessments were conducted by an

independent rater. The rater was a full-

time research assistant.” Comment: unclear

whether rater was blind

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

High risk Attrition was not adequately described
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Lehmkuhl 2010 (Continued)

Selective reporting (reporting bias) High risk Data were incompletely reported. Aims,

measures and results were partially concor-

dant. Comment: probably some reporting

bias

Levy 2010

Methods RCT. 2 arms. Assessed at pre-treatment, post-treatment, 3-month follow-up, 6-month

follow-up

Participants End of treatment n = 168, 3 months = 143, 6 months = 154

Start of treatment n = 200

Sex of children: 55 M, 145 F

Sex of parent: 12 M, 188 F

Mean age of child = 11.21 (2.55)

Mean age of parent = 43.75 (6.35)

Source = paediatric GI Clinics at Seattle Children’s Hospital and the Atlantic Health

System in Morristown, New Jersey. Seattle area participants were also recruited via local

clinics and community-posted flyers

Diagnosis = functional abdominal pain

Mean years of illness = 3+ episodes of abdominal pain during a 3-month period

Interventions “Cognitive-behavioural treatment” (CBT)

“Educational intervention”

Mode of delivery: individual families, face to face

Intervention delivered by: therapists

Training: not reported

Duration of intervention (child) = 3 x 75 minutes = 4 hours

Duration of intervention (parent) = 3 x 75 minutes = 4 hours

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Child measures

Functional Disability Inventory* (FDI)

Faces Pain Scale-Revised*

Child Depression Inventory* (CDI)

Child Somatization Inventory (CSI)

Multidimensional Anxiety Scale for Children (MASC)

Parent measures

Functional Disability Inventory (FDI)

Faces Pain Scale-Revised

Child Somatization Inventory (CSI)

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement
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Levy 2010 (Continued)

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Low risk “Randomisation was then performed by a

different researcher using a computerised

random-number generator, stratifying by

age.” Comment: probably done

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Low risk “Randomisation was then performed by a

different researcher using a computerised

random-number generator, stratifying by

age.” Comment: probably done

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Low risk “Nurse assessors were blind to the treat-

ment assignment of the children.” Com-

ment: probably done

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk Attrition was reported, but no data were

presented describing equivalence between

completers and non-completers

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Low risk Data were fully reported after authors re-

sponded to data requests. Aims, measures

and results were fully concordant. Com-

ment: probably no reporting bias

Ng 2008

Methods RCT. 2 arms. Assessed pre-treatment, post-treatment and 11 weeks follow-up

Participants End of treatment n = 27

Start of treatment n = 46

Sex of children: 25 M, 12 F

Sex of parents: not reported

Mean age of child = 9.24 (1.48)

Mean age of parent = not reported

Source = paediatric chest clinic of the Prince of Wales Hospital Hong Kong

Diagnosis = asthma

Mean years of illness = 5.70 (2.41)

Interventions “We Together-We Success Parallel Group for Children with Asthma and their Parents

(WTWS)” (FT)

“Control Group” (wait list)

Mode of delivery: group, face to face

Intervention delivered by: not reported

Training: not reported

Duration of intervention (child) = 11 x 2 hours = 22 hours

Duration of intervention (parent) = 11 x 2 hours = 22 hours
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Ng 2008 (Continued)

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Child measures

Exhaled nitric oxide (eNO)*

Spirometry

Parent measures

Anxiety Subscale of Chinese version Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS)*

Caretakers’ perceived efficacy in the management of child’s asthma (self constructed)*

The Emotion Scale of Body-Mind-Spirit Well-Being Inventory (BMSWBI)

Standard Short Form 12 (SF-12) Chinese (Hong Kong) Version 1 measuring health-

related quality of life

Patient’s adjustment to asthma (self constructed)*

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Unclear risk “A randomised wait-list-controlled clini-

cal trial design was adopted in this study”.

Comment: no method described

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk Attrition was reported, but no data were

presented describing equivalence between

completers and non-completers

Selective reporting (reporting bias) High risk Data were fully reported. No aims or pri-

mary outcomes were described in the in-

troduction. Comment: probably some re-

porting bias

Niebel 2000

Methods RCT. 2 arms. Assessed pre-treatment and post-treatment.

Participants End of treatment n = 47

Start of treatment n = 57

Sex of children: 5 M, 47 F

Sex of parents: 0 M, 47 F

Mean age of children = 3.9 (2.43)

Mean age of parents = 33.9 (1.25)
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Niebel 2000 (Continued)

Source = unknown

Diagnosis = eczema

Mean years of illness = 9.1 years (8.36)

Interventions “Direct Behavioural Parental Education”

“Standardized Video-based Parental Education”

“Dermatologic Standard Treatment”

Mode of delivery: group and individual, face to face and video-based

Intervention delivered by: mental health professional

Training: not reported

Duration of intervention (child) = 0

Duration of intervention (parent) = 10 x 2 = 20 hours (direct), 1.67 hours (video-based)

Outcomes

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

High risk Attrition was not adequately described

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Low risk Data were fully reported. Comment: prob-

ably no reporting bias. Comment: proba-

bly no reporting bias

Olivares 1997

Methods RCT. 2 arms. Assessed at pre-treatment, post-treatment and 9-month follow-up

Participants End of treatment n = not reported

Start of treatment n = 36

Sex of children: 19 M, 17 F

Sex of parents: 12 M, 23 F

Mean age of children = not reported

Mean age of parents = treatment group = 39.71 (5.47), control group = 40.87 (7.05)
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Olivares 1997 (Continued)

Source = not reported

Diagnosis = diabetes

Mean years of illness = treatment group = 4.76 (3.8) years, control group = 3.72 (2.22)

years

Interventions “Programme to modify parent behaviour” (CBT)

“Wait list control”

Mode of delivery: group, face to face

Intervention delivered by: not reported

Training: not reported

Duration of intervention (child) = 0

Duration of intervention (parent) = 8 sessions x 70 min = 9 hours 20 min

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Knowledge about behaviour modification*

Responsibility for diabetes care*

Blood glucose level*

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

High risk Attrition was not adequately described

Selective reporting (reporting bias) High risk Data not fully reported. Comment: prob-

ably no reporting bias

Palermo 2009

Methods RCT. 2 arms. Assessed at pre-treatment, post-treatment and 3-month follow-up

Participants End of treatment n = 44

Start of treatment n = 48

Sex of children: 13 M, 35 F

Sex of parents: 7:41
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Palermo 2009 (Continued)

Mean age of children = 14.8 (2.0)

Mean age of parents = not reported

Source = academic health centre, Pacific Northwest USA

Diagnosis = mixed pain conditions

Mean years of illness = 30 months

Interventions “Internet-delivered family cognitive-behavioral therapy” (CBT)

“Wait list control group”

Mode of delivery: individual families, Internet

Intervention delivered by: Internet and online coach. Online coach was a PhD level

postdoctoral psychology fellow

Training: 1 year of experience delivering face-to-face CBT to children with chronic pain

Duration of intervention (child) = 4 hours

Duration of intervention (parent) = 4 hours

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Child measures

Pain diary*

Child Activity Limitations Interview* (CALI)

Revised Child Anxiety and Depression Scale* (RCADS)

Treatment Evaluation Inventory - Short Form

Parent measures

Adult Responses to Children’s Symptoms* (ARCS)

Treatment Evaluation Inventory - Short Form

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Low risk “A fixed allocation randomisation scheme

was used. Specifically, we used blocked ran-

domisation with blocks of 10 to assign

participants to the two treatment condi-

tions during the course of randomisation.

An online random number generator was

used to produce the blocked randomisa-

tion. Group assignments were identified by

ID number in sealed envelopes. Follow-

ing completion of all pre-treatment assess-

ments, a research coordinator opened the

sealed envelope to reveal the group assign-

ment.” Comment: probably done

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Low risk “A fixed allocation randomisation scheme

was used. Specifically, we used blocked ran-

domisation with blocks of 10 to assign

participants to the two treatment condi-
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Palermo 2009 (Continued)

tions during the course of randomisation.

An online random number generator was

used to produce the blocked randomisa-

tion. Group assignments were identified by

ID number in sealed envelopes. Follow-

ing completion of all pre-treatment assess-

ments, a research coordinator opened the

sealed envelope to reveal the group assign-

ment.” Comment: probably done

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Low risk Participants completed questionnaires on-

line

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Low risk Attrition was reported, no significant dif-

ferences between completers and non-com-

pleters was described

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Low risk Data were fully reported. Aims, measures

and results were fully concordant. Com-

ment: probably no reporting bias

Robins 2005

Methods RCT. 2 arms. Assessed pre-treatment, post-treatment and 6 to 12 months following

study entry

Participants End of treatment n = 69, follow-up = 69

Start of treatment n = 86

Child sex: 30 M, 39 F

Parent sex: not reported

Mean age of children = 11.34 (2.4)

Mean age of parents = not reported

Source = community-based primary care physicians and hospital-based paediatric gas-

troenterologists

Diagnosis = recurrent abdominal pain

Mean years of illness = 3+ episodes over 3 months

Interventions “Standard Medical Care plus Short-Term Cognitive-Behavioral Family Treatment”

(CBT)

“Standard Medical Care”

Mode of delivery: group, face to face

Intervention delivered by: psychology post-doctoral fellow or pre-doctoral intern

Training: not reported

Duration of intervention (child) = 5 sessions x 40 minutes = 3 hours 20 minutes

Duration of intervention (parent) = 3 sessions x 40 minutes = 2 hours
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Robins 2005 (Continued)

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Child measures

Abdominal Pain Index* (API)

Child Somatization Inventory* (CSI)

Functional Disability Inventory Child Version* (FDI)

School Absences obtained from school attendance records

Parent measures

Abdominal Pain Index (API)

Child Somatization Inventory (CSI)

Clinician measures

Health service use obtained from physician offices

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Low risk “The remaining sample of 86 were ran-

domly assigned using a coin-flip method.”

Comment: probably done

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk Attrition was reported, but no data were

presented on significant differences be-

tween completers and non-completers

Selective reporting (reporting bias) High risk Data were incompletely reported. Aims,

measures and results were partially concor-

dant. Comment: probably some reporting

bias

Sahler 2002

Methods RCT. 2 arms. Assessed pre-treatment, post-treatment and 3-month follow-up

Participants End of treatment n = 81

Start of treatment n = 92

Sex of children: not reported

Sex of parents: 0 M, 92 F

Mean age of children = 8.32 (5.5)

Mean age of mothers = 35.35 (6.6)
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Sahler 2002 (Continued)

Source = 6 children’s hospitals in USA

Diagnosis = cancer

Mean years of illness = 2 to 16 weeks from diagnosis

Interventions “Problem solving therapy” (PST)

“Standard psychosocial care”

Mode of delivery: individual, face to face

Intervention delivered by: mental health professional or doctoral candidate in psychology

Training: 3-day workshop

Duration of intervention (child) = 0

Duration of intervention (parent) = 8 sessions x 1 hr = 8 hours

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Parent measures

Social Problem-Solving Inventory-Cancer*

Profile of Mood States*

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Low risk “Randomisation was performed centrally,

after stratification by site, using a two-block

technique that produced a unique sequence

for each site, delivered as a set of consecu-

tively numbered envelopes specifying each

subject’s assignment”. Comment: probably

done

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Low risk “Randomisation was performed centrally,

after stratification by site, using a two-block

technique that produced a unique sequence

for each site, delivered as a set of consecu-

tively numbered envelopes specifying each

subject’s assignment”. Comment: probably

done

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

High risk Attrition was not adequately described

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Low risk Data were fully reported after authors re-

sponded to requests. Aims, measures and

results were fully concordant. Comment:

probably no reporting bias
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Sahler 2005

Methods RCT. 2 arms. Assessed pre-treatment, post-treatment and 6 months after T1

Participants End of treatment n = 407

Start of treatment n = 430

Sex of children: 219 M, 210 F

Sex of parents: 0 M, 429 F

Mean age of children at diagnosis = 7.6

Mean age of mothers = 35.5

Source = 7 sites is USA + 1 site in Israel

Diagnosis = cancer

Mean years of illness = 2 to 16 weeks from diagnosis

Interventions “Usual psychosocial care plus problem-solving therapy” (PST)

“Usual psychosocial care”

Mode of delivery: individual, face to face

Intervention delivered by: not reported

Training: not reported

Duration of intervention (child) = 0

Duration of intervention (parent) = 8 x 1 hr = 8 hours

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Parent measures

Profile of Mood States (POMS)*

Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II)*

Social Problem-Solving Inventory-Revised (SPSI-R)*

NEO-Five Factor Inventory (NEO-FFI)

Impact of Event Scale-Revised (IES-R)

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Unclear risk “Randomisation was performed centrally.”

Comment: method not described

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk Attrition was reported, but no data were

presented describing equivalence between

completers and non-completers
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Sahler 2005 (Continued)

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Unclear risk Data were fully reported after authors re-

sponded to requests. Aims, measures and

results were partially concordant. Com-

ment: probably some reporting bias

Sanders 1994

Methods RCT. 2 arms. Assessed at pre-treatment, post-treatment, 6-month follow-up, 12-month

follow-up

Participants End of treatment n = 44

Start of treatment n = 44

Sex of children: 16 M, 28 F

Sex of parents: not reported

Mean age of children = 9.22 (1.9)

Mean age of parents = 39.3 (4.9)

Source = not reported

Diagnosis = recurrent abdominal pain

Mean years of illness = 44 months (37.76)

Interventions “Cognitive-behavioral family intervention” (CBT)

“Standard paediatric care”

Mode of delivery: individual, face to face

Intervention delivered by: Clinical Psychologists

Training: not reported

Duration of intervention (child) = 6 x 50 minutes = 5 hours

Duration of intervention (parent) = 6 x 50 minutes = 5 hours

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Child measures

Pain diary*

Videotaped vignettes, assessment of children’s self coping

Parent measures

Child Behavior Checklist CBCL*

Videotaped vignettes, assessment of maternal care giving*

Parent Observation Record (POR)

Treatment expectancies

Measures of relapse - interview

Satisfaction with treatment

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement
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Sanders 1994 (Continued)

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Unclear risk “The study used a randomised group com-

parison design with two treatment condi-

tions.” Comment: method not described

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

High risk Attrition was not adequately described

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Unclear risk Data were incompletely reported. Aims,

measures and results were fully concordant.

Comment: probably some reporting bias

Seid 2010

Methods RCT. 3 arms. Assessed pre-treatment, post-treatment and 6-month follow-up

Participants End of treatment n = 204, 6-month follow-up n = 188

Start of treatment n = 252

Sex of children: 154 M, 98 F

Sex of parents: 9 M, 244 F

Mean age of children = 7.37 (3.07)

Mean age of parents = not reported

Source = federally qualified health centres, a commercial HMO, school/daycare, local

asthma initiatives and self referrals in San Diego, CA, USA

Diagnosis = asthma

Mean length of illness = 44 months (37.76)

Interventions “Problem-Solving Skills Training + Care Coordination” (PST + Asthma Education)

“In Home Asthma Education + Care Coordination” (Asthma Education)

“Standard care wait-list control”

Mode of delivery: individual families, face to face

Intervention delivered by: Master’s level health educator (PST), paraprofessional asthma

home visitors (care co-ordination)

Training: 2-week training

Duration of intervention (PST + Asthma Education) = 6 x 45 to 60 minutes

Duration of intervention (Asthma Education) = 5 x 45 to 60 minutes

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Child measures

Pediatric Quality of Life Inventory Asthma Module Asthma Symptoms Scale (PedsQL

Asthma)

Parent measures
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Seid 2010 (Continued)

Pediatric Quality of Life Inventory (PedsQL)*

Health Service Use self report

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Low risk “Blocked randomisation, stratified by site

of care and disease severity was used. Pre-

pared randomisation lists were created by

the statistician and concealed until inter-

vention assignment.” Comment: probably

done

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Low risk “Blocked randomisation, stratified by site

of care and disease severity was used. Pre-

pared randomisation lists were created by

the statistician and concealed until inter-

vention assignment.” Comment: probably

done

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Low risk “Bilingual, bicultural research staff, blinded

to the intervention group, administered

surveys in English or Spanish in partici-

pants’ homes.” Comment: probably done

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Low risk Attrition was reported, no significant dif-

ferences between completers and non-com-

pleters was described

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Low risk Data fully reported. Aims, measures and

results were fully concordant. Comment:

probably no reporting bias

Stehl 2009

Methods RCT. 2 arms. Assessed pre-treatment and 1 month post-treatment

Participants End of treatment n = 48 families, 92 caregivers

Start of treatment n = 76 families, 152 caregivers received intervention

Sex of children: 41 M, 35 F

Sex of parents = not reported

Mean age of children = 6 years

Mean age of primary caregiver = 36 years

Source = oncology service

Diagnosis = cancer
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Stehl 2009 (Continued)

Mean years of illness = after diagnosis

Interventions “Surviving Cancer Competently Intervention Program-Newly Diagnosed” (CBT)

“Standard Psychosocial Care”

Mode of delivery: group, face to face, CD-ROM based multiple family discussion groups

Intervention delivered by: psychology fellows, psychology intern, Master’s level psychol-

ogist and doctoral-level nurse

Training: 18 hours of didactic and experiential training

Duration of intervention (children) = 3 x 45 minutes + 3 booster sessions

Duration of intervention (parents) = 3 x 45 minutes + 3 booster sessions

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Parent measures

State Trait Anxiety Inventory* (STAI)

Impact of Event Scale-Revised (IES-R)

Acute Stress Disorder Scale (ASDS)

Programme Evaluation

Clinicians’ measures

Social Work Activity Form

Child Life Activity Form

Intensity of Treatment Rating Scale (ITR-2)

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Low risk “Randomization was completed by a pre-

determined concealed random assignment

list maintained by a staff member unaware

of patient identity.” Comment: probably

done

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Low risk “Randomization was completed by a pre-

determined concealed random assignment

list maintained by a staff member unaware

of patient identity.” Comment: probably

done

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Low risk “Add data collection took place at the

hospital at a time and location of conve-

nience for the family and was conducted

by research assistants.” Comment: proba-

bly done

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Low risk Attrition was reported, no significant dif-

ferences between completers and non-com-

pleters was described
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Stehl 2009 (Continued)

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Low risk Data fully reported. Aims, measures and re-

sults are fully concordant. Comment: prob-

ably no reporting bias

Wade 2006

Methods RCT. 2 arms. Assessed pre and post-treatment

Participants End of treatment n = 32 children and their parents

Start of treatment n = 37 children and their parents

Sex of children: 21 M, 11 F

Sex of parents: not reported

Mean age of children = 10.83 (2.94)

Mean age of parents = not reported

Source = trauma registry at Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center

Diagnosis = traumatic brain injury

Mean years of illness = 8.78 (4.53)

Interventions “Family-centered problem-solving intervention” (PST)

“Usual Care”

Mode of delivery: individual families, face to face

Intervention delivered by: 5th year Clinical Psychology graduate student

Training: 2 months

Duration of intervention (children) = 7 x 75 minutes = 8 hours 45 minutes to 11 hours

40 minutes + up to 4 individualised sessions

Duration of intervention (parents) = 7 x 75 minutes = 8 hours 45 minutes to 11 hours

40 minutes + up to 4 individualised sessions

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Child measures

Conflict Behavior Questionnaire*

Treatment satisfaction

Parent measures

Child Behavior Checklist* (CBCL)

Conflict Behavior Questionnaire* (CBQ)

Brief Symptom Inventory* (BSI)

Treatment satisfaction

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Low risk “Families were randomly assigned to the

family-centred problem-solving interven-

tion or usual care group using a random

numbers table.” Comment: probably done
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Wade 2006 (Continued)

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

High risk “Interviewers were also upper-level psy-

chology graduate students who received ex-

tensive training.” Comment: no suggestion

that they were blinded

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Low risk Attrition was reported, no significant dif-

ferences between completers and non-com-

pleters was described

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Unclear risk Data were fully reported after authors re-

sponded to requests. Aims, measures and

results were partially concordant. Com-

ment: probably some reporting bias

Wade 2006b

Methods RCT. 2 arms. Assessed pre-treatment and at session 7 of 8.

Participants End of treatment n = 41 (40 analysed)

Start of treatment n = 46

Sex of children: 23 M, 17 F

Sex of parents: not reported

Mean age of children = 11.00 (3.27)

Mean age of parents = not reported

Source = trauma registry at Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center

Diagnosis = traumatic brain injury

Mean years of illness = 13.73 (7.10) months since injury

Interventions “Family Problem Solving” (PST)

“Internet Resources Control”

Mode of delivery: individual, online and video conferencing

Intervention delivered by: Clinical Psychology graduate student

Training: 2 months

Duration of intervention (children) = 8 core modules, 6 supplementary modules, time

not reported

Duration of intervention (parents) = 8 core modules, 6 supplementary modules, time

not reported

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Parent outcomes

Family Assessment Device (FAD)

Family Burden of Injury Interview subscales (FBII)

Likert scales of global family problem-solving, communication and behaviour manage-

ment

Child Behavior Checklist Internalizing Problems* (CBCL)
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Wade 2006b (Continued)

Home and Community Social Behavior Scale (HCSBS)

Social Problem-Solving Index (SPSI-short version)

Symptom Checklist-90-Revised (SCL-90-R)

Global Severity Index (GSI)

Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale* (CES-D)

Anxiety Inventory (AI)

Online usage questionnaire

Website Evaluation Questionnaire (WEQ)

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Low risk “Families were randomly assigned to family

problem-solving or internet resources com-

parison via a computer programme.” Com-

ment: probably done

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Unclear risk No description found in text. Comment:

probably not done.

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Low risk “Given the nature of the study, neither the

participants nor the research assistant was

blind to group assignment. The primary

outcome measures were based on parent

and child report and therefore not depen-

dent on the judgments of the research staff.

” Comment: probably done

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk Attrition was not reported, but no signif-

icant differences between completers and

non-completers was described

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Unclear risk Data were fully reported after authors re-

sponded to requests. Aims, measures and

results were partially concordant. Com-

ment: probably some reporting bias

Wade 2011

Methods RCT. 2 arms. Assessed pre-treatment and post-treatment.

Participants End of treatment n = 35

Start of treatment n = 42

Sex of children: 17 M, 23 F

Sex of parents: not reported
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Wade 2011 (Continued)

Mean age of children = 14.25 (2.29)

Mean age of parents = not reported

Source = inpatient rehabilitation unit of 2 urban children’s hospitals

Diagnosis = traumatic brain injury

Mean years of illness = 9.54 (4.97) months since injury

Interventions “Teen Online Problem Solving” (PST)

“Internet Resource Comparison”

Mode of delivery: individual, internet and video conferencing

Intervention delivered by: staff psychologist + Clinical Psychology graduate students

Training: multi-day training

Duration of intervention (children) = 10 core modules, 6 supplementary sessions, time

not reported

Duration of intervention (parents) = 10 core modules, 6 supplementary sessions, time

not reported

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Child measures

Youth Self Report* (YSR)

Interaction Behaviour Questionnaire* (IBQ)

Behavioral Rating Inventory of Executive Functioning

Parent measures

Child Behaviour Checklist* (CBCL)

Interaction Behaviour Questionnaire* (IBQ)

Behavioral Rating Inventory of Executive Functioning (BRIEF)

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Unclear risk “Families were randomly assigned to ei-

ther teen online problem-solving or inter-

net resource group by use of a randomi-

sation scheme that stratified participants

on the basis of the adolescent’s gender and

race/ethnicity to ensure comparable diver-

sity in each group.” Comment: method is

not fully described

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Unclear risk “Families were randomly assigned to either

teen online problem-solving or internet re-

source group by use of a randomisation

scheme that stratified participants on the

basis of the adolescent’s gender and race/

ethnicity to ensure comparable diversity in

each group.”
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Wade 2011 (Continued)

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Low risk “Given the nature of the study we were un-

able to conceal group assignment from the

participants and research staff; however, the

primary outcome measures were based on

parent and teen report and therefore not

dependent on judgments of research staff.

” Comment: non-blinding of participants

and research staff justified

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk Attrition was reported, no data were pre-

sented on equivalence between completers

and non-completers

Selective reporting (reporting bias) Unclear risk Data were fully reported after authors re-

sponded to requests. Aims, measures and

results were partially concordant. Com-

ment: probably some reporting bias

Wysocki 1999

Methods RCT. 3 arms. Assessed pre-treatment, 3 months (post-treatment), 6-month follow-up

and 12-month follow-up

Participants End of treatment n = 115 (post-treatment), 113 (6-month follow-up), 108 (12-month

follow-up)

Start of treatment n = 119 children

Sex of children: 50 M, 69 F

Sex of parents: 82 M, 117 F

Mean age of children = 14.3 (1.4)

Mean age of parents = not reported

Source = Missouri and Florida

Diagnosis = type 1 diabetes

Mean years of illness = 5.0 (3.8)

Interventions “Behavioral Family Systems Therapy (BFST)” (FT)

“Education and Support Group” (ES)

“Standard Care”

Mode of delivery: individual for BFST, group for ES, face to face

Intervention delivered by licensed Clinical Psychologists

Training: 150 hours

Duration of intervention (children) = 10 sessions, time not reported

Duration of intervention (parents) = 10 sessions, time not reported

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Child measures

Parent-Adolescent Relationship Questionnaire (PARQ)*

Issues Checklist (IC)

24 Hour Recall Interview of Conflict Situations
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Wysocki 1999 (Continued)

Teen Adjustment to Diabetes Scale (TADS)*

Diabetes Responsibility and Conflict (DRC)

24 Hour Recall Interview of IDDM Self-Care

Self-Care Inventory (SCI)

Glycated haemoglobin*

Parent measures

Parent-Adolescent Relationship Questionnaire (PARQ)*

Issues Checklist (IC)

24 Hour Recall Interview of Conflict Situations

Teen Adjustment to Diabetes Scale (TADS)

Diabetes Responsibility and Conflict (DRC)

24 Hour Recall Interview of IDDM Self-Care

Self-Care Inventory (SCI)

Parent-reported health service use

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Unclear risk “The research scientist at the opposing cen-

tre randomly assigned each family, without

knowledge of the family’s baseline status on

any of the outcome measures to one of three

conditions.” Comment: method not fully

described

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Unclear risk “Randomisation was stratified by the ado-

lescent’s gender and treatment centre so

that each centre enrolled a similar number

of boys and girls into the three groups.”

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk “A research assistant administered ques-

tionnaires at evaluation sessions; the re-

search assistant completed telephone inter-

views during the 2 weeks preceding each of

the four evaluations.” Comment: blinding

not described

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk Attrition was reported, but no data were

presented on equivalence between com-

pleters and non-completers

Selective reporting (reporting bias) High risk Data not fully reported. Aims, measures

and results were partially concordant.

Comment: probably some reporting bias
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Wysocki 2006

Methods RCT. 3 arms. Assessed at pre-treatment, 6 months (post-treatment), 12-month follow-

up, 18-month follow-up

Participants End of treatment n = 92 (post-treatment), 88 (12-month follow-up), 85 (18-month

follow-up)

Start of treatment n = 104 children (number of caregivers not reported)

Sex of children: 57 M, 47 F

Sex of parents: not reported

Mean age of children = 14.2 (1.9)

Mean age of parents = not reported

Source = 2 paediatric centres in the Southeast and Midwest USA

Diagnosis = type 1 diabetes or insulin-treated type 2 diabetes

Mean years of illness = 5.5 (3.4)

Interventions “Behavioral Family Systems Therapy for Diabetes (BFST-D)” (FT)

“Educational Support Group”

“Standard Care”

Mode of delivery: individual families, face to face

Intervention delivered by: licensed Clinical Psychologist, Social Worker

Training: trained in BFST-D

Duration of intervention (BFST-D) = 12 sessions, time not reported

Duration of intervention (ES) = 12 x 1.5 hr sessions

Outcomes * Extracted measures
Child measures

Parent-Adolescent Relationship Questionnaire (PARQ)*

Glycosylated haemoglobin (HbA1c)*

Diabetes Responsibility and Conflict (DRC)

Diabetes Self-Management Profile (DSMP)

Family problem solving discussions coded using Interaction Behavior Code

Parent measures

Parent-Adolescent Relationship Questionnaire (PARQ)*

Diabetes Responsibility and Conflict (DRC)

Diabetes Self-Management Profile (DSMP)

Family problem solving discussions coded using Interaction Behavior Code

Notes

Risk of bias

Bias Authors’ judgement Support for judgement

Random sequence generation (selection

bias)

Unclear risk “A three-group, randomised treatments de-

sign was used.” Comment: method not de-

scribed fully

Allocation concealment (selection bias) Unclear risk “Families were stratified by HbA1c”
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Wysocki 2006 (Continued)

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection

bias)

All outcomes

Low risk “Raters were unaware of the family’s iden-

tity or group assignment or of when the

recording was made.” Comment: probably

done

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

All outcomes

Unclear risk Attrition was reported, but no data were

presented on equivalence between com-

pleters and non-completers

Selective reporting (reporting bias) High risk Data were incompletely reported. Aims,

measures and results were partially concor-

dant. Comment: probably some reporting

bias

CBT: cognitive behavioural therapy; GI: gastrointestinal; HMO: health maintenance organisation; MST: multisystemic therapy; PSST:

problem solving skills training; PST: problem solving therapy; RCT: randomised controlled trial

Characteristics of excluded studies [ordered by study ID]

Study Reason for exclusion

Aleman 1992 Insufficient psychotherapeutic content

Anderson 1999 Insufficient psychotherapeutic content

Betancourt 2004 Identified participants prospectively

Braga 2005 Insufficient psychotherapeutic content

Bruzzese 2008 Aim of study was irrelevant to this review

Burke 1997 Insufficient psychotherapeutic content

Burke 2001 Insufficient psychotherapeutic content

Cakan 2007 Aim of study was irrelevant to this review

Canino 2008 Aim of study was irrelevant to this review

Carey 2008 Aim of study was irrelevant to this review

Chernoff 2002 Insufficient psychotherapeutic content
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(Continued)

Chiang 2009 Insufficient psychotherapeutic content

Ellis 2007 Aim of study was irrelevant to this review

Ellis 2008 Aim of study was irrelevant to this review

Evans 1999 Insufficient psychotherapeutic content

Field 1998 Insufficient psychotherapeutic content

Forsander 1995 Aim of study was irrelevant to this review

Forsander 2003 Inadequate n: the number of patients in any treatment arm was fewer than 10

Garbutt 2010 Insufficient psychotherapeutic content

Gerber 2010 Aim of study was irrelevant to this review

Giallo 2008 Insufficient psychotherapeutic content

Glang 2007 Insufficient psychotherapeutic content

Gustafsson 1986 Inadequate n: the number of patients in any treatment arm was fewer than 10

Harris 2001 Aim of study was irrelevant to this review

Haus 1976 Inadequate n: the number of patients in any treatment arm was fewer than 10

Hernandez 1998 Inadequate n: the number of patients in any treatment arm was fewer than 10

Hommel 2012 Aim of study was irrelevant to this review

Hovell 1994 Insufficient psychotherapeutic content

Humphreys 2000 Insufficient psychotherapeutic content

Ireys 1996 Insufficient psychotherapeutic content

Ireys 2001 Insufficient psychotherapeutic content

Jay 1990 Aim of study was irrelevant to this review

Johnson 1987 Insufficient psychotherapeutic content

Kamps 2008 Inadequate n: the number of patients in any treatment arm was fewer than 10
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(Continued)

Kaslow 2000 Insufficient psychotherapeutic content

Kazak 1996 Insufficient psychotherapeutic content

Kazak 2005 Inadequate n: the number of patients in any treatment arm was fewer than 10

Ketchen 2006 Insufficient psychotherapeutic content

Klinnert 2005 Insufficient psychotherapeutic content

Klinnert 2007 Insufficient psychotherapeutic content

Kroner-Herwig 1998 Inadequate n: the number of patients in any treatment arm was fewer than 10

Kupfer 2010 Insufficient psychotherapeutic content

Lasecki 2008 Inadequate n: the number of patients in any treatment arm was fewer than 10

Logan 1997 Insufficient psychotherapeutic content

Mendez 1997 Insufficient psychotherapeutic content

Nelson 2011 Insufficient psychotherapeutic content

Perez 1999 Insufficient psychotherapeutic content

Rasoli 2008 Aim of study was irrelevant to this review

Sanders 1989 Inadequate n: the number of patients in any treatment arm was fewer than 10

Sanders 1996 Inadequate n: the number of patients in any treatment arm was fewer than 10

Satin 1989 Inadequate n: the number of patients in any treatment arm was fewer than 10

Scholten 2011 Aim of study was irrelevant to this review

Sieberg 2011 Inadequate n: the number of patients in any treatment arm was fewer than 10

Staab 2002 Insufficient psychotherapeutic content

Sullivan-Bolyai 2010 Insufficient psychotherapeutic content

Szczepanski 2010 Insufficient psychotherapeutic content

Wade 2010 Aim of study was irrelevant to this review
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(Continued)

Walders 2006 Insufficient psychotherapeutic content

Walker 1996 Aim of study was irrelevant to this review

Warner 2011 Inadequate n: the number of patients in any treatment arm was fewer than 10

Wysocki 1997 Aim of study was irrelevant to this review
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D A T A A N D A N A L Y S E S

Comparison 1. Painful Conditions Post-treatment

Outcome or subgroup title
No. of

studies

No. of

participants Statistical method Effect size

1 Parent Behaviour 2 92 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.34 [-1.18, 0.50]

2 Child Behaviour/Disability 6 429 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.18 [-0.43, 0.07]

3 Child Mental Health 4 356 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.02 [-0.35, 0.30]

4 Child Symptoms 8 512 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.29 [-0.55, -0.03]

Comparison 2. Painful Conditions Follow-up

Outcome or subgroup title
No. of

studies

No. of

participants Statistical method Effect size

1 Child Behaviour/Disability 3 289 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.06 [-0.43, 0.32]

2 Child Mental Health 2 255 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.04 [-0.21, 0.28]

3 Child Symptoms 6 391 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.39 [-0.86, 0.08]

Comparison 3. Cancer Post-treatment

Outcome or subgroup title
No. of

studies

No. of

participants Statistical method Effect size

1 Parent Behaviour 4 629 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.14 [-0.35, 0.07]

2 Parent Mental Health 5 706 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.15 [-0.37, 0.07]

Comparison 4. Cancer Follow-up

Outcome or subgroup title
No. of

studies

No. of

participants Statistical method Effect size

1 Parent Behaviour 4 597 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.06 [-0.27, 0.15]

2 Parent Mental Health 4 598 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.12 [-0.32, 0.08]
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Comparison 5. Diabetes Post-treatment

Outcome or subgroup title
No. of

studies

No. of

participants Statistical method Effect size

1 Child Mental Health 2 198 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.08 [-0.63, 0.47]

2 Child Symptoms 6 455 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.18 [-0.39, 0.03]

3 Family Functioning 4 306 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.01 [-0.22, 0.24]

Comparison 6. Diabetes Follow-up

Outcome or subgroup title
No. of

studies

No. of

participants Statistical method Effect size

1 Child Symptoms 3 239 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.25 [-0.55, 0.06]

Comparison 7. Asthma Post-treatment

Outcome or subgroup title
No. of

studies

No. of

participants Statistical method Effect size

1 Parent Mental Health 2 74 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.20 [-0.66, 0.26]

2 Child Symptoms 3 170 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.23 [-0.07, 0.54]

Comparison 8. Asthma Follow-up

Outcome or subgroup title
No. of

studies

No. of

participants Statistical method Effect size

1 Child Symptoms 2 132 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.16 [-0.72, 0.40]
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Comparison 9. Traumatic Brain Injury Post-treatment

Outcome or subgroup title
No. of

studies

No. of

participants Statistical method Effect size

1 Parent Mental Health 2 72 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.49 [-1.14, 0.16]

2 Child Behaviour/Disability 2 72 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.28 [-1.12, 0.56]

3 Family Functioning 2 67 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.14 [-0.94, 0.67]

Comparison 10. Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Post-treatment

Outcome or subgroup title
No. of

studies

No. of

participants Statistical method Effect size

1 Parent Behaviour 4 166 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.02 [-0.41, 0.38]

2 Parent Mental Health 4 224 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.14 [-0.12, 0.41]

3 Child Behaviour/Disability 7 459 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.11 [-0.38, 0.15]

4 Child Mental Health 5 439 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.03 [-0.23, 0.29]

5 Child Symptoms 11 726 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.25 [-0.44, -0.06]

6 Family Functioning 3 211 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.06 [-0.22, 0.33]

Comparison 11. Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Follow-up

Outcome or subgroup title
No. of

studies

No. of

participants Statistical method Effect size

1 Parent Behaviour 2 85 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.28 [-1.26, 0.70]

2 Parent Mental Health 2 115 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.32 [-0.18, 0.82]

3 Child Behaviour/Disability 3 289 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.06 [-0.43, 0.32]

4 Child Mental Health 2 257 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.03 [-0.21, 0.28]

5 Child Symptoms 7 472 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.35 [-0.73, 0.04]

6 Family Functioning 2 107 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.16 [-0.66, 0.35]

Comparison 12. Family Therapy Post-treatment

Outcome or subgroup title
No. of

studies

No. of

participants Statistical method Effect size

1 Parent Mental Health 2 74 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.20 [-0.66, 0.26]

2 Child Behaviour/Disability 2 107 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.87 [-2.05, 0.31]

3 Child Symptoms 4 202 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) 0.13 [-0.14, 0.41]

4 Family Functioning 2 132 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.08 [-0.42, 0.26]
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Comparison 13. Family Therapy Follow-up

Outcome or subgroup title
No. of

studies

No. of

participants Statistical method Effect size

1 Child Symptoms 2 96 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.02 [-0.43, 0.38]

Comparison 14. Problem Solving Therapy Post-treatment

Outcome or subgroup title
No. of

studies

No. of

participants Statistical method Effect size

1 Parent Behaviour 3 588 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.22 [-0.38, -0.06]

2 Parent Mental Health 5 660 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.27 [-0.53, -0.02]

3 Child Behaviour/Disability 2 72 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.28 [-1.12, 0.56]

4 Family Functioning 2 67 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.14 [-0.94, 0.67]

Comparison 15. Problem Solving Therapy Follow-up

Outcome or subgroup title
No. of

studies

No. of

participants Statistical method Effect size

1 Parent Behaviour 3 556 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.09 [-0.31, 0.14]

2 Parent Mental Health 3 557 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.13 [-0.38, 0.12]

Comparison 16. Multisystemic Therapy Post-treatment

Outcome or subgroup title
No. of

studies

No. of

participants Statistical method Effect size

1 Child Symptoms 2 142 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Random, 95% CI) -0.31 [-0.64, 0.03]
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Analysis 1.1. Comparison 1 Painful Conditions Post-treatment, Outcome 1 Parent Behaviour.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 1 Painful Conditions Post-treatment

Outcome: 1 Parent Behaviour

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Palermo 2009 26 19.91 (9.76) 22 19.11 (10.15) 51.0 % 0.08 [ -0.49, 0.65 ]

Sanders 1994 22 1.1 (1.7) 22 2.7 (2.3) 49.0 % -0.78 [ -1.39, -0.16 ]

Total (95% CI) 48 44 100.0 % -0.34 [ -1.18, 0.50 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.28; Chi?? = 4.02, df = 1 (P = 0.05); I?? =75%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.80 (P = 0.43)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

-2 -1 0 1 2

Favours experimental Favours control

Analysis 1.2. Comparison 1 Painful Conditions Post-treatment, Outcome 2 Child Behaviour/Disability.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 1 Painful Conditions Post-treatment

Outcome: 2 Child Behaviour/Disability

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Barakat 2010 17 7.67 (11.26) 20 7.38 (12.46) 11.7 % 0.02 [ -0.62, 0.67 ]

Connelly 2006 17 12.2 (9.92) 20 10.74 (11.61) 11.7 % 0.13 [ -0.52, 0.78 ]

Kashikar-Zuck 2005 13 15.07 (9.08) 14 16.64 (8.3) 9.1 % -0.18 [ -0.93, 0.58 ]

Kashikar-Zuck 2012 57 16.7 (8.7) 55 19.8 (9.4) 24.3 % -0.34 [ -0.71, 0.03 ]

Levy 2010 84 0.56 (0.54) 84 0.55 (0.48) 29.7 % 0.02 [ -0.28, 0.32 ]

Palermo 2009 26 3.6 (2.86) 22 6.62 (4.76) 13.5 % -0.77 [ -1.36, -0.18 ]

Total (95% CI) 214 215 100.0 % -0.18 [ -0.43, 0.07 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.03; Chi?? = 7.47, df = 5 (P = 0.19); I?? =33%

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.39 (P = 0.16)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

-2 -1 0 1 2

Favours experimental Favours control
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Analysis 1.3. Comparison 1 Painful Conditions Post-treatment, Outcome 3 Child Mental Health.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 1 Painful Conditions Post-treatment

Outcome: 3 Child Mental Health

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Kashikar-Zuck 2005 14 49.57 (17.6) 14 48.46 (12.89) 14.0 % 0.07 [ -0.67, 0.81 ]

Kashikar-Zuck 2012 57 9.9 (6.2) 55 11.8 (5.8) 30.6 % -0.31 [ -0.69, 0.06 ]

Levy 2010 84 9.96 (6.16) 84 8.35 (5.73) 35.4 % 0.27 [ -0.03, 0.57 ]

Palermo 2009 26 58.96 (13.1) 22 61.59 (18.67) 19.9 % -0.16 [ -0.73, 0.41 ]

Total (95% CI) 181 175 100.0 % -0.02 [ -0.35, 0.30 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.05; Chi?? = 6.08, df = 3 (P = 0.11); I?? =51%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.14 (P = 0.89)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

-2 -1 0 1 2

Favours experimental Favours control
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Analysis 1.4. Comparison 1 Painful Conditions Post-treatment, Outcome 4 Child Symptoms.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 1 Painful Conditions Post-treatment

Outcome: 4 Child Symptoms

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Allen 1998 14 1.5 (2.3) 13 3.3 (2.9) 7.9 % -0.67 [ -1.45, 0.11 ]

Barakat 2010 17 16.6 (16.57) 20 17.29 (23.21) 10.2 % -0.03 [ -0.68, 0.61 ]

Connelly 2006 17 72.97 (84.99) 20 117.31 (91.23) 10.0 % -0.49 [ -1.15, 0.17 ]

Hicks 2006 21 3.4 (2.4) 16 4.7 (2.2) 9.9 % -0.55 [ -1.21, 0.11 ]

Kashikar-Zuck 2012 57 5.3 (2.3) 57 6 (1.9) 18.2 % -0.33 [ -0.70, 0.04 ]

Levy 2010 84 1.64 (2.02) 84 1.25 (1.75) 20.8 % 0.21 [ -0.10, 0.51 ]

Palermo 2009 26 3.54 (2.42) 22 4.76 (1.84) 11.7 % -0.55 [ -1.13, 0.03 ]

Sanders 1994 22 3.27 (8.33) 22 6.67 (7.04) 11.3 % -0.43 [ -1.03, 0.17 ]

Total (95% CI) 258 254 100.0 % -0.29 [ -0.55, -0.03 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.06; Chi?? = 12.80, df = 7 (P = 0.08); I?? =45%

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.23 (P = 0.026)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

-2 -1 0 1 2

Favours experimental Favours control
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Analysis 2.1. Comparison 2 Painful Conditions Follow-up, Outcome 1 Child Behaviour/Disability.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 2 Painful Conditions Follow-up

Outcome: 1 Child Behaviour/Disability

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Barakat 2010 13 11.4 (22.75) 21 5.08 (4.55) 19.7 % 0.43 [ -0.27, 1.13 ]

Kashikar-Zuck 2012 57 13.4 (8.9) 55 17 (10.5) 38.3 % -0.37 [ -0.74, 0.01 ]

Levy 2010 73 0.49 (0.54) 70 0.49 (0.54) 41.9 % 0.0 [ -0.33, 0.33 ]

Total (95% CI) 143 146 100.0 % -0.06 [ -0.43, 0.32 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.06; Chi?? = 4.52, df = 2 (P = 0.10); I?? =56%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.29 (P = 0.77)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

-2 -1 0 1 2

Favours experimental Favours control

Analysis 2.2. Comparison 2 Painful Conditions Follow-up, Outcome 2 Child Mental Health.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 2 Painful Conditions Follow-up

Outcome: 2 Child Mental Health

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Kashikar-Zuck 2012 57 8.7 (6.1) 55 9.3 (5.9) 44.0 % -0.10 [ -0.47, 0.27 ]

Levy 2010 73 9.01 (7.23) 70 8.09 (5.62) 56.0 % 0.14 [ -0.19, 0.47 ]

Total (95% CI) 130 125 100.0 % 0.04 [ -0.21, 0.28 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.0; Chi?? = 0.90, df = 1 (P = 0.34); I?? =0.0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.28 (P = 0.78)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

-2 -1 0 1 2

Favours experimental Favours control
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Analysis 2.3. Comparison 2 Painful Conditions Follow-up, Outcome 3 Child Symptoms.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 2 Painful Conditions Follow-up

Outcome: 3 Child Symptoms

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Allen 1998 14 0.9 (1.9) 13 3.4 (2.9) 13.6 % -1.00 [ -1.80, -0.19 ]

Barakat 2010 13 16.71 (23.03) 20 7.84 (12.31) 15.0 % 0.50 [ -0.21, 1.21 ]

Hicks 2006 18 2.9 (2.1) 14 4.9 (1.3) 14.4 % -1.08 [ -1.84, -0.33 ]

Kashikar-Zuck 2012 57 4.9 (2.2) 55 5.3 (2.1) 20.1 % -0.18 [ -0.56, 0.19 ]

Levy 2010 73 1.08 (1.91) 70 0.9 (1.49) 20.7 % 0.10 [ -0.22, 0.43 ]

Sanders 1994 22 0.36 (0.77) 22 3.97 (5.08) 16.2 % -0.98 [ -1.60, -0.35 ]

Total (95% CI) 197 194 100.0 % -0.39 [ -0.86, 0.08 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.24; Chi?? = 21.91, df = 5 (P = 0.00054); I?? =77%

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.64 (P = 0.10)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 3.1. Comparison 3 Cancer Post-treatment, Outcome 1 Parent Behaviour.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 3 Cancer Post-treatment

Outcome: 1 Parent Behaviour

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Askins 2009 66 -14.38 (2.69) 65 -14.26 (2.69) 26.1 % -0.04 [ -0.39, 0.30 ]

Hoekstra-Weebers 1998 20 131.6 (27.6) 21 123.3 (28) 10.4 % 0.29 [ -0.32, 0.91 ]

Sahler 2002 33 -72.85 (14.48) 40 -71.32 (13.49) 16.9 % -0.11 [ -0.57, 0.35 ]

Sahler 2005 189 -14.33 (2.54) 195 -13.59 (2.39) 46.7 % -0.30 [ -0.50, -0.10 ]

Total (95% CI) 308 321 100.0 % -0.14 [ -0.35, 0.07 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.01; Chi?? = 4.31, df = 3 (P = 0.23); I?? =30%

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.28 (P = 0.20)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 3.2. Comparison 3 Cancer Post-treatment, Outcome 2 Parent Mental Health.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 3 Cancer Post-treatment

Outcome: 2 Parent Mental Health

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Askins 2009 66 3.35 (1.66) 65 3.21 (1.66) 22.6 % 0.08 [ -0.26, 0.43 ]

Hoekstra-Weebers 1998 20 46.9 (10.7) 21 45.4 (13.5) 10.2 % 0.12 [ -0.49, 0.73 ]

Sahler 2002 33 80.76 (38.81) 40 98.1 (48.5) 15.4 % -0.39 [ -0.85, 0.08 ]

Sahler 2005 191 10.74 (8.8) 194 13.87 (9.66) 35.7 % -0.34 [ -0.54, -0.14 ]

Stehl 2009 38 42.05 (15.54) 38 42.35 (15.22) 16.1 % -0.02 [ -0.47, 0.43 ]

Total (95% CI) 348 358 100.0 % -0.15 [ -0.37, 0.07 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.02; Chi?? = 6.73, df = 4 (P = 0.15); I?? =41%

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.36 (P = 0.17)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 4.1. Comparison 4 Cancer Follow-up, Outcome 1 Parent Behaviour.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 4 Cancer Follow-up

Outcome: 1 Parent Behaviour

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Askins 2009 59 -14.26 (2.71) 64 -14.55 (2.71) 25.2 % 0.11 [ -0.25, 0.46 ]

Hoekstra-Weebers 1998 20 126.9 (25) 21 120.8 (29.2) 10.2 % 0.22 [ -0.39, 0.83 ]

Sahler 2002 34 -73.01 (13.9) 34 -73.29 (14.07) 15.9 % 0.02 [ -0.46, 0.50 ]

Sahler 2005 179 -14.26 (2.55) 186 -13.69 (2.48) 48.6 % -0.23 [ -0.43, -0.02 ]

Total (95% CI) 292 305 100.0 % -0.06 [ -0.27, 0.15 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.01; Chi?? = 4.03, df = 3 (P = 0.26); I?? =26%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.54 (P = 0.59)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 4.2. Comparison 4 Cancer Follow-up, Outcome 2 Parent Mental Health.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 4 Cancer Follow-up

Outcome: 2 Parent Mental Health

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Askins 2009 59 2.91 (1.62) 64 2.68 (1.62) 24.6 % 0.14 [ -0.21, 0.50 ]

Hoekstra-Weebers 1998 20 41.9 (10.9) 21 41.6 (10.4) 9.7 % 0.03 [ -0.58, 0.64 ]

Sahler 2002 34 73.01 (39.4) 34 84.43 (42.42) 15.1 % -0.28 [ -0.75, 0.20 ]

Sahler 2005 180 10.32 (8.55) 186 12.36 (8.92) 50.6 % -0.23 [ -0.44, -0.03 ]

Total (95% CI) 293 305 100.0 % -0.12 [ -0.32, 0.08 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.01; Chi?? = 3.80, df = 3 (P = 0.28); I?? =21%

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.20 (P = 0.23)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 5.1. Comparison 5 Diabetes Post-treatment, Outcome 1 Child Mental Health.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 5 Diabetes Post-treatment

Outcome: 1 Child Mental Health

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Ambrosino 2008 51 5.39 (5.72) 30 4.1 (6) 47.1 % 0.22 [ -0.23, 0.67 ]

Ellis 2005 59 51.9 (29.8) 58 61.8 (26.7) 52.9 % -0.35 [ -0.71, 0.02 ]

Total (95% CI) 110 88 100.0 % -0.08 [ -0.63, 0.47 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.12; Chi?? = 3.65, df = 1 (P = 0.06); I?? =73%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.28 (P = 0.78)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 5.2. Comparison 5 Diabetes Post-treatment, Outcome 2 Child Symptoms.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 5 Diabetes Post-treatment

Outcome: 2 Child Symptoms

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Ambrosino 2008 51 7.04 (1.29) 30 7.3 (1.23) 17.3 % -0.20 [ -0.66, 0.25 ]

Ellis 2004 13 14.47 (2.98) 12 16.65 (3.26) 6.2 % -0.68 [ -1.49, 0.13 ]

Ellis 2005 59 10.72 (2.59) 58 11.29 (2.3) 24.3 % -0.23 [ -0.59, 0.13 ]

Laffel 2003 50 8.2 (1.1) 50 8.7 (1.5) 21.4 % -0.38 [ -0.77, 0.02 ]

Wysocki 1999 35 12.3 (2.9) 38 11.6 (2.5) 16.8 % 0.26 [ -0.20, 0.72 ]

Wysocki 2006 28 8.8 (1.5) 31 8.9 (1.2) 14.1 % -0.07 [ -0.58, 0.44 ]

Total (95% CI) 236 219 100.0 % -0.18 [ -0.39, 0.03 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.01; Chi?? = 6.09, df = 5 (P = 0.30); I?? =18%

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.70 (P = 0.089)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 5.3. Comparison 5 Diabetes Post-treatment, Outcome 3 Family Functioning.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 5 Diabetes Post-treatment

Outcome: 3 Family Functioning

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Ambrosino 2008 47 67.22 (7.35) 27 66.71 (7.39) 22.9 % 0.07 [ -0.40, 0.54 ]

Laffel 2003 50 3.1 (3.9) 50 2.8 (2.9) 33.3 % 0.09 [ -0.31, 0.48 ]

Wysocki 1999 35 50.2 (6.7) 38 51.4 (5.6) 24.2 % -0.19 [ -0.65, 0.27 ]

Wysocki 2006 28 50 (6.7) 31 49.6 (6.1) 19.6 % 0.06 [ -0.45, 0.57 ]

Total (95% CI) 160 146 100.0 % 0.01 [ -0.22, 0.24 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.0; Chi?? = 0.99, df = 3 (P = 0.80); I?? =0.0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.09 (P = 0.93)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 6.1. Comparison 6 Diabetes Follow-up, Outcome 1 Child Symptoms.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 6 Diabetes Follow-up

Outcome: 1 Child Symptoms

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Ambrosino 2008 49 7.19 (1.03) 30 7.39 (1.2) 32.8 % -0.18 [ -0.64, 0.27 ]

Ellis 2005 49 10.95 (2.62) 52 11.12 (2.67) 40.7 % -0.06 [ -0.45, 0.33 ]

Wysocki 2006 28 8.7 (1.3) 31 9.5 (1.3) 26.5 % -0.61 [ -1.13, -0.08 ]

Total (95% CI) 126 113 100.0 % -0.25 [ -0.55, 0.06 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.02; Chi?? = 2.74, df = 2 (P = 0.25); I?? =27%

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.58 (P = 0.11)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 7.1. Comparison 7 Asthma Post-treatment, Outcome 1 Parent Mental Health.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 7 Asthma Post-treatment

Outcome: 1 Parent Mental Health

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Celano 2012 21 56.8 (10.1) 19 56.7 (10) 55.1 % 0.01 [ -0.61, 0.63 ]

Ng 2008 19 5.37 (2.95) 15 6.8 (3.14) 44.9 % -0.46 [ -1.15, 0.23 ]

Total (95% CI) 40 34 100.0 % -0.20 [ -0.66, 0.26 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.0; Chi?? = 0.99, df = 1 (P = 0.32); I?? =0.0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.86 (P = 0.39)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 7.2. Comparison 7 Asthma Post-treatment, Outcome 2 Child Symptoms.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 7 Asthma Post-treatment

Outcome: 2 Child Symptoms

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Celano 2012 21 3.9 (3.5) 19 2.6 (2.5) 23.3 % 0.42 [ -0.21, 1.04 ]

Ng 2008 16 60.47 (38.37) 14 65.84 (43.63) 17.8 % -0.13 [ -0.85, 0.59 ]

Seid 2010 47 -74.4 (18.3) 53 -79 (15.4) 58.9 % 0.27 [ -0.12, 0.67 ]

Total (95% CI) 84 86 100.0 % 0.23 [ -0.07, 0.54 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.0; Chi?? = 1.33, df = 2 (P = 0.51); I?? =0.0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.51 (P = 0.13)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 8.1. Comparison 8 Asthma Follow-up, Outcome 1 Child Symptoms.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 8 Asthma Follow-up

Outcome: 1 Child Symptoms

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Celano 2012 20 3 (3.7) 17 2.3 (3.4) 40.2 % 0.19 [ -0.46, 0.84 ]

Seid 2010 46 76.2 (21.6) 49 83.8 (16.8) 59.8 % -0.39 [ -0.80, 0.02 ]

Total (95% CI) 66 66 100.0 % -0.16 [ -0.72, 0.40 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.09; Chi?? = 2.23, df = 1 (P = 0.14); I?? =55%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.55 (P = 0.58)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 9.1. Comparison 9 Traumatic Brain Injury Post-treatment, Outcome 1 Parent Mental Health.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 9 Traumatic Brain Injury Post-treatment

Outcome: 1 Parent Mental Health

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Wade 2006 16 53.13 (12.03) 16 55.13 (14.09) 48.1 % -0.15 [ -0.84, 0.55 ]

Wade 2006b 20 9.25 (7.09) 20 18.15 (13.49) 51.9 % -0.81 [ -1.46, -0.16 ]

Total (95% CI) 36 36 100.0 % -0.49 [ -1.14, 0.16 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.10; Chi?? = 1.86, df = 1 (P = 0.17); I?? =46%

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.49 (P = 0.14)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 9.2. Comparison 9 Traumatic Brain Injury Post-treatment, Outcome 2 Child Behaviour/Disability.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 9 Traumatic Brain Injury Post-treatment

Outcome: 2 Child Behaviour/Disability

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Wade 2006 16 53.4 (8.71) 16 51.44 (14.41) 48.7 % 0.16 [ -0.53, 0.85 ]

Wade 2006b 20 47.78 (11.43) 20 56.06 (11.82) 51.3 % -0.70 [ -1.34, -0.06 ]

Total (95% CI) 36 36 100.0 % -0.28 [ -1.12, 0.56 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.25; Chi?? = 3.17, df = 1 (P = 0.07); I?? =68%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.65 (P = 0.51)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 9.3. Comparison 9 Traumatic Brain Injury Post-treatment, Outcome 3 Family Functioning.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 9 Traumatic Brain Injury Post-treatment

Outcome: 3 Family Functioning

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Wade 2006 16 5.56 (5.32) 16 4.25 (3.73) 49.5 % 0.28 [ -0.42, 0.97 ]

Wade 2011 16 2.94 (3.99) 19 5.47 (4.98) 50.5 % -0.54 [ -1.22, 0.14 ]

Total (95% CI) 32 35 100.0 % -0.14 [ -0.94, 0.67 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.21; Chi?? = 2.73, df = 1 (P = 0.10); I?? =63%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.33 (P = 0.74)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 10.1. Comparison 10 Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Post-treatment, Outcome 1 Parent Behaviour.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 10 Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Post-treatment

Outcome: 1 Parent Behaviour

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Hoekstra-Weebers 1998 20 131.6 (27.6) 21 123.3 (28) 25.0 % 0.29 [ -0.32, 0.91 ]

Niebel 2000 18 1.85 (0.41) 15 1.78 (0.31) 21.8 % 0.19 [ -0.50, 0.87 ]

Palermo 2009 26 19.91 (9.76) 22 19.11 (10.15) 27.6 % 0.08 [ -0.49, 0.65 ]

Sanders 1994 22 1.1 (1.5) 22 2.1 (1.8) 25.6 % -0.59 [ -1.20, 0.01 ]

Total (95% CI) 86 80 100.0 % -0.02 [ -0.41, 0.38 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.06; Chi?? = 4.89, df = 3 (P = 0.18); I?? =39%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.08 (P = 0.94)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 10.2. Comparison 10 Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Post-treatment, Outcome 2 Parent Mental

Health.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 10 Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Post-treatment

Outcome: 2 Parent Mental Health

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Ambrosino 2008 47 12.62 (8.39) 27 9.3 (6.9) 31.0 % 0.42 [ -0.06, 0.89 ]

Hoekstra-Weebers 1998 20 46.9 (10.7) 21 45.4 (13.5) 18.9 % 0.12 [ -0.49, 0.73 ]

Niebel 2000 18 1.63 (0.43) 15 1.64 (0.56) 15.1 % -0.02 [ -0.71, 0.67 ]

Stehl 2009 38 42.05 (15.54) 38 42.35 (15.22) 35.1 % -0.02 [ -0.47, 0.43 ]

Total (95% CI) 123 101 100.0 % 0.14 [ -0.12, 0.41 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.0; Chi?? = 1.98, df = 3 (P = 0.58); I?? =0.0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.05 (P = 0.30)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 10.3. Comparison 10 Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Post-treatment, Outcome 3 Child

Behaviour/Disability.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 10 Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Post-treatment

Outcome: 3 Child Behaviour/Disability

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Barakat 2010 13 11.4 (22.75) 21 5.08 (4.55) 10.2 % 0.43 [ -0.27, 1.13 ]

Connelly 2006 17 12.2 (9.92) 20 10.74 (11.61) 11.4 % 0.13 [ -0.52, 0.78 ]

Kashikar-Zuck 2005 13 15.07 (9.08) 14 16.64 (8.3) 9.1 % -0.18 [ -0.93, 0.58 ]

Kashikar-Zuck 2012 57 16.7 (8.7) 55 19.8 (9.4) 21.1 % -0.34 [ -0.71, 0.03 ]

Levy 2010 84 0.56 (0.54) 84 0.55 (0.48) 24.8 % 0.02 [ -0.28, 0.32 ]

Niebel 2000 18 1.17 (0.71) 15 1.07 (1.1) 10.5 % 0.11 [ -0.58, 0.79 ]

Palermo 2009 26 3.6 (2.86) 22 6.62 (4.76) 12.9 % -0.77 [ -1.36, -0.18 ]

Total (95% CI) 228 231 100.0 % -0.11 [ -0.38, 0.15 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.05; Chi?? = 10.23, df = 6 (P = 0.12); I?? =41%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.84 (P = 0.40)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 10.4. Comparison 10 Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Post-treatment, Outcome 4 Child Mental

Health.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 10 Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Post-treatment

Outcome: 4 Child Mental Health

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Ambrosino 2008 51 5.39 (5.72) 30 4.1 (6) 20.1 % 0.22 [ -0.23, 0.67 ]

Kashikar-Zuck 2005 14 49.57 (17.6) 14 48.46 (12.89) 10.0 % 0.07 [ -0.67, 0.81 ]

Kashikar-Zuck 2012 57 9.9 (6.2) 57 11.8 (5.8) 25.1 % -0.31 [ -0.68, 0.06 ]

Levy 2010 84 9.96 (6.16) 84 8.35 (5.73) 29.9 % 0.27 [ -0.03, 0.57 ]

Palermo 2009 26 58.96 (13.1) 22 61.59 (18.67) 14.9 % -0.16 [ -0.73, 0.41 ]

Total (95% CI) 232 207 100.0 % 0.03 [ -0.23, 0.29 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.04; Chi?? = 6.82, df = 4 (P = 0.15); I?? =41%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.21 (P = 0.83)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 10.5. Comparison 10 Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Post-treatment, Outcome 5 Child Symptoms.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 10 Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Post-treatment

Outcome: 5 Child Symptoms

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Allen 1998 14 1.5 (2.3) 13 3.3 (2.9) 4.8 % -0.67 [ -1.45, 0.11 ]

Ambrosino 2008 51 7.04 (1.29) 30 7.3 (1.23) 11.0 % -0.20 [ -0.66, 0.25 ]

Barakat 2010 17 16.6 (16.57) 20 17.29 (23.21) 6.6 % -0.03 [ -0.68, 0.61 ]

Connelly 2006 17 72.97 (84.99) 20 117.31 (91.23) 6.4 % -0.49 [ -1.15, 0.17 ]

Hicks 2006 21 3.4 (2.4) 16 4.7 (2.2) 6.3 % -0.55 [ -1.21, 0.11 ]

Kashikar-Zuck 2012 57 5.3 (2.3) 57 6 (1.9) 13.9 % -0.33 [ -0.70, 0.04 ]

Laffel 2003 50 8.2 (1.1) 50 8.7 (1.5) 12.9 % -0.38 [ -0.77, 0.02 ]

Levy 2010 84 1.64 (2.02) 84 1.25 (1.75) 17.0 % 0.21 [ -0.10, 0.51 ]

Niebel 2000 18 3.2 (1.47) 15 3 (1.25) 6.0 % 0.14 [ -0.54, 0.83 ]

Palermo 2009 26 3.54 (2.42) 22 4.76 (1.84) 7.8 % -0.55 [ -1.13, 0.03 ]

Sanders 1994 22 3.27 (8.33) 22 6.67 (7.04) 7.4 % -0.43 [ -1.03, 0.17 ]

Total (95% CI) 377 349 100.0 % -0.25 [ -0.44, -0.06 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.03; Chi?? = 14.51, df = 10 (P = 0.15); I?? =31%

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.61 (P = 0.0089)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 10.6. Comparison 10 Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Post-treatment, Outcome 6 Family

Functioning.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 10 Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Post-treatment

Outcome: 6 Family Functioning

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Ambrosino 2008 47 67.22 (7.35) 27 66.71 (7.39) 33.4 % 0.07 [ -0.40, 0.54 ]

Barakat 2010 17 -73.24 (18.54) 20 -72.37 (17.03) 17.9 % -0.05 [ -0.69, 0.60 ]

Laffel 2003 50 3.1 (3.9) 50 2.8 (2.9) 48.7 % 0.09 [ -0.31, 0.48 ]

Total (95% CI) 114 97 100.0 % 0.06 [ -0.22, 0.33 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.0; Chi?? = 0.13, df = 2 (P = 0.94); I?? =0.0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.40 (P = 0.69)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable

-2 -1 0 1 2
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Analysis 11.1. Comparison 11 Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Follow-up, Outcome 1 Parent Behaviour.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 11 Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Follow-up

Outcome: 1 Parent Behaviour

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Hoekstra-Weebers 1998 20 126.9 (25) 21 120.8 (29.2) 50.0 % 0.22 [ -0.39, 0.83 ]

Sanders 1994 22 1.1 (1.7) 22 2.7 (2.3) 50.0 % -0.78 [ -1.39, -0.16 ]

Total (95% CI) 42 43 100.0 % -0.28 [ -1.26, 0.70 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.40; Chi?? = 5.05, df = 1 (P = 0.02); I?? =80%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.56 (P = 0.58)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 11.2. Comparison 11 Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Follow-up, Outcome 2 Parent Mental Health.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 11 Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Follow-up

Outcome: 2 Parent Mental Health

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Ambrosino 2008 47 12.6 (7.91) 27 8.74 (5.12) 57.0 % 0.54 [ 0.06, 1.02 ]

Hoekstra-Weebers 1998 20 41.9 (10.9) 21 41.6 (10.4) 43.0 % 0.03 [ -0.58, 0.64 ]

Total (95% CI) 67 48 100.0 % 0.32 [ -0.18, 0.82 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.05; Chi?? = 1.68, df = 1 (P = 0.19); I?? =41%

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.26 (P = 0.21)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 11.3. Comparison 11 Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Follow-up, Outcome 3 Child

Behaviour/Disability.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 11 Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Follow-up

Outcome: 3 Child Behaviour/Disability

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Barakat 2010 13 11.4 (22.75) 21 5.08 (4.55) 19.7 % 0.43 [ -0.27, 1.13 ]

Kashikar-Zuck 2012 57 13.4 (8.9) 55 17 (10.5) 38.3 % -0.37 [ -0.74, 0.01 ]

Levy 2010 73 0.49 (0.54) 70 0.49 (0.54) 41.9 % 0.0 [ -0.33, 0.33 ]

Total (95% CI) 143 146 100.0 % -0.06 [ -0.43, 0.32 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.06; Chi?? = 4.52, df = 2 (P = 0.10); I?? =56%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.29 (P = 0.77)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 11.4. Comparison 11 Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Follow-up, Outcome 4 Child Mental Health.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 11 Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Follow-up

Outcome: 4 Child Mental Health

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Kashikar-Zuck 2012 57 8.7 (6.1) 57 9.3 (5.9) 44.4 % -0.10 [ -0.47, 0.27 ]

Levy 2010 73 9.01 (7.23) 70 8.09 (5.62) 55.6 % 0.14 [ -0.19, 0.47 ]

Total (95% CI) 130 127 100.0 % 0.03 [ -0.21, 0.28 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.0; Chi?? = 0.91, df = 1 (P = 0.34); I?? =0.0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.27 (P = 0.78)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 11.5. Comparison 11 Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Follow-up, Outcome 5 Child Symptoms.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 11 Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Follow-up

Outcome: 5 Child Symptoms

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Allen 1998 14 0.9 (1.9) 13 3.4 (2.9) 10.8 % -1.00 [ -1.80, -0.19 ]

Ambrosino 2008 49 7.19 (1.03) 30 7.39 (1.2) 16.2 % -0.18 [ -0.64, 0.27 ]

Barakat 2010 13 16.71 (23.03) 20 7.84 (12.31) 12.2 % 0.50 [ -0.21, 1.21 ]

Hicks 2006 18 2.9 (2.1) 14 4.9 (1.3) 11.5 % -1.08 [ -1.84, -0.33 ]

Kashikar-Zuck 2012 57 4.9 (2.2) 57 5.3 (2.1) 17.6 % -0.18 [ -0.55, 0.18 ]

Levy 2010 73 1.08 (1.91) 70 0.9 (1.49) 18.2 % 0.10 [ -0.22, 0.43 ]

Sanders 1994 22 0.36 (0.77) 22 3.97 (5.08) 13.4 % -0.98 [ -1.60, -0.35 ]
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(. . . Continued)

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Total (95% CI) 246 226 100.0 % -0.35 [ -0.73, 0.04 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.18; Chi?? = 21.93, df = 6 (P = 0.001); I?? =73%

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.78 (P = 0.075)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 11.6. Comparison 11 Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Follow-up, Outcome 6 Family Functioning.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 11 Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Follow-up

Outcome: 6 Family Functioning

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Ambrosino 2008 47 66.02 (6.94) 27 65.71 (7.86) 62.8 % 0.04 [ -0.43, 0.52 ]

Barakat 2010 13 -80.77 (21.97) 20 -69.72 (21.99) 37.2 % -0.49 [ -1.20, 0.22 ]

Total (95% CI) 60 47 100.0 % -0.16 [ -0.66, 0.35 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.05; Chi?? = 1.50, df = 1 (P = 0.22); I?? =33%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.61 (P = 0.54)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 12.1. Comparison 12 Family Therapy Post-treatment, Outcome 1 Parent Mental Health.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 12 Family Therapy Post-treatment

Outcome: 1 Parent Mental Health

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Celano 2012 21 56.8 (10.1) 19 56.7 (10) 55.1 % 0.01 [ -0.61, 0.63 ]

Ng 2008 19 5.37 (2.95) 15 6.8 (3.14) 44.9 % -0.46 [ -1.15, 0.23 ]

Total (95% CI) 40 34 100.0 % -0.20 [ -0.66, 0.26 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.0; Chi?? = 0.99, df = 1 (P = 0.32); I?? =0.0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.86 (P = 0.39)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 12.2. Comparison 12 Family Therapy Post-treatment, Outcome 2 Child Behaviour/Disability.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 12 Family Therapy Post-treatment

Outcome: 2 Child Behaviour/Disability

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Ng 2008 18 -7.79 (1.21) 15 -5.81 (1.35) 46.3 % -1.51 [ -2.30, -0.73 ]

Wysocki 1999 35 73.6 (11.3) 39 77 (10.7) 53.7 % -0.31 [ -0.77, 0.15 ]

Total (95% CI) 53 54 100.0 % -0.87 [ -2.05, 0.31 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.62; Chi?? = 6.75, df = 1 (P = 0.01); I?? =85%

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.44 (P = 0.15)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 12.3. Comparison 12 Family Therapy Post-treatment, Outcome 3 Child Symptoms.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 12 Family Therapy Post-treatment

Outcome: 3 Child Symptoms

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Celano 2012 21 3.9 (3.5) 19 2.6 (2.5) 19.5 % 0.42 [ -0.21, 1.04 ]

Ng 2008 16 60.47 (38.37) 14 65.84 (43.63) 14.9 % -0.13 [ -0.85, 0.59 ]

Wysocki 1999 35 12.3 (2.9) 38 11.6 (2.5) 36.2 % 0.26 [ -0.20, 0.72 ]

Wysocki 2006 28 8.8 (1.5) 31 8.9 (1.2) 29.4 % -0.07 [ -0.58, 0.44 ]

Total (95% CI) 100 102 100.0 % 0.13 [ -0.14, 0.41 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.0; Chi?? = 2.18, df = 3 (P = 0.54); I?? =0.0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.94 (P = 0.35)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 12.4. Comparison 12 Family Therapy Post-treatment, Outcome 4 Family Functioning.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 12 Family Therapy Post-treatment

Outcome: 4 Family Functioning

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Wysocki 1999 35 50.2 (6.7) 38 51.4 (5.6) 55.2 % -0.19 [ -0.65, 0.27 ]

Wysocki 2006 28 50 (6.7) 31 49.6 (6.1) 44.8 % 0.06 [ -0.45, 0.57 ]

Total (95% CI) 63 69 100.0 % -0.08 [ -0.42, 0.26 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.0; Chi?? = 0.53, df = 1 (P = 0.47); I?? =0.0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.45 (P = 0.65)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 13.1. Comparison 13 Family Therapy Follow-up, Outcome 1 Child Symptoms.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 13 Family Therapy Follow-up

Outcome: 1 Child Symptoms

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Celano 2012 20 3 (3.7) 17 2.3 (3.4) 38.4 % 0.19 [ -0.46, 0.84 ]

Wysocki 2006 28 8.7 (1.3) 31 8.9 (1.2) 61.6 % -0.16 [ -0.67, 0.35 ]

Total (95% CI) 48 48 100.0 % -0.02 [ -0.43, 0.38 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.0; Chi?? = 0.69, df = 1 (P = 0.41); I?? =0.0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.12 (P = 0.91)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 14.1. Comparison 14 Problem Solving Therapy Post-treatment, Outcome 1 Parent Behaviour.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 14 Problem Solving Therapy Post-treatment

Outcome: 1 Parent Behaviour

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Askins 2009 66 -14.38 (2.69) 65 -14.26 (2.69) 22.5 % -0.04 [ -0.39, 0.30 ]

Sahler 2002 33 -72.85 (14.48) 40 -71.32 (13.49) 12.4 % -0.11 [ -0.57, 0.35 ]

Sahler 2005 189 -14.33 (2.54) 195 -13.59 (2.39) 65.1 % -0.30 [ -0.50, -0.10 ]

Total (95% CI) 288 300 100.0 % -0.22 [ -0.38, -0.06 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.0; Chi?? = 1.84, df = 2 (P = 0.40); I?? =0.0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.64 (P = 0.0083)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 14.2. Comparison 14 Problem Solving Therapy Post-treatment, Outcome 2 Parent Mental Health.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 14 Problem Solving Therapy Post-treatment

Outcome: 2 Parent Mental Health

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Askins 2009 66 3.35 (1.66) 65 3.21 (1.66) 24.9 % 0.08 [ -0.26, 0.43 ]

Sahler 2002 33 80.76 (38.81) 40 98.1 (48.5) 17.9 % -0.39 [ -0.85, 0.08 ]

Sahler 2005 191 10.74 (8.8) 194 13.87 (9.66) 35.8 % -0.34 [ -0.54, -0.14 ]

Wade 2006 16 53.13 (12.03) 16 55.13 (14.09) 10.2 % -0.15 [ -0.84, 0.55 ]

Wade 2006b 19 9.25 (7.09) 20 18.15 (13.49) 11.1 % -0.80 [ -1.46, -0.15 ]

Total (95% CI) 325 335 100.0 % -0.27 [ -0.53, -0.02 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.04; Chi?? = 7.43, df = 4 (P = 0.11); I?? =46%

Test for overall effect: Z = 2.14 (P = 0.032)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 14.3. Comparison 14 Problem Solving Therapy Post-treatment, Outcome 3 Child

Behaviour/Disability.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 14 Problem Solving Therapy Post-treatment

Outcome: 3 Child Behaviour/Disability

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Wade 2006 16 53.4 (8.71) 16 51.44 (14.41) 48.7 % 0.16 [ -0.53, 0.85 ]

Wade 2006b 20 47.78 (11.43) 20 56.06 (11.82) 51.3 % -0.70 [ -1.34, -0.06 ]

Total (95% CI) 36 36 100.0 % -0.28 [ -1.12, 0.56 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.25; Chi?? = 3.17, df = 1 (P = 0.07); I?? =68%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.65 (P = 0.51)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 14.4. Comparison 14 Problem Solving Therapy Post-treatment, Outcome 4 Family Functioning.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 14 Problem Solving Therapy Post-treatment

Outcome: 4 Family Functioning

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Wade 2006 16 5.56 (5.32) 16 4.25 (3.73) 49.5 % 0.28 [ -0.42, 0.97 ]

Wade 2011 16 2.94 (3.99) 19 5.47 (4.98) 50.5 % -0.54 [ -1.22, 0.14 ]

Total (95% CI) 32 35 100.0 % -0.14 [ -0.94, 0.67 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.21; Chi?? = 2.73, df = 1 (P = 0.10); I?? =63%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.33 (P = 0.74)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 15.1. Comparison 15 Problem Solving Therapy Follow-up, Outcome 1 Parent Behaviour.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 15 Problem Solving Therapy Follow-up

Outcome: 1 Parent Behaviour

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Askins 2009 59 -14.26 (2.71) 64 -14.55 (2.71) 28.4 % 0.11 [ -0.25, 0.46 ]

Sahler 2002 34 -73.01 (13.9) 34 -73.29 (14.07) 18.0 % 0.02 [ -0.46, 0.50 ]

Sahler 2005 179 -14.26 (2.55) 186 -13.69 (2.48) 53.6 % -0.23 [ -0.43, -0.02 ]

Total (95% CI) 272 284 100.0 % -0.09 [ -0.31, 0.14 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.01; Chi?? = 2.92, df = 2 (P = 0.23); I?? =32%

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.77 (P = 0.44)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 15.2. Comparison 15 Problem Solving Therapy Follow-up, Outcome 2 Parent Mental Health.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 15 Problem Solving Therapy Follow-up

Outcome: 2 Parent Mental Health

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Askins 2009 59 2.91 (1.62) 64 2.68 (1.62) 30.0 % 0.14 [ -0.21, 0.50 ]

Sahler 2002 34 73.01 (39.4) 34 84.43 (42.42) 20.0 % -0.28 [ -0.75, 0.20 ]

Sahler 2005 180 10.32 (8.5) 186 12.36 (8.92) 50.0 % -0.23 [ -0.44, -0.03 ]

Total (95% CI) 273 284 100.0 % -0.13 [ -0.38, 0.12 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.02; Chi?? = 3.49, df = 2 (P = 0.17); I?? =43%

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.02 (P = 0.31)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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Analysis 16.1. Comparison 16 Multisystemic Therapy Post-treatment, Outcome 1 Child Symptoms.

Review: Psychological interventions for parents of children and adolescents with chronic illness

Comparison: 16 Multisystemic Therapy Post-treatment

Outcome: 1 Child Symptoms

Study or subgroup Experimental Control

Std.
Mean

Difference Weight

Std.
Mean

Difference

N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Random,95% CI IV,Random,95% CI

Ellis 2004 13 14.47 (2.98) 12 16.65 (3.26) 16.7 % -0.68 [ -1.49, 0.13 ]

Ellis 2005 59 10.72 (2.59) 58 11.29 (2.3) 83.3 % -0.23 [ -0.59, 0.13 ]

Total (95% CI) 72 70 100.0 % -0.31 [ -0.64, 0.03 ]

Heterogeneity: Tau?? = 0.0; Chi?? = 0.96, df = 1 (P = 0.33); I?? =0.0%

Test for overall effect: Z = 1.81 (P = 0.071)

Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
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A D D I T I O N A L T A B L E S

Table 1. Therapy characteristics of included studies

Study Patient group Therapy type Dura-

tion of ther-

apy (child/

parent)

Proportion of

therapy

(child:

parent)

Mode of de-

livery, group/

individual

Therapy de-

livered by

Therapist

training

Allen 1998 Painful condi-

tion

(headache)

CBT 4 hours/not

reported

Not reported In-person, in-

dividual

Authors Not reported

Ambrosino

2008

Diabetes CBT 9 hours/9

hours

50:50 In-person,

group

Mental health

professionals

Not reported

Askins 2009 Cancer PST 0/8 hours 0:100 In-person, in-

dividual

Therapists

with graduate

train-

ing in Clinical

Psychology

Spe-

cialised train-

ing in PSST

Barakat 2010 Painful condi-

tion (sickle

cell disease)

CBT 6 hours/6

hours

50:50 In-person, in-

dividual fami-

lies

Clinical Psy-

chology doc-

toral students

Not reported
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Table 1. Therapy characteristics of included studies (Continued)

Barry 1997 Painful condi-

tion

(headache)

CBT 3 hours/3

hours

50:50 In-person,

group

Mental health

professionals

Not reported

Celano 2012 Asthma FT 4 to 6 sessions/

4 to 6 sessions

50:50 In-person, in-

dividual fami-

lies

Mental and

health care

professionals

Not reported

Connelly

2006

Painful condi-

tion

(headache)

CBT 4 hours/1

hour

80:20 Com-

puter, phone

calls, individ-

ual

CD-

ROM and re-

search staff

Not reported

Duarte 2006 Painful condi-

tion (recurrent

abdominal

pain)

CBT 3 hours, 20

min-

utes/3 hours,

20 minutes

50:50 In-person, not

reported

General

health profes-

sionals

Not reported

Ellis 2004 Diabetes MST 48 sessions/48

sessions

50:50 In-person, In-

dividual Fami-

lies

Mental health

professionals

Course on

MST

Ellis 2005 Diabetes MST 46 sessions/46

sessions

50:50 In-per-

son + phone

calls, individ-

ual families

Mental health

professionals

Course on

MST

Grey 2011 Diabetes CBT 0 hours/9

hours

0:100 In-person,

group

Mental health

professionals

Not reported

Hicks 2006 Painful condi-

tion

(headache

+ recurrent ab-

dominal pain)

CBT Not reported/

not reported

Not reported Online

+ phone calls,

individual

Internet + re-

searcher

Not reported

Hoekstra-

Weebers 1998

Cancer CBT 0/12 hours 0:100 In-person, in-

dividual

Mas-

ter’s student in

Psychology

Not reported

Kashikar-

Zuck 2005

Painful condi-

tion

(fibromyalgia)

CBT 6 sessions/3

sessions

66:33 In-person

+ phone calls,

individual

Pre-doc-

toral Psychol-

ogy Intern and

post-doc-

toral Psychol-

ogy Fellow

Trained by PI
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Table 1. Therapy characteristics of included studies (Continued)

Kashikar-

Zuck 2012

Painful condi-

tions

(fibromyalgia)

CBT 6 hours/2

hours 15 min-

utes

73:27 In-person, in-

dividual

Post-doc-

toral Psychol-

ogy Fellow

6 to 8 hours

CBT training

by PI

Kazak 2004 Cancer FT 5 hours/5

hours

50:50 In-person,

group

Nurses, Social

Workers,

Clin-

ical Psycholo-

gists, graduate

and post-doc-

toral Psychol-

ogy Trainees

12-hour train-

ing

Laffel 2003 Diabetes CBT 4 sessions/4

sessions

50:50 In-person, in-

dividual fami-

lies

Research assis-

tant

Not reported

Lask 1979 Asthma FT 6 hours/6

hours

50:50 In-person, in-

dividual fami-

lies

Mental health

professional

Not reported

Lehmkuhl

2010

Diabetes CBT 9 to 12 hours/

9 to 12 hours

50:50 Phone calls, Clinical Psy-

chologists and

pre-doc-

toral Psychol-

ogy Interns

Not reported

Levy 2010 Painful condi-

tion (recurrent

abdominal

pain)

CBT 4 hours/4

hours

50:50 In-person, in-

dividual fami-

lies

Therapists Not reported

Ng 2008 Asthma FT 22 hours/22

hours

50:50 In-person,

group

Not reported Not reported

Niebel 2000 Atopic eczema CBT 0/22 hours 0:100 In-person +

video, both

Mental health

professional

Not reported

Olivares 1997 Diabetes CBT 0/9 hours, 20

minutes

0:100 In-person,

group

Not reported Not reported

Palermo 2009 Painful condi-

tion (mixed

pain

conditions)

CBT 4 hours/4

hours

50:50 Online, indi-

vidual families

Online + Psy-

chology

Fellow

1 year of ex-

perience deliv-

ering face-to-

face CBT to

children with

chronic pain
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Table 1. Therapy characteristics of included studies (Continued)

Robins 2005 Painful condi-

tion (recurrent

abdominal

pain)

CBT 3 hours,

20 minutes/2

hours

63:37 In-person,

group

Pre-doc-

toral Psychol-

ogy Intern and

post-doc-

toral Psychol-

ogy Fellow

Not reported

Sahler 2002; Cancer PST 0/8 hours 0:100 In-person, in-

dividual

Mental health

profes-

sional and Psy-

chology grad-

uate student

3-day

workshop

Sahler 2005 Cancer PST 0/8 hours 0:100 In-person, in-

dividual

Not reported Not reported

Sanders 1994 Painful condi-

tion (recurrent

abdominal

pain)

CBT 5 hours/5

hours

50:50 In-person, in-

dividual

Clinical Psy-

chologists

Not reported

Seid 2010; Asthma PST 11 hours/11

hours

50:50 In-person, in-

dividual fami-

lies

Master’s level

Health Educa-

tor

2-week train-

ing

Stehl 2009; Cancer CBT 2 hours, 15

min-

utes/2 hours,

15 minutes

50:50 In-

person + CD-

ROM, group

Psychology

Fellows, Psy-

chology In-

tern, Master’s

level Psychol-

o-

gist, doctoral-

level Nurse

18 hours

training

Wade 2006 TBI PST 10 hours, 20

min-

utes/10 hours,

20 minutes

50:50 In-person, in-

dividual fami-

lies

Clinical Psy-

chology grad-

uate student

2 months

training

Wade 2006b TBI PST 14 modules/

14 modules

50:50 Online

+ video con-

ferencing, in-

dividual

Clinical Psy-

chology grad-

uate student

2 months

training

Wade 2011 TBI PST 16 modules/

16 modules

50:50 Online

+ video con-

ferencing, in-

dividual

Staff Psychol-

ogist, Clinical

Psy-

chology grad-

uate students

Multi-day

training
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Table 1. Therapy characteristics of included studies (Continued)

Wysocki 1999 Diabetes FT 10 sessions/10

sessions

50:50 In-person, in-

dividual fami-

lies

Clinical Psy-

chologists

150 hours

training

Wysocki 2006 Diabetes FT 12 sessions/12

sessions

50:50 In-person, in-

dividual fami-

lies

Clinical Psy-

chologist, So-

cial Worker

Trained in

BFST-D

BFST-D: Behavioural Family Systems Therapy for Diabetes; CBT: cognitive behavioural therapy; FT: family therapy; MST: multisys-

temic therapy; PI: principal investigator; PSST: problem solving skills training; PST: problem solving therapy; TBI: traumatic brain

injury

Table 2. Intervention content and therapy classification of included studies

Author Therapy summary Therapy type

Allen 1998

Painful condition

(migraine)

Thermal biofeedback plus parent be-

haviour management. Parents were pro-

vided with pain behaviour management

guidelines which focused on minimising at-

tention to pain, encouraging the child to

participate in daily activities, and praising

practice of biofeedback. Children received

thermal biofeedback training

CBT

Ambrosino 2008

Diabetes

Coping skills training. Parents and chil-

dren received training in communication

skills, social problem solving, recognis-

ing links between thoughts/feelings/be-

haviours, stress management and conflict

resolution. The focus of this intervention

was to improve participants’ general ability

to manage daily problems, and did not di-

rectly address diabetes management

CBT

Askins 2009

Cancer

PST + PDA. Mothers received problem

solving training using the Bright IDEAS

framework: Be optimistic about solving

problems, Identify the problem, Deter-

mine options, Evaluate options and choose

one, Act and See if it worked. Mothers

were also provided a personal digital assis-

tant (PDA) device that was designed to re-

view and practise problem solving steps and

record problems and solutions encountered

between sessions. Children did not receive

any intervention

PST
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Table 2. Intervention content and therapy classification of included studies (Continued)

Barakat 2010

Painful condition (SCD)

Pain management intervention. Parents

and children received education about

sickle cell disease (SCD) as well as training

in deep breathing, progressive muscle relax-

ation, cognitive restructuring and guided

imagery

CBT

Barry 1997

Painful condition

(Headache)

Cognitive behavioural group treatment.

Parents received pain education as well as

training in relaxation, imagery and positive

parenting strategies. Children received pain

education as well as training in relaxation,

imagery, distraction and cognitive restruc-

turing

CBT

Celano 2012

Asthma

Home-based family intervention. Fam-

ilies received asthma education regarding

trigger control resources and feedback on

the child’s lung functioning and metered

does inhaler (MDI)/spacer technique, as

well as psychosocial modules targeting fam-

ily rules and discipline, family communi-

cation and caregiver mental health

FT

Connelly 2006

Painful condition (Headache)

Headstrong programme. Using CD-

ROMs, children and parents jointly com-

pleted a module on management of pain

behaviours and creation of a pain-coping

plan. Children received headache educa-

tion and training in guided imagery, deep

breathing, progressive muscle relaxation,

cognitive restructuring and problem solv-

ing

CBT

Duarte 2006

Painful condition

(RAP)

Cognitive-behavioural family interven-

tion. Parents and children received educa-

tion about abdominal pain as well as train-

ing in operant techniques with an emphasis

on increasing adaptive behaviours when in

pain, deep breathing, physical exercise, pro-

gressive muscle relaxation, thought stop-

ping, distraction and imagery

CBT

Ellis 2004

Diabetes

Multisystemic therapy (MST). Families

received an intensive, family- and com-

munity-based intervention designed to tar-

get problems related to adherence to dia-

betes treatment across the multiple systems

MST
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Table 2. Intervention content and therapy classification of included studies (Continued)

within which the child and their family op-

erated. A variety of psychological interven-

tions were employed depending on individ-

ual need, including cognitive behavioural

therapy, parent training and behavioural

family systems therapy

Ellis 2005

Diabetes

Multisystemic therapy (MST). See Ellis

2004 above.

MST

Grey 2011

Diabetes

Coping skills intervention and training.

Parents received training in communica-

tion skills, social problem solving, cogni-

tive restructuring, stress management and

conflict resolution and were taught to ap-

ply these skills to thoughts, feelings and be-

haviours related to diabetes management.

Children did not receive any intervention

CBT

Hicks 2006

Painful condition

(RAP)

Online psychological treatment for pae-

diatric recurrent pain. Using a web-

site, parents received training in ways to

promote healthy behaviour. Children re-

ceived pain education as well as training in

deep breathing, relaxation, imagery, cogni-

tive strategies and healthy lifestyle choices.

Children also received a tape of person-

alised relaxation exercises and a thought

journal. Each week, families were contacted

by a researcher via phone or email to check

progress and review materials

CBT

Hoekstra-Weebers 1998

Cancer

Intervention programme for parents of

paediatric cancer patients. Parents re-

ceived education regarding the potential

impact of the child’s illness on the child and

family as well as training in emotional ex-

pression, cognitive restructuring, problem-

focused coping skills, communication and

assertiveness skills. Children did not receive

any intervention

CBT

Kashikar-Zuck 2005

Painful condition

(Fibromyalgia)

Coping skills training. Parents received

operant training with a focus on encourag-

ing active coping behaviour and indepen-

dent pain management. Children received

education about behavioural pain manage-

ment as well as training in progressive mus-

cle relaxation, distraction, activity pacing,

CBT
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Table 2. Intervention content and therapy classification of included studies (Continued)

cognitive techniques and problem solving

Kashikar-Zuck 2012

Painful condition

(Fibromyalgia)

Cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT)

for the treatment of juvenile fibromyal-

gia. This intervention is a revised ver-

sion of the Coping Skills Training pro-

gram evaluated in Kashikar-Zuck (2005)

. Parents received operant training with

a focus on encouraging independent pain

management, maintaining a normal rou-

tine, avoiding status checks and increasing

their child’s use of coping skills learned in

the programme. Children received educa-

tion about behavioural pain management

as well as training in progressive muscle re-

laxation, distraction, activity pacing, using

self statements, problem solving and relapse

prevention strategies

CBT

Kazak 2004

Cancer

Surviving Cancer Competently Inter-

vention Programme (SCCIP). Families

received education about the link between

thoughts, feelings and behaviours and

training in cognitive restructuring. Families

also participated in discussion groups about

the ways cancer has affected their family,

recognising and responding to distress in

other family members, and acknowledging

and accepting their cancer experience

CBT

Laffel 2003

Diabetes

Teamwork intervention. Parents and chil-

dren received training in communicating

about diabetes and sharing blood glucose

results with family members, the need for

teamwork between parents and children in

diabetes management during adolescence,

managing family members’ responses to the

child’s blood glucose levels, sharing dia-

betes management with family members,

and using a diary to help problem solve

high and low blood glucose levels

FT

Lask 1979

Asthma

Family psychotherapy. This intervention

aimed to improve the psychological well-

being of the family by focusing on attitudes

towards asthma and its treatment, fear of

death and negative emotions experienced

by family members

FT
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Table 2. Intervention content and therapy classification of included studies (Continued)

Lehmkuhl 2010

Diabetes

Telehealth behavioural therapy. Using

telephone contact, families received dia-

betes education in addition to training

in specific skills targeting diabetes care

and family functioning, including problem

solving, behavioural contracting, commu-

nication skills, cognitive restructuring and

family structuring

FT

Levy 2010

Painful condition

(FAP)

Social learning and cognitive be-

havioural therapy. Children and parents

received pain education in addition train-

ing in deep breathing, progressive muscle

relaxation, imagery, operant strategies, cog-

nitive restructuring and relapse prevention

strategies

CBT

Ng 2008

Asthma

We Together - We success Parallel Group

for Children with Asthma and their Par-

ents (WTWS). Parents and children re-

ceived asthma education and discuss is-

sues regarding mutual respect between fam-

ily members, psychosocial factors that may

impact asthma symptoms, applying con-

cepts from traditional Chinese medicine

to asthma management, and fostering the

child’s independence

FT

Niebel 2000

Skin Diseases (Eczema)

Direct parental education in groups. Par-

ents received asthma education and train-

ing in operant strategies, scratch-control

techniques, stress management, progressive

muscle relaxation, how to coach their chil-

dren in using progressive muscle relaxation,

how to conduct social skills training with

their children and relapse prevention. Chil-

dren did not participate in the intervention

CBT

Palermo 2009

Painful condition

(Mixed pain conditions)

Web-based Management of Adolescent

Pain (Web-MAP). Using an internet pro-

gram, parents received education about

chronic pain and training in recognis-

ing stress and negative emotions, oper-

ant strategies, modelling, sleep hygiene

and lifestyle, communication and relapse

prevention. Children received education

about chronic pain and training in recog-

nising stress and negative emotions, deep

CBT
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Table 2. Intervention content and therapy classification of included studies (Continued)

breathing and relaxation, distraction, cog-

nitive skills, sleep hygiene and lifestyle,

staying active and relapse prevention

Robins 2005

Painful condition

(RAP)

Short-term cognitive behavioural ther-

apy. Children and parents received educa-

tion about pain and stress as well as training

in deep breathing, imagery, relaxation and

operant strategies. Children also training in

tracking the antecedents and consequences

of pain episodes and cognitive restructur-

ing.

CBT

Sanders 1994

Painful condition

(RAP)

Cognitive-behavioural family interven-

tion. Parents received education about

behavioural pain management, operant

training and relapse prevention. Chil-

dren received education about behavioural

pain management, muscle relaxation, deep

breathing, imagery, cognitive restructur-

ing, distraction and relapse prevention

CBT

Sahler 2002

Cancer

Problem solving skills training. Mothers

received problem solving training using the

Bright IDEAS framework: Be optimistic

about solving problems, Identify the prob-

lem, Determine options, Evaluate options

and choose one, Act and See if it worked.

Children did not receive any intervention

PST

Sahler 2005

Cancer

Problem solving skills training. See

Sahler 2002 above.

PST

Seid 2010

Asthma

Problem solving skills training + care

co-ordination. Parents received in-home

asthma education, referrals to commu-

nity resources, co-ordination with medi-

cal providers and problem solving training

using the Bright IDEAS framework (see

Sahler 2002 above). Children did not re-

ceive any intervention.

PST

Stehl 2009

Cancer

Surviving Cancer Competently Inter-

vention Programme - Newly diagnosed

(SCCIP-ND). Parents received education

about the link between thoughts, feelings

and behaviours, training in cognitive re-

structuring, and discussion of beliefs about

the role cancer will play in the family’s fu-

CBT
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Table 2. Intervention content and therapy classification of included studies (Continued)

ture. Parents also watched a CD-ROM of

other parents of children with cancer dis-

cussing their experiences and responses to

diagnosis. Children did not receive any in-

tervention

Wade 2006

TBI

Family problem solving intervention.

Families received problem solving training

using the ABCDE framework (Aim, Brain-

storm, Choose, Do It and Evaluate) and

were encouraged to have a positive atti-

tude towards problem solving. Families also

received education on the effects of TBI

on child functioning as well as training in

behavioural management, communication

skills and handling crises

PST

Wade 2006b

TBI

Family problem solving intervention.

Using an internet program and video-

conferencing, families received training

in problem solving, communication, be-

haviour management skills and relapse pre-

vention. Families could also complete sup-

plemental sessions if needed on stress man-

agement, working with the school, sibling

concerns, anger management, pain man-

agement and marital communication

PST

Wade 2011

TBI

Teen Online Problem Solving (TOPS)

. Using an internet program and video-

conferencing, families received training in

stress management, problem solving, plan-

ning and organisation, communication

and self regulation. Families could also

complete supplemental sessions if needed

on stress management, self care, mari-

tal communication, memory difficulties,

planning for after high school graduation,

sibling concerns, pain management and

communication between teens and parents

PST

Wysocki 1999

Diabetes

Behavioural Family Systems Therapy

(BFST). Families received training in prob-

lem solving skills, communication skills

and cognitive restructuring as well as func-

tional and structural family therapy in-

terventions targeting family systems issues

that may have interfered with effective

problem solving and communication skills.

FT
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Table 2. Intervention content and therapy classification of included studies (Continued)

Wysocki 2006

Diabetes

Behavioural Family Systems Therapy for

Diabetes (BFST-D). This intervention is

a revised version of the BFST intervention

evaluated in Wysocki 1999. Families re-

ceived training in problem solving, com-

munication skills and cognitive restructur-

ing as well as functional and structural

family therapy interventions targeting fam-

ily systems issues related to effective prob-

lem solving and communication. Diabetes-

specific adaptations included targeting two

or more barriers to diabetes management

in treatment, training in behavioural con-

tracting, education in how to improve dia-

betic control based on data from self mon-

itoring of blood glucose levels, simulation

of living with diabetes by parents for 1

week, and involvement of peers/teachers/

extended family in treatment as needed

FT

BFST-D: Behavioural Family Systems Therapy for Diabetes; CBT: cognitive behavioural therapy; FT: family therapy; MST: multisys-

temic therapy; PST: problem solving therapy; TBI: traumatic brain injury

Table 3. Scorecard of meta-analytic findings at post-treatment by illness condition and type of therapy

Scorecard of findings at post-treatment

Combined psychological therapies for each illness condition (post Rx)

Parent Child

Behaviour Mental health Behaviour/

disability

Mental health Primary symptom Family function-

ing

Pain No effect* Unknown No effect No effect Effect found Unknown

Cancer No effect No effect Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown

Diabetes Unknown Unknown Unknown No effect* No effect No effect

Asthma Unknown No effect* Unknown Unknown No effect Unknown

TBI Unknown No effect* No effect* Unknown Unknown No effect*

Skin diseases Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown
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Table 3. Scorecard of meta-analytic findings at post-treatment by illness condition and type of therapy (Continued)

Individual psychological therapies for combined illness conditions (post Rx)

Parent Child

Behaviour Mental Health Behaviour/

disability

Mental health Primary symptom Family function-

ing

CBT No effect No effect No effect No effect Effect found No effect

FT Unknown No effect* No effect* Unknown No effect No effect*

PST Effect found Effect found No effect* Unknown Unknown No effect*

MST Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown No effect* Unknown

*Denotes which analyses only included two studies and should be interpreted with caution.
CBT: cognitive behavioural therapy; FT: family therapy; MST: multisystemic therapy; PST: problem solving therapy; TBI: traumatic

brain injury

A P P E N D I C E S

Appendix 1. MEDLINE search strategy

1. exp Psychotherapy/

2. Problem Solving/

3. psychotherap*.mp.

4. ((cogniti* or family or behavior* or behaviour* or psychological*) adj5 (intervention* or treatment* or therap*)).mp.

5. (problem* adj5 solv*).mp.

6. CBT.mp.

7. 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6

8. exp Parents/

9. exp Family/

10. Caregivers/

11. (parent* or mother* or father* or family or families or caregiver* or care-giver*).mp.

12. 8 or 9 or 10 or 11

13. exp Child/

14. exp Infant/

15. Adolescent/

16. (child* or infant* or adolesc* or baby or babies or toddler* or teenager* or youth*).mp.

17. 13 or 14 or 15 or 16

18. exp Pain/

19. exp Complex Regional Pain Syndromes/

20. exp Rheumatic Diseases/
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21. exp Neoplasms/

22. exp Diabetes Mellitus/

23. exp Asthma/

24. exp Brain Injuries/

25. exp Inflammatory Bowel Diseases/

26. exp Anemia, Sickle Cell/

27. exp Skin Diseases/

28. exp Genital Diseases, Female/

29. exp menstruation disturbances/

30. (pain* or headache*).mp.

31. (rheumat* or arthriti* or fibromyalgia).mp.

32. (cancer* or neoplas* or tumor* or tumour* or malignan* or carcinoma*).mp.

33. diabet*.mp.

34. asthma*.mp.

35. (brain adj5 (trauma* or injur*)).mp.

36. (bowel* adj5 inflammatory adj5 (condition* or disease* or illness*)).mp.

37. (sickle cell adj5 (disease* or disorder* or anemia*)).mp.

38. ((skin adj5 (disease* or disorder*)) or eczema*).mp.

39. ((gynecologic* or gynaecologic*) adj5 (disease* or disorder*)).mp.

40. dysmenorrh*.mp.

41. endometriosis.mp.

42. Chronic Disease/

43. ((chronic* or longterm or long-term) adj5 (condition* or ill* or disease*)).mp.

44. 18 or 19 or 20 or 21 or 22 or 23 or 24 or 25 or 26 or 27 or 28 or 29 or 30 or 31 or 32 or 33 or 34 or 35 or 36 or 37 or 38 or 39

or 40 or 41 or 42 or 43

45. randomized controlled trial.pt.

46. controlled clinical trial.pt.

47. random*.mp.

48. placebo*.mp.

49. trial*.mp.

50. evaluation studies.pt.

51. exp Evaluation Studies as Topic/

52. “Outcome Assessment (Health Care)”/

53. exp Treatment Outcome/

54. Comparative Effectiveness Research/

55. (outcome* or assess* or evaluat*).mp.

56. (quantitative adj5 research).mp.

57. 45 or 46 or 47 or 48 or 49 or 50 or 51 or 52 or 54 or 55 or 56

58. 7 and 12 and 17 and 44 and 57

Key: mp = protocol supplementary concept, rare disease supplementary concept, title, original title, abstract, name of substance word,

subject heading word, unique identifier. pt = publication type
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Appendix 2. Other search strategies

Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL)

1 MeSH descriptor Psychotherapy explode all trees

2 MeSH descriptor Problem Solving, this term only

3 psychotherap*

4 ((cogniti* or family or behavior* or behaviour* or psychological*)

near/5 (intervention* or treatment* or therap*))

5 (problem* near/5 solv*)

6 CBT

7 (#1 OR #2 OR #3 OR #4 OR #5 OR #6)

8 MeSH descriptor Parents explode all trees

9 MeSH descriptor Family explode all trees

10 MeSH descriptor Caregivers, this term only

11 (parent* or mother* or father* or family or families or caregiver*

or care-giver*)

12 (#8 OR #9 OR #10 OR #11)

13 MeSH descriptor Child explode all trees

14 MeSH descriptor Infant explode all trees

15 MeSH descriptor Adolescent, this term only

16 (child* or infant* or adolesc* or baby or babies or toddler* or

teenager* or youth*)

17 (#13 OR #14 OR #15 OR #16)

18 MeSH descriptor Pain explode all trees

19 MeSH descriptor Complex Regional Pain Syndromes explode all

trees

20 MeSH descriptor Rheumatic Diseases explode all trees

21 MeSH descriptor Neoplasms explode all trees
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(Continued)

22 MeSH descriptor Diabetes Mellitus explode all trees

23 MeSH descriptor Asthma explode all trees

24 MeSH descriptor Brain Injuries explode all trees

25 MeSH descriptor Inflammatory Bowel Diseases explode all trees

26 MeSH descriptor Anemia, Sickle Cell explode all trees

27 MeSH descriptor Skin Diseases explode all trees

28 MeSH descriptor Genital Diseases, Female explode all trees

29 MeSH descriptor Menstruation Disturbances explode all trees

30 (pain* or headache*)

31 (rheumat* or arthriti* or fibromyalgia)

32 (cancer* or neoplas* or tumor* or tumour* or malignan* or car-

cinoma*)

33 diabet*

34 asthma*

35 (brain near/5 (trauma* or injur*))

36 (bowel* near/5 inflammatory near/5 (condition* or disease* or

illness*))

37 (sickle cell near/5 (disease* or disorder* or anemia*))

38 ((skin near/5 (disease* or disorder*)) or eczema*)

39 ((gynecologic* or gynaecologic*) near/5 (disease* or disorder*))

40 dysmenorrh*

41 endometriosis

42 MeSH descriptor Chronic Disease, this term only

43 ((chronic* or longterm or long-term) near/5 (condition* or ill* or

disease*))
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44 (#18 OR #19 OR #20 OR #21 OR #22 OR #23 OR #24 OR

#25 OR #26 OR #27 OR #28 OR #29 OR #30 OR #31 OR #

32 OR #33 OR #34 OR #35 OR #36 OR #37 OR #38 OR #39

OR #40 OR #41 OR #42 OR #43)

45 (#7 AND #12 AND #17 AND #44)

EMBASE via Ovid

1 exp psychotherapy/

2 exp problem solving/

3 psychotherap*.mp.

4 ((cogniti* or family or behavior* or behaviour* or psychological*) adj5 (intervention* or

treatment* or therap*)).mp

5 (problem* adj5 solv*).mp.

6 CBT.mp.

7 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6

8 exp parent/

9 exp family/

10 exp caregiver/

11 (parent* or mother* or father* or family or families or caregiver* or care-giver*).mp

12 8 or 9 or 10 or 11

13 exp child/

14 exp infant/

15 exp adolescent/

16 (child* or infant* or adolesc* or baby or babies or toddler* or teenager* or youth*).mp

17 13 or 14 or 15 or 16

18 exp pain/

19 exp complex regional pain syndrome/
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20 exp rheumatic disease/

21 exp neoplasm/

22 exp diabetes mellitus/

23 exp asthma/

24 exp brain injury/

25 exp enteritis/

26 exp sickle cell anemia/

27 exp skin disease/

28 exp gynecologic disease/

29 exp menstruation disorder/

30 (pain* or headache*).mp.

31 (rheumat* or arthriti* or fibromyalgia).mp.

32 (cancer* or neoplas* or tumor* or tumour* or malignan* or carcinoma*).mp

33 diabet*.mp.

34 asthma*.mp.

35 (brain adj5 (trauma* or injur*)).mp.

36 (bowel* adj5 inflammatory adj5 (condition* or disease* or illness*)).mp

37 (sickle cell adj5 (disease* or disorder* or anemia*)).mp.

38 ((skin adj5 (disease* or disorder*)) or eczema*).mp.

39 ((gynecologic* or gynaecologic*) adj5 (disease* or disorder*)).mp

40 dysmenorrh*.mp.

41 endometriosis.mp.

42 exp chronic disease/
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43 ((chronic* or longterm or long-term) adj5 (condition* or ill* or disease*)).mp

44 18 or 19 or 20 or 21 or 22 or 23 or 24 or 25 or 26 or 27 or 28 or 29 or 30 or 31 or 32

or 33 or 34 or 35 or 36 or 37 or 38 or 39 or 40 or 41 or 42 or 43

45 exp controlled clinical trial/

46 random*.mp.

47 trial*.mp.

48 placebo*.mp.

49 exp evaluation/

50 exp treatment outcome/

51 exp comparative effectiveness/

52 (outcome* or assess* or evaluat*).mp.

53 (quantitative adj5 research).mp.

54 45 or 46 or 47 or 48 or 49 or 50 or 51 or 52 or 53

55 7 and 12 and 17 and 44 and 54

PsycINFO via Ovid

1 exp psychotherapy/

2 exp family therapy/

3 exp problem solving/

4 psychotherap*.mp.

5 ((cogniti* or family or behavior* or behaviour* or psychological*) adj5 (intervention* or

treatment* or therap*)).mp

6 (problem* adj5 solv*).mp.

7 CBT.mp.

8 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7

9 exp Parents/
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10 exp Family/

11 exp Caregivers/

12 (parent* or mother* or father* or family or families or caregiver* or care-giver*).mp

13 9 or 10 or 11 or 12

14 (child* or infant* or adolesc* or baby or babies or toddler* or teenager* or youth*).mp

15 exp pain/

16 exp Rheumatoid Arthritis/

17 exp Neoplasms/

18 exp Diabetes Mellitus/

19 exp Asthma/

20 exp traumatic brain injury/

21 exp Sickle Cell Disease/

22 exp skin disorders/

23 exp gynecological disorders/

24 (pain* or headache*).mp.

25 (rheumat* or arthriti* or fibromyalgia).mp.

26 (cancer* or neoplas* or tumor* or tumour* or malignan* or carcinoma*).mp

27 diabet*.mp.

28 asthma*.mp.

29 (brain adj5 (trauma* or injur*)).mp.

30 (bowel* adj5 inflammatory adj5 (condition* or disease* or illness*)).mp

31 (sickle cell adj5 (disease* or disorder* or anemia*)).mp.

32 ((skin adj5 (disease* or disorder*)) or eczema*).mp.
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33 ((gynecologic* or gynaecologic*) adj5 (disease* or disorder*)).mp

34 dysmenorrh*.mp.

35 endometriosis.mp.

36 ((chronic* or longterm or long-term) adj5 (condition* or ill* or disease*)).mp

37 15 or 16 or 17 or 18 or 19 or 20 or 21 or 22 or 23 or 24 or 25 or 26 or 27 or 28 or 29

or 30 or 31 or 32 or 33 or 34 or 35 or 36

38 exp Clinical Trials/

39 random*.mp.

40 placebo*.mp.

41 trial*.mp.

42 exp treatment outcomes/

43 (outcome* or assess* or evaluat*).mp.

44 (quantitative adj5 research).mp.

45 38 or 39 or 40 or 41 or 42 or 43 or 44

46 8 and 13 and 14 and 37 and 45
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